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1. Introduction 

The three elements of the 11th group of the periodic table copper (Cu), silver (Ag) and gold 

(Au) are important metals since the early history of mankind. Their utilization as material for 

coins gives them the name “coinage metal”. Moreover, these metals are known as “noble 

metals” with fully occupied d-orbitals, and with high first ionization energies. [1] 

An interesting phenomenon occurs in compounds, where two or more coinage metal ions 

(M+ or rather MI) in the electronic d10 configuration reveals surprisingly short distances to each 

other, which are shorter than twiece the van der Waals radius (Cu: 2 · rvdw = 280 pm/rion(M+) = 

113 pm, Ag: 2 · rvdw = 344 pm/rion(M+) = 133 pm, Au: 2 · rvdw = 332 pm/rion(M+) = 125 pm; 

[2]/[3]). This indicates an attractive interaction, which can influence the properties of the 

molecule. [4-8] Such MI coinage metals in a close-shell configutation must experiance 

Coulomb repulsion, which render these counterintuitive short distances. [9] This phenomenon 

is know as “metalophilic interaction” and other metals with electronic d8 and d10 

configurations (e.g. Pt2+ or Pt0) show similar behavior. [7, 9-14] The origin of this metallophilic 

interaction is subject of investigation up to now. [15] Relativistic effects (electron correlation 

interaction) and spd orbital hybridization play an important role for these metalophilic 

interaction. 

Coinage metals are important nowadays in many aplications such as organic light emitting 

diodes (OLEDs), sensors and (photo-)catalysts. [16] An eminent topic in coinage metal 

research is the develop of coupling or activation catalysts. [17-25] Coinage metals promote 

decarboxylation and CO2 activation, which makes mono- and dicarbonic acids extremly 

necessary. [26-28] These monocarbonic acids are able precursors for hydrogen storage and C-

C coupling via decarboxylation reaction. [29-32] In principle, CO2 activation and C-C coupling 

may yield in dicarbonic acids. [33-36] Under ambient conditions, these reactions are 

endothermic. [37] The application of metal catalysts may reduce prevailing barriers and 

shifting these processes closer to industrial application. The knowledge of the moleculare 

structure and the binding motifs of carboxylates onto such complexes provides fundamental 

insight into such coupling and activation reactions. 

A promising class of compounds are coinage metal phosphine complexes with bridging ligands 

like dppm (bis(diphenylphosphino)methane), dcpm (bis(dicyclohexylphosphino)methane) or 
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dmpm (bis(dimethylphosphino)methane)). These compounds were widely investigated with 

spectroscopic and theoretical methods. [38-40] A study of Che et al. shows that 

[Au2(µ-dppm)2]2+ and [Cu2(µ-dppm)2(MeCN)4]2+ promote a C-C coupling after photoinduced 

carbon-halide cleavage. [41] Nakajima et al. demonstrate that a cooper phosphine complex 

can be used for dehydrogenation of formic acid via losing a CO2 molecule. [42] An industrial 

application of bridging oxalate dinuclear coinage metal phosphine complexes are the use as 

precursors for Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) in copper/silver coating production. [43-46] 

Coinage metal hydride complexes are important in organaometallic chemistry for example 

hydrogen storage and fuel cell battery. [47-49] 

The investigation of molecular ions in the gas phase, in so-called “isolation” is a popular area 

of ongoing research, because enviromental influences as e.g. from solvent play no role. 

Intrinsic properties like structure [50-52], catalytic activation [53-55] and reactivity [56-58] of 

the pure moleculare ion determine the obtainable results. A powerful combination in this 

regards is the application of mass spectrometry (MS) methods like Electrospray Ionization 

(ESI), Collision Induced Dissociation (CID) and Infrared (Multiple) Photon Dissociation 

(IR-MPD), supported by Density Functional Theory (DFT). [59-65] 

The coinage metal phoshine complexes [MMdppmCHOO]+ (M = Cu, Ag, Au, CHOO = formate) 

have served as model system for hydrogen storage. [66-69] In the first step, the hydride 

complex [MMdppmH]+ is formed via CID and loss of CO2, and in the second step formate 

complex [MMdppmCHOO]+ is regenerated via addition of formic acid and release of H2. The 

reactivity of the complexes depends on the bridging ligand and the coinage metals. Metal 

oxalate complexes were used as precursor for M-CO2 complexes upon CID activation via 

decarboxylation. [70-72] Some trinuclear coinage metal hydride complexes have been 

synthesised and characterised before. [73-75]  

At the Technische Universität Kaiserslautern (TUK), the silver coinage metal complexes 

([Ag2dcpm2]2+, [Ag2dcpm2Cl]+, [Ag3dcpm3H]2+) have been investigated before by Kruppa et al. 

with CID-MS, Ultraviolet-Photodissiotiation (UV-PD) and femtosecound pump probe 

experiments and supported by quantum chemical calculations. [76-78] In addition, several 

bachelor and master theses dealt with these and similar complexes. [79-82] The group of 

Niedner-Schatteburg et al. used CID for the investigation of metal complexes, and various 

IR-MPD methods like one and two color schemes. [83-86] 
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The experiments of this thesis took place in the context and by support of the collaborative 

research center „Cooperative Effects in Homo- and Heterometallic Complexes” 3MET.de. It 

brings together research groups from the Technische Universität Kaiserslautern (TUK) and 

from the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) in order to elucidate cooperative effects 

amongst two or more metal centers. [87-90] The term cooperativity in this case implies that 

optical or reactivity properties are emerged or enhanced by the interaction of multiple metal 

centers. Multinuclear coinage metal complexes, which are stabilized with one or more 

phosphine ligands are good model systems to investigate such cooperativity as enabled by the 

close proximity of the adjacent metal centers. 

 

Scheme 1: Overview of the investigated coinage metal phosphine complexes in this 

thesis. With 1 [M2dcpm2CHOO]+ and [M2dcpmCHOO]+ (chapter 3, CHOO: formate), 

2 [M2dcpm2HOx]+ and [M2dcpmHOx]+ (chapter 4, HOx: hydrogen oxalate) and 3 

[M3dcpm3X]2+/(•+), [Ag3dcpm3X(O2)](•+) and [M2dcpmX]+ (chapter 5, X: hydride H and 

deuteride D). 

 

An overview of the investigated complexes in this thesis is given in Scheme 1. This thesis is 

organized as follows: 

Chapter 2 gives an overview of the applied methods and the experimental setups. Chapter 3 

presents a draft manuscript of the study of dinuclear coinage metal phosphine complexes with 

a formate adduct (CHOO) of the form [M2dcpm2CHOO]+ (M = Cu, Ag, Au) and [M2dcpmCHOO]+ 
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(M = Cu, Ag). This investigation include the determination of formate binding motifs, the 

IR-MPD spectra of [M2dcpm2CHOO]+ (IR-MPD), the metal dependent fragmentation pathways 

(CID) and a deconvolution analysis of the overlapping isotope pattern of the main 

fragmentation pathways of [M2dcpm2CHOO]+. All experiments were supported by quantum 

chemical calculation (DFT). These results help to understand the decarboxylation reaction of 

the formate anion on steric demanding dinuclear coinage metal phosphine complexes. 

Chapter 4 reports in the first part about the investigation of dinuclear coinage metal 

phosphine complexes with a hydrogen oxalate adduct (HOx) of the form [M2dcpm2HOx]+ 

(M = Cu, Ag, Au) and [M2dcpmHOx]+ (M = Cu, Ag). This investigation contains determination 

of fragmentation pathway via CID, IR-MPD spectra, TIMS measurements, cryo N2 tagged IR-

PD and two color hole burning experiments. The results were supported by DFT calculation to 

identify different isomers and isomerization barriers. These investigations can help to 

understand the isomerization of hydrogen oxalate anion binding motifs on steric demanding 

dinuclear coinage metal phosphine complexes. The second part presents data of 

[Cu2dcpm2HOx]+ and [Ag2dcpm2HOx]+ as published in a special issue publication in Chemistry 

– A European Journal and provided as a reprint. [91] Chapter 5 documents the IR-MPD 

investigation of dimer and trimer coinage metal phosphine hydride (X = H) and deuteride 

(X = D) complexes of the form [M3dcpm3X]2+/(•+), [M2dcpmX]+ (M = Cu, Ag) and 

[Ag3dcpm3X(O2)](•+) with the FELIX free-electron laser. The experimental results were 

supported by DFT calculations. Chapter 6 and 7 give a summary of the findings of this thesis 

and an outlook towards open question in the context of this kind of coinage metal phosphine 

complexes. Finally, an appendix chapter 8 documents Python scripts for DFT data analysis. 
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2. Experimental and Theoretical Methods 

2.1. Mass spectrometry 

2.1.1. Electrospray ionization 

 

Figure 1: Schematic depiction of the electrospray ionization process (in 

positive ion mode). Reprinted with permission from [1]. Copyright 2013; 

American Chemical Society. 

The evolution of ionization and methods of transfer ions into the gas phase like electrospray 

ionization (ESI) [2, 3] and matrix assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) [4] has opened 

new opportunities to investigate large molecules in different areas of chemistry like 

biochemistry [5-7] (e.g. proteins and peptides) but also in inorganic chemistry. [8-10] The ESI 

method was first developed by Dole and coworkers [11] and established by Fenn and 

coworkers. [2, 5] Fenn was awarded for his work together with Tanaka and coworkers (MALDI) 

[12, 13] with the Noble Prize in Chemistry in 2002. Both methods, ESI and MALDI, transfer 

molecules into the gas phase with less or without fragmentation, wherefore these methods 

are called soft ionization methods. This is a huge benefit especially for mass spectrometric 

investigation of large molecules or labile non-covalent complexes. [14, 15] Fig. 1 shows 

schematically the electrospray ionization process. In more detail, a solution of the investigated 

molecule in a polar solvent is injected though a small electroconductive capillary, which is also 

named spray needle. A voltage is applied (2 – 6 kV) at the tip of the spray needle, which results 
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in an electrostatic gradient between spray needle and a counter electrode. This results in the 

formation of the so-called Taylor-cone [16, 17] at the spray needle tip. The ions of one polarity 

are attracted to the droplet surface as consequence of the applied electrostatic field. [18] In 

addition, nitrogen is flowing with a constant rate around the opening of the capillary to form 

small aerosol particles. If the Taylor-cone get instable, charged droplets are released and 

guided through the electrostatic field to the entrance of the mass spectrometer. There, the 

solvent is evaporated via a heated nitrogen dry gas (180-220 °C). As a result of solvent 

evaporation, the size of droplets decreases whereas surface charges (ions) get closer together. 

If the coulomb repulsion of the ions equals the surface tension, the so-called Rayleigh limit 

[19] is reached and the droplets undergo a coulomb explosion. This process can repeat several 

times, until all solvent molecules are removed and the bare free ions remain. In literature, 

several different mechanisms for the release of the ions into the gas phase are discussed, the 

ion evaporation model (IEM), [20, 21] the chain ejection model (CEM) [22, 23] and charge 

residue model (CRM). [11, 24, 25] Which of these mechanisms take place in reality depends 

on the investigated system (molecule, size, charge, ...). The ions are guided through a glass 

capillary into the vacuum system of the mass spectrometer. 

2.1.2. Collision induced dissociation 

The benefit of soft ionization methods is also a disadvantage: Due to the transfer without 

fragmentation, no structural information of the molecule can be obtained with the help of 

fragmentation pathways. For this reason, most mass spectrometer equipped with an ESI 

source have collision-induced dissociation (CID) as a tandem-MS method. [26, 27] The trapped 

mass-selected precursor ions are accelerated by an additional DC potential and collide 

multiple times with buffer gas atoms. This buffer gas is an inert gas, which does not react with 

the trapped ions, for example N2, argon or helium, as used in this work. During the inelastic 

collision with gas atoms, kinetic energy is transferred into intramolecular degrees of freedom 

of the precursor ion. [28] With more collision of the buffer gas atoms with other ions, the 

transferred energy is accumulated, which increases the internal energy of the ion. 
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Figure 2: CID fragmentation mechanism in a 3D quadrupole Paul-type ion 

trap. [29] 

If the dissociation threshold is exceeded, the precursor ion dissociates into a neutral fragment 

(Fr0) and an ionic fragment (Fr+). [30] The occurrence of fragments depends on the dissociation 

barrier of the fragmentation pathway. Fig. 1 shows schematically the CID fragmentation 

mechanism in a Paul trap. 

 

Figure 3: Example for a CID curve and a sigmoidal fit. 
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By variation of the DC potential, the excitation energy can be increased gradually in order to 

record so-called CID curves (Fig. 3) This allows for an evaluation of the total fragment yield in 

dependence of the internal excitation energy scale of the spectrometer. The total fragment 

yield describes the ratio of fragment ions and the total amount of ions (Eq. 1) 

𝐼𝑇𝐹𝑌𝑓𝑟 (𝐸𝑒𝑥) = ( ∑ 𝐼𝑖𝑓𝑟(𝐸𝑒𝑥)𝑖∑ 𝐼𝑖𝑓𝑟(𝐸𝑒𝑥)𝑖 + ∑ 𝐼𝑖𝑃(𝐸𝑒𝑥)𝑖 ) (1) 

with 𝐼𝑖𝑓𝑟 for the intensity of the fragment ions, 𝐼𝑖𝑃 for the intensity of the parent ions and 𝐼𝑇𝐹𝑌𝑓𝑟  

for the intensity of all ions (total fragment yield). 

The energy that is transferred from collision gas atoms to the precursor ion depends on their 

masses and relative velocities and the internal energy scale has to be corrected via a center of 

mass transformation (Eq. 2). In more detail, the excitation amplitude Eex is transferred into 

the fragmentation magnitude ECOM. This enables a comparison of fragmentation magnitudes 

ECOM for similar molecules. 

 𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀 = ( 𝑚𝐻𝑒𝑚𝐻𝑒 + 𝑚𝑖𝑜𝑛) ⋅ 𝐸𝑒𝑥 (2) 

with mHe and mion for the isotopically averaged mass of Helium and ion. 

To have a comparative value, the measured CID curves are fitted with a sigmoidal fit function 

(Eq. 3). 

𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑓𝑟(𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀) = ( 11 + 𝑒(𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀50% −𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀)𝐵) (3) 

with B for the rise of the sigmoid curve. 

Mostly and in this work, the 𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀50%  value was chosen. [29, 31, 32] At this point, half of precursor 

ions were fragmented or rather half of fragment ion were formed (Fig. 3). The excitation 

amplitude (Eex) and fragmentation magnitude (𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀50%) depends on the chosen mass 

spectrometer settings. As a consequence, these magnitudes ECOM and 𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀50%  are not absolute 

energy values, but can be used to compare relative energies for similar molecules. To obtain 

absolute energy values, so-called “thermometer ions” can be used for calibration of the 

internal energy scale of the mass spectrometer. [33-35] 
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2.1.3. Electron transfer dissociation/reaction 

 

Figure 4: Scheme of electron transfer dissociation/reduction (ETD/R) 

reaction in the Bruker AmaZon ETD QIT MS. Top: The cations, which are 

providing by the ESI source, are passing to the trap, a gate lens blocks the 

reagent radical anion in the nCI source. Bottom: After the ions reached the 

trap and were stored, the gate of the nCI source is open and lets the anions 

into the trap for ion/ion recombination reaction. The cations were blocked 

at the capillary exit. [36] 

The electron transfer dissociation (ETD) is a tandem MS technique, which is designed and 

widely used as an alternative to CID in sequence analysis of biomolecules like proteins and 

peptides. [37, 38] The fragmentation of this proteins and peptides via ETD results in a cleavage 

of the N-Cα bond (c- or z-type fragments), which is in contrast to the fragmentation pathway 

with CID (a-, b- or x-, y-type fragments). [37-40] In the Paul trap, isolated cations can undergo 

an ion/ion reaction with anions. In more detail, an ion/ion recombination reaction of a 

multiply positively charged precursor ions and a singly charged radical anion (electron donor 

reagent) takes place. [37, 40-43] The nCI (negative chemical ionization) source produces the 

reagent anion. It is located nearby the transfer octopole in front of the Paul trap. The reagent 

must be an electron acceptor as neutral molecule and an electron donor as anion. These 
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anions are led into the Paul trap after the investigated cations were stored (Fig. 4). A gate lens 

controls the flow of the anions. The cations and anions are co-trapped in a milisecond time 

period in which the ion/ion-reaction can occur, which can be optimized by reaction time, mass 

cut-off and amount of reagent anion. In the case of more stable cations, dissociation does not 

take place. However, by the reduction (ETR or ETnoD), oxidation states can be reached that 

are normally difficult to access via synthetic routes. In the case of the mass spectrometer 

Bruker AmaZon ETD, which was used in this work, the reagent anion was fluoranthene. The 

nCI source consists of a cartridge wherein fluoranthene is heated up to 60 °C and evaporates 

or rather sublimates. A filament inside the nCI source releases electrons, which ionize 

methanes gas, which serves as a mediator. Consequently, a cascade of reactions creates a 

chemical ionization plasma, which contains thermal (low energy) electrons. These thermal 

electrons attach to the neutral fluoranthene (electron acceptor), which causes in formation of 

radical anion. The ETD and ETR reactions are shown in Fig. 5. Several alternative molecules are 

available instead of fluoranthene, for example anthracene or azobenzene. [44, 45] In 

literature, alternative ways are known for reduction of compounds instead of ETD/R to 

produced charge reduced ions. [46-48] 

 

Figure 5: Possible reaction via ETD/R. A multiply positively charged molecule 

(Mn+) is reduced by a radical anion (A•-) to form a reduced species M(n-1). 

Depending on the stability of the reduced species, an electron transfer 

dissociation (ETD, F+ + Fr0) or an electron transfer reaction/reduction (ETR, 

no dissociation) can occur. 
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2.2. Infrared ion spectroscopy of molecules in the gas phase 

Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is a powerful tool in modern chemistry to get information on 

structure or reactivity of molecules. [49, 50] One method for recording IR spectra of isolated 

molecules in the gas phase, without other influences like solvent, is infrared-multiple photon 

dissociation (IR-MPD) in combination with a mass spectrometer, which includes mass 

sensitivity. [51] “Classic” IR spectroscopy, which detects the absorption of IR light 

(attenuation) in correlation with the IR frequency (or wavenumber), is not possible in a mass 

spectrometer due to the low ion density. In the language of spectroscopic scientist, the word 

“wavenumber” is used as a synonym for the word “frequency”. For the IR-MPD technique, 

[51] the ions of interest were irradiated with an intense monochromatic IR laser source, which 

was provided in this work by a OPO/A laser system (2.3.3.) or a free electron laser (2.3.4). If 

the IR laser frequency is in resonance with a vibrational mode of the isolated molecular ion, 

the IR photon is absorbed (non-coherently). [52, 53] The absorbed photon energy is 

redistributed into available vibrational degrees of freedom via the intramolecular vibrational 

redistribution (IVR). [54] This results in a rise of internal energy and heating of the molecular 

ion. [55] Mostly, one IR photon (10-50 kJ/mol, 800-4000 cm-1) has not enough energy to break 

a covalent bond in the molecule. [53, 55] Upon redistribution of the absorbed energy via IVR, 

the vibrational mode is able to absorb and redistribute the energy of another photon. This 

process can repeat several times, until the dissociation threshold of the weakest bond in the 

ionic molecule is exceeded (Fig. 6). [49, 50, 56] The fragments are detected by the mass 

spectrometer, wherefore this technique is also called “action spectroscopy”. [50, 57] 

 

Figure 6: Schematic explanation of the infrared-multiple photon dissociation 

process. Republished with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry, 

from [50], Copyright 2012; permission conveyed through Copyright 

Clearance Center, Inc. 
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Plotting the fragmentation yield, which is calculated with Eq. (1) similar to CID, and the IR laser 

frequency results in an IR-MPD spectrum of the molecular ion in the gas phase. Because the 

IVR process induces a short vibrational lifetime, the IR absorption lines broaden. [49, 51] This 

fact makes the IVR lifetime (< 1 ns) important. [58, 59] Due to multiple photon absorption, the 

IR-MPD yield is not proportional to the absorption cross section anymore. IR-MPD spectra are 

slightly red-shifted and broadened compared to the linear IR spectra. In this work, all IR-MPD 

spectra were recorded with a Bruker AmaZon (SL and ETD) 3D quadrupole ion trap mass 

spectrometer (QIT MS) (2.3.1.). The Paul type ion trap was modified to create optical access 

for laser pulses for interaction with the ion cloud. For optimal trapping and to cool down the 

ions, a buffer gas (in this work helium He) is provided in the ion trap. Unfortunately, this He 

buffer gas affects the IR-MPD yield. Collisional quenching counteracts the IR laser induced 

fragmentation. [60-63] To boost the IR-MPD efficiency, the He pressure can be reduced inside 

the ion trap which results on the other hand in a lower signal-to-noise ration due to less ions 

trapped. With a lower or no He buffer gas pressure, the temperature of the ions is higher than 

room temperature. Other critical factors for IR-MPD are energy loss pathways like 

spontaneous and stimulated emission or isomerization of the ionic molecule. [64] It is 

essential for the IR-MPD spectra that the laser focus and the shape of the in cloud as well as 

their overlap are optimized. Within a QIT, the ion cloud has a diameter of approximately 1 mm. 

[64] The IR-MPD yield depends on the irradiation time of the interaction time of the ion cloud 

with the laser, which is controlled by the storage time of the ions in the trap and the power of 

the laser pulses.  

A very similar technique to IR-MPD is IR-PD (infrared-photon dissociation or infrared-

predissociation). The molecular ions of interest are tagged with a noble gas atom, N2 or H2 

molecule. [65] These atoms or molecules are called “messenger” and shall not react with the 

ions or influence their structure. Because these weakly bonded complexes are only stable at 

low temperature, the molecular ions have to cool down (cryogenic temperature, down to 4 K). 

In this work, a Yale-based custom built time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOF-MS, 2.3.2) was 

used to record IR-PD spectra. The biggest advantage of IR-PD obverse IR-MPD is the fact that 

less photon energy is needed for fragmentation due to the weakly bonded atoms or 

molecules. This facilitates  the use of conventional IR laser sources with low laser power, 

mostly a single photon is enough to remove the tag. [66] In comparison with (room-

temperature) IR-MPD spectra, the cryogenic messenger-tagged IR-PD spectra show mostly 
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narrower peaks, a higher signal-to-noise ratio and bands, which are not or only weakly 

observed. [67, 68] 

Another widely applied method for IR-PD and IR-MPD is the use of a second IR laser, the so-

called two-color IR-PD/IR-MPD method. [69] In this method, one laser is set at a fixed IR 

frequency (IRfix) of an experimentally determined vibrational mode of the isolated molecular 

ion, whereas the frequency of the other IR laser (IRscan) is scanned as in the case with only one 

IR laser (so-called one-color IR-PD/IR-MPD). There are two different applications for this 

method. First, the second laser is used to enhance the fragmentation efficiency and therefore 

the fragmentation yield (mostly in the case of IR-MPD). As is the case for the messenger 

technique, this method improves the fragmentation efficiency of bands, which are not or only 

weakly visible in the one-color IR spectrum. [69] In consequence, a higher signal-to-noise ratio 

can be observed for the IR spectrum of the ion. Experiments have shown, that it is preferable 

to use IRscan before IRfix, a reverse use effects a broadening of the bands because of additional 

heating of the ions. [70] The second application of two-color IR-PD/IR-MPD is the so-called 

IR-IR hole burning experiment. This application is used, if the molecular ion has (too many) 

isomers, which can yield a complicated IR spectrum. For the IR-IR hole burning experiment, 

IRfix is set on a characteristic vibrational mode in the experimental spectrum of a possible 

isomer. This results in a partial or complete photofragmentation of the isomer population 

(“burning a hole”, hole burning experiments). By using IRscan, the isomer which the IRfix band 

belongs to are in the two-color IR spectrum less intense (get depleted) or even disappear 

compared to the one-color IR spectrum. Possible IR-induced isomerization upon irradiation 

can make the two-color spectrum more complex and may lead to misinterpretation. [71] 

To extract more information like the structure of the molecular ion, the experimental 

IR-PD/IR-MPD spectra can be compared with calculated linear IR absorption spectra of 

structures with an optimized geometry via density functional theory (DFT, 2.4). These 

calculated IR spectra are scaled due to the anharmonicity of experimental vibration mode. 

[49] To model the IR band broadening, a Gaussian or Lorentzian fit is used (by a chosen FHWM, 

full width at half maximum). 
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2.3. Experimental setup 

2.3.1. Mass spectrometer: Bruker AmaZon SL/ETD 

 

Figure 7: Overview of the Bruker AmaZon QIT MS with optical access to the 

ion trap. [72] 

The ESI-MS, CID and IR-MPD measurements at TUK and FELIX were conducted with the mass 

spectrometers AmaZon SL and ETD from Bruker Daltonics (Fig. 7). In detail, the ESI-MS and CID 

measurement at TUK and the IR-MPD at FELIX were performed with the model AmaZon ETD, 

whereas the IR-MPD measurements at TUK were performed with the AmaZon SL instrument. 

Both mass spectrometers are almost the same, the model AmaZon SL has no nCI source for 

the ETD option. The models AmaZon SL at TUK and the AmaZon ETD at FELIX are modified with 

the help of C. Gebhardt from Bruker Daltonics in order to record optical spectra, as described 

below. [63, 69] 

The AmaZon mass spectrometer is a four stage differentially pumped vacuum system with a 

pressure range from ambient pressure to 10-6 mbar. It consists of an Apollo II ESI source (for 

ESI see chapter 2.2.1), a glass transfer capillary, two ion funnels, which are off axis to the 

transfer capillary, two octopole ion guides with an nCI source (for ETD see chapter 2.1.3.) in 

case of AmaZon ETD and a Paul type 3D quadrupole ion trap (Fig. 7). The Apollo II ESI source 

consists of a spray chamber, the ESI sprayer with the spray needle inside, a spray shield and 

the transfer capillary. A syringe pump, which provides for a constant solution flow 

(120-160 μl/h), inject sample solution into the spray needle, a nitrogen gas flow around the 

needle nebulizes (6-8 psi, 414-552 mbar) the solution in aerosol particles. Nitrogen gas is also 

used as a dry gas (4-6 l/min, 180-220 °C) to support desolvation, for reducing the droplet size 

and for releasing the ions out of the solution into the gas phase. A waste pump removes the 
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remaining solvent molecules and neutral particles. High voltage potentials applied to the tip 

of the spray needle (4500 V) and the spray shield (500 V) create an electrostatic gradient. The 

spray shield in front of the glass capillary reduces neutral particle waste. This glass capillary is 

the entrance of the vacuum system of the mass spectrometer. It is metal coated at both ends. 

An electrostatic gradient between glass capillary entrance and exit guides the ions through 

the glass capillary into the ion funnel. The ion funnels consist of stacked ring electrodes. There 

are two reasons for the use of (two) ion funnels: 1) the ion funnels focus the ion beam 2) 

neutral molecules collide with ring electrodes due to the off-axis arrangement with the glass 

capillary and are pumped off. After the ion funnels, the ions are guided through two octopoles 

into the ion trap. In case of the AmaZon ETD, an nCI-source is located nearby the second 

octopole providing for the ETD option (see chapter 2.1.3.). The 3D quadrupole ion trap consists 

of a ring electrode and two end caps with a hyperbolic inner profile. This ion trap focuses, 

accumulates and stores the ions. He (helium) buffer gas (10-3 mbar) decelerates and cools the 

ions down in order to trap them efficiently. This buffer gas is introduced into the trap via a gas 

controller (proportional integral derivative, PID). The two end caps have pinholes, where ions 

enter and exit the ion trap. An oscillating quadrupolar electric field is generated by a high 

voltage radio frequencies (RF) potential applied on the ring electrode, in order to accumulate 

the ions. Auxiliary dipolar voltage is used for subsequent ion isolation and fragmentation. In a 

very simple explanation, the ions can be taken in stable or instable orbits, which can be 

mathematically described with the help of the Mathieu equation. [73] Evaluating stability 

regions is important for the isolation of the molecular ions of interest with a particular m/z 

ratio. If an orbit of the ion is instable, the ions collide with the wall of the ion trap. If an orbit 

of the ion stable, these ions can be stored and ejected of the trap after the storage time 

through the pinhole in the end cap. The ions can be detected by a Daly detector (electron 

multiplier). [74] The He (helium) buffer gas is used for the CID method via application of an 

accelerating potential.  

As mentioned before, both AmaZon mass spectrometers are modified to enable optical access 

into the ion trap and to overlap of IR laser pulses with the ion cloud. The modified cover of the 

ion trap vacuum chamber comprises two windows and a breadboard with mirrors and lenses 

for laser beam alignment. The ring electrode of the ion trap was modified by drilling two 

opposite holes. Both have a diameter of 6 mm on the outside which reduces to 2 mm within 

3 mm towards the inside of the electrode. There are two reasons for this: 1) the inner hole 
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can be used as aperture for laser beam alignment and 2) to reduce the loss of He buffer gas 

from the inside of the ion trap. Laser beams can be coupled into the vacuum chamber by a 

BaF2 (Barium fluoride) window in case of TUK and by a KRS-5 (Thallium Bromo-Iodide) window 

in case of FELIX. Two mirrors (TUK: silver coated, FELIX: gold coated) under the ion trap aligned 

the laser pulses out of the vacuum chamber. The instrument software is modified by Bruker 

for the synchronization of the duty cycle of the mass spectrometer with the 10 Hz trigger signal 

of the Nd:YAG pump laser in case of TUK and (≤ 10 Hz, macropulse) of the FELIX free electron 

laser (FEL). 

For more information, the doctoral theses of Fabian Menges and Johannes Lang and the 

publications of the FELIX laboratory provide a detailed description of the mass spectrometers 

and their modifications. [29, 31, 63, 64] 
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2.3.2. Yale MS setup 

 

Figure 8: Schematic overview of the Yale-based custom built time-of-flight 

mass spectrometer TOF-MS. Reprinted from [75], Copyright 2017; with 

permission from Elsevier. 

The IR-PD and IR-IR hole burning experiments were conducted at Yale University, New Haven, 

USA (Johnson group) with a Yale-based custom built time-of-flight mass spectrometer 

(TOF-MS), which allows to record vibrational spectra of cryogenically cooled ions with 

controllable temperature. Experiments requiring up to two lasers can be performed therewith 

(MS3IR2). Here, a short description of this mass spectrometer (Fig. 8) is given, for more 

information reference the publications of the Johnson group. [75, 76] 

This instrument utilizes an ESI source for ion transfer into the gas phase. Next, the ion beam 

is guided through RF-ion-optics into a cryogenic 3D Paul type ion trap. In the ion trap, the ions 

are cooled down to cryogenic temperature (in this work: 40 K) and tagged with a chosen noble 

gas atom or inert gas molecule (in this work: N2). The ions pass a Wiley-McLaren TOF (MS1) 

and molecular ions of interest (mostly the tagged species) are isolated by a mass selector. In 

order to record IR-PD spectra, isolated ions were irradiated with laser pulses generated by an 

OPO/A laser system (LaserVision, chapter 2.3.3). A Nd:YAG (1064 nm, Continuum Surelite) 

pump laser was used. Because the tag is weakly bound to the molecular ion, only a few IR 

photons are necessary to remove the tag. For the two color-IR-PD, the remaining tagged and 

untagged species (IR induced fragments of the tagged species) got, after irradiation with the 

first IR laser (hv1), linear throw a pulsed turning quad into a reflectron (R1, MS2). This reflectron 

is a coaxial, dual-stage gridless retro-reflectron, [77] which separated the tagged and untagged 
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species. Then the ions of interest were irradiated with the second laser (hv2), were guided 

back into the pulsed tuning quad and turned 90° into another reflectron (R2, MS3). The three 

different species got separate and were mass analyzed (different arrival times) with a MCP 

detector. For the one color-IR-PD, the ion beam was irradiated with only one IR laser after the 

mass selection by R1, tagged and untagged ions were separated with the reflectron and mass 

analyzed in the MCP detector. 

2.3.3. IR Laser: OPO/A laser system 

 

Figure 9: Schematic overview of the LaserVision OPO/A laser system setup, 

a) broadband and b) narrowband system. [29] 

 

Figure 10: Overview of all processes of the OPO/A laser system. 

As mentioned in chapter 2.2, “classic” IR absorption spectroscopy does not work in gas phase 

because of the low density of ions. To obtain an IR spectrum of an ion in the gas phase, so-
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called “action spectroscopy” methods like IR-MPD or IR-PD are used (chapter 2.2.). In order to 

excite the ions and induced fragmentation, intensive IR light sources are required. One of 

these IR light sources is an optical parametric oscillator/amplifier (OPO/A) IR laser system. 

These laser systems use nonlinear optical crystals, which provide for the generation of second-

harmonic frequencies from two photons. [78, 79] 

The IR photons for the IR-MPD and IR-PD measurements were generated via a LaserVision 

OPO/A laser system, [80] a schematic overview is shown in Fig. 9. At TUK, two laser systems 

are available, a broadband system with ~0.9 cm-1 bandwidth and a narrowband system with 

< 0.3 cm-1 bandwidth. The systems are pumped with a Nd:YAG laser (Continuum, PL 8000 at 

TUK, SL-EX at Yale University). The pump lasers have a fundamental beam of 1064 nm 

(18789 cm-1), a 10 Hz repetition rate, a pulse energy between 550-600 mJ/pulse (broadband) 

or 680-720 mJ/pulse (narrowband) and a pulse length of about 7 ns. Inside laser system, after 

passing a telescope to reduce the beam diameter, a beam splitter directs one-third of the 

1064 nm beam towards the OPO stage [81] and two third towards the OPA stage. [82] The one 

third of the fundamental beam is frequency doubled (second harmonic generation, SHG) [78] 

to 532 nm (9394 cm-1, green) with a KTP crystal (potassium titanyl phosphate). The remaining 

fundamental beam is removed by a beam dump. The 532 nm beam pumps the OPO stage. 

This stage consists in case of the broadband system of two KTP crystals and two mirrors (rear 

mirror and output coupler), which construct a resonator. In case of the narrowband system, a 

grating and a tuning mirror are used to reduce the bandwidth. [80, 83] In an earlier 

arrangement of the LaserVision narrowband laser system, only one KTP crystal is used like in 

Fig. 9 b). In the current arrangement, two KTP crystals are used. A nonlinear optical process 

splits the incoming 532 nm photon in two photons called signal 1 and idler 1. [79] By definition, 

the signal photon has a higher energy than the idler photon. The exact frequency of the two 

photons is tuned by the angle between the crystal and the 532 nm photon, which is also called 

phase matching. [81, 84] The signal 1 photon generated in the OPO stage and is in the 

frequency range of about 14000-11300 cm-1 and idler 1 photon is in the frequency range of 

about 7400 – 4700 cm-1. The idler 1 photon is guided into the OPA stage, whereas the signal 1 

photon is removed by a Si (silicon) filter in the Brewster angle. A CaF2 wave plate in front of 

the Si filter changes the polarization of the signal 1 photon. In the OPA stage, the remaining 

two-thirds of the 1064 nm beam are split in signal 2 and idler 2 photons. The signal 1 photon 

serves as seed. Four KTA crystals (potassium titanyl arsenate) are responsible for this 
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non-linear optical process, which amplifies the laser pulse energy. As mentioned before, 

signal 2 and idler 2 photons are generated, whereas idler 1 has the same frequency as signal 2. 

The latter photon has a frequency range of 7400-4700 cm-1, whereas idler 2 has a frequency 

range of 4700-2200 cm-1. Idler 2 can be used for IR spectroscopy in the range of OH, NH and 

CH stretching vibration. A Si filter removes the signal 2 photon. For measurements in the 

fingerprint range, an additional crystal and process was used, the difference frequency mixing 

(DFM) using both signal 2 and idler 2 photons and a AgGaSe2 crystal (silver gallium diselenide). 

[85] The photon generated via DFM is in the frequency range of 800-2200 cm-1. The remaining 

signal and idler beams are deflected by a ZnSe window (Zinc-selenide). An overview of all 

processes in the OPO/A laser system is shown in Fig. 10. The IR pulse energy varies from 

0.1-2 mJ in the fingerprint range (800-2200 cm-1) to 5-20 mJ in the OH, NH and CH stretching 

range (2600-4000 cm-1). Several mirrors guide the IR beam from the laser system to the mass 

spectrometer. In the case of the broadband system, the laser beam was focused for 

measurements in the OH, NH and CH stretching range by a CaF2 (calcium fluoride) lens with 

f = 0.5 m. The beam is focused 8 cm in front of the first mirror below the ion trap in order to 

prevent damage to the trap and mirrors. For measurements in the fingerprint range, the laser 

beam is focused by a parabolic mirror with f = 0.152 m in front of the first BaF2 window. In 

case of the narrowband system, the laser beam is focused for measurements in the OH, NH 

and CH stretching range also with a CaF2 lens, but with f = 0.75 m into the ion cloud of the ion 

trap. For two-color measurements, the laser beam is guided in opposite direction into the ion 

trap. A delay generator (Stanford Research Systems, DG645) synchronizes the pump laser with 

the mass spectrometer. The exact number of laser pulses can be chosen via the storage time 

of the ion in the trap and can range from one to ten. Time delay between broadband and 

narrowband system can be selected via the delay generator. In the case of two-color 

experiments, the narrowband generated laser pulse was irradiated 100 ns before the 

broadband laser pulse. The laser energy power can be attenuate using a λ/2-plate (half-wave 

plate) in front of the OPA stage. The IR frequency was controlled and calibrated via a 

wavelength meter (broadband system: Bristol Instruments, 821B-NIR; narrow band: 

TopticaPhotonics: HighFinesse IRII-WS7). Beam profiler cameras (WinCamD, DataRay Inc) 

monitored continuously the beam profiles of the pump lasers to avoid hot spots and crystal 

damage. For more details, please refer to the PhD theses of Fabian Menges, Johannes Lang 

and Joachim Hewer. [29, 31, 70] 
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2.3.4. Free-electron laser FELIX 

 

 

Figure 11: Top: Schematic explanation of a free electron laser. [86] Bottom: 

Overview of the FELs at the FELIX laboratory in Nijmegen, the Netherlands. 

[87] 

Another IR light source for IR-MPD measurements is a free-electron laser (FEL, Fig. 11 top). 

[88] In this work, the FELIX (Free- Electron Laser for Infrared eXperiments, Fig. 11 bottom) FEL 

at the Radboud University in Nijmegen (the Netherlands) was used. [51] An FEL utilizes the 

emission of radiation by relativistic electrons. These electrons pass through an array of 

magnets of alternating polarity, also called the undulator. An electron gun emits electrons, 

which are accelerated by a linear particle accelerator (LINAC) to nearly the speed of light (c). 

The accelerated (relativistic) electrons are guided into the undulator, which is located with an 

optical resonator consisting of two high-reflectivity gold-plated mirrors. The undulator itself is 
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an array of permanent magnets with alternating polarity. Electrons passing this array are 

forced to an oscillating motion (wiggle), which changes the direction of velocity vector and 

thus emit synchrotron radiation (bremsstrahlung). 

𝜆𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝜆𝑢 1 + 𝑘²2𝛾²  (4) 

𝛾 = 1√1 − 𝑣²𝑐² 
(5) 

with k: dimensionless parameter, γ: Lorentz factor, λu: period of undulator field, v: velocity of 

the electron. 

According to eq. (4), the variation of the parameters λu, γ and k produce in principle light at 

any desired wavelength. The parameter k depends on amplitude of the magnetic field of the 

undulator. The IR wavelength can be tuned by variation of the magnetic field. In more detail, 

changing the gap between two arrays of magnets changes the strength of magnetic field for 

given electron beam energy. The FELIX free-electron laser generates 5 µs long macropulses, 

which is a train of about 5 ps long micropulses at 1 GHz repetition rate. Each macropulse 

assemble about 5000 micropulses. This results in instantaneous power of micropulses, which 

provide efficient photon absorption. The interval between two micropulses of FELIX falls 

within IVR lifetime, which enables reabsorption at the fundamental transition. The 

macropulse time interval is sufficient for radiative cooling. [56] The undissociated ions relax 

back into ground state after each macropulse and causes in absorption of a photon from the 

next macropulse. A set of attenuators regulates the FELIX laser power in front of the mass 

spectrometer. The attenuator consists of a stack of neutral density attenuators, which can be 

added in order to stepwise attenuate the laser power (-3, -5, -10, -10, -10 dB, up to -38 dB). 

The calibration of FELIX wavelength is realized by a grating spectrometer. The FELIX free-

electron laser setup is described in more detail elsewhere. [51, 64] 

2.4. Density functional theory 

In modern (chemical) research, quantum chemical calculations are important to 

understanding experimental findings. A popular method in this regard is the density functional 

theory (DFT). In comparison to other computational methods like coupled cluster (CC) or 

Møller–Plesset perturbation theory (MP), DFT is a computationally cheap and fast approach 
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and allows the treatment of larger molecules. Properties that can be calculated by DFT range 

from bond lengths and bond energies to (IR) vibrational frequencies and geometry 

optimizations (minima and transition states). [89-93] The basic idea is that all molecular 

properties can be described by help of the electron density 𝜌(𝑟). The first work on DFT was 

done by Thomas and Fermi, but their model was not accurate enough for the description of 

chemical bonds. [94, 95] According to their model, the calculated energy of a molecule is 

always higher than the sum of single atom energies. [96] An improvement for this problem 

formulated Hohenberg and Kohn with the first theorem which showed that the energy of the 

electronic ground state and (all) other properties of the ground state can be determined using 

the ground state electron density. [97] Later, they formulated their second theorem, which 

utilized the variational principle to determine the ground state energy. [97] Finally, Kohn and 

Sham developed a significant simplification for the minimization of energy by the variational 

principle. [98] This model described the energy as a function of the electron density 𝜌(𝑟): 

𝐸(𝜌) = 𝑇𝑆(𝜌) + ∫ 𝑑𝑟𝜌(𝑟) (𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑟) + 12 𝜑(𝑟)) + 𝐸𝑋𝐶(𝜌)) (6) 

with 𝑇𝑆(𝜌): kinetic energy, 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑟): external potential (electron in nuclear field), 𝜑(𝑟): 

Coulomb potential, 𝐸𝑋𝐶(𝜌): exchange correlation functional. 

The Kohn-Sham wavefunction is a single slater determinant, which consists of a set of 

orbitals Φ𝑖 for the lowest energy solution: 

(− ℏ22𝑚 ∇2 + 𝑉𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝑟)) Φ𝑖(𝑟) = 𝜀𝑖Φ𝑖(𝑟) (7) 

with 𝑉𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝑟): effective potential, Φ𝑖(𝑟): Kohn-Sham orbital i, 𝜀𝑖: orbital energy. 

The description of the electron density 𝜌(𝑟) of the entire system is: 

𝜌(𝑟) = ∑ |Φ𝑖(𝑟)|2𝑁𝑖  (8) 

The determination of the exchange-correlation energy 𝐸𝑋𝐶(𝜌) is one of the important roles in 

DFT. All unknown factors are summarized in this part of eq. 6. The estimation of 𝐸𝑋𝐶(𝜌) 

depends strongly on the chosen functional. In contrast, the kinetic energy and the integral in 

eq. 6 can be determined exactly. To resolve the uncertainty of the exchange-correlation 

energy 𝐸𝑋𝐶(𝜌), several models have been developed. The local density approach (LDA) 
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describes 𝐸𝑋𝐶(𝜌) per particle in a homogenous electron gas, which separates electron density 

in spin up and spin down. [89] This model gives reasonable results for systems with constant 

electron density but get less accurate if the electron density varied. The generalized gradient 

approximations (GGA) utilize Hartree-Fock methods to calculate the exchange-correlation 

energy. The best results are realized with hybrid functionals which combine LDA and GGA. [99, 

100] A more detailed description of the fundamentals of DFT can be found elsewhere. [91-93] 

In this work, the chosen functionals, basis sets and effective core potentials (ECP) are 

addressed in the respective chapters of this thesis. To get structural information about the 

molecule like bond lengths, geometry optimizations were operated. This optimization 

determines local minima and transition states on the potential energy surface of the molecule. 

The comparison of the energies of local minima yields in global minima energy and thereby a 

minimum structure. The transition state structures and energies were determined with help 

of the QST3 routine [101] and relaxed potential surface scan (coordination scan) by variation 

of mostly the torsion parameter. Normal coordinate analysis was executed to determine 

(harmonic) frequencies and thereby linear infrared absorption spectra of the molecule. The 

calculated IR spectra can be compared with experimental IR-(M)PD spectra for structural 

assignment. The partial charges of the atoms in a chosen molecule were determined via 

Natural Population Analysis (NPA) calculation. [102-104] 

All quantum chemical calculations in this thesis were performed with the Gaussian 16 program 

package. [105] To run and organize the calculations, the web-based interface WebMO was 

used. [106] The calculations were performed on the high-performance computer (HPC) cluster 

Elwetritsch at TU Kaiserslautern (TUK) operated by the Regionales Hochschulrechenzentrum 

Kaiserslautern (RHRK). 
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3.1. Preamble 

The following chapter is prepared as manuscript for a publication. I conducted all of the 

experiments, data analysis and DFT calculations. Except of the IR-MPD spectra from my 

diploma thesis, all data were received during the time of this thesis. I got experimental support 

by Eileen Bischoff (ESI-MS and CID). Sebastian Kruppa of the Christoph Riehn group 

synthesized the complexes [Cu2(dcpm)2](PF6)2, [Ag2(dcpm)2](PF6)2 and [Au2(dcpm)2](PF6)2. I 

wrote the manuscript with consulting help from Eileen Bischoff, Sebastian Kruppa, Christoph 

Riehn und Gereon Niedner-Schatteburg. 
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3.2. Abstract 

We report the binding motif and fragmentation behavior of five complexes that are formed 

when the formate anion attaches to dinuclear coinage metal phosphine complexes of the form 

[M1M2dcpm2CHOO]+ with M1, M2 = Cu, Ag, Au and dcpm = bis(dicyclohexylphosphino)-

methane, abbreviated [M1M2]+, [AuAu]+ was not observed. Density functional theory (DFT) 

calculations of these five complexes exhibits a bidentate bridged binding motif for [CuCu]+, 

[CuAg]+ and [AgAg]+ and a monodentate binding motif for [CuAu]+ and [AgAu]+. Infrared 

multiple photon dissociation (IR-MPD) spectra of the isolated complexes verifies the 

calculated binding motifs. A metal dependent ν(C-H)formate shift can be explained with different 

C-H bond length, a metal dependent ν(O-C-O)asym shift with the different binding motifs and in 

consequence different C-O bond length. The collision-induced dissociation mass spectrometry 

(CID-MS) experiments reveal several fragmentation pathways with different contributions. 

Except of [CuCu]+, the two main fragmentation pathways are the decarboxylation pathway 

and the loss of CHOOH, which overlaps in the experimental isotope pattern. In the case of the 

[CuCu]+ complex, the main fragmentation pathway is only the decarboxylation pathway. A 

deconvolution analysis conduct in metal dependent contributions of these two fragmentation 

pathways. DFT calculation of the main fragmentation pathways confirms the trend of their 

contributions and can be explain with the different binding motifs and higher cooper-formate 

bond energy than silver-formate bond energy. 

3.3. Introduction 

Decarboxylation reactions of carboxylic acids (RCCOOH) are important for C-C coupling 

reactions in the modern chemical synthesis. [1-4] During this reaction, the (R)C-C(OOH) bond 

is cleavages, which causes a release of CO2 and a creation of a reactive carbon species. Under 

normal conditions, decarboxylation reactions require a lot of energy, for example the binding 

energy of a C-C bond is ~348 kJ/mol. [5] To solve this problem, pure metal or metal compounds 

are used as catalyst (e.g. Pd, Cu, Ag). [6, 7] One important benefit of decarboxylation reactions 

is the starting material itself. Carboxylic acids are basic chemicals, generally stable on air, easy 

to store and simply to handle, just to list a few advantages. The simplest carboxylic acid is 

formic acid (CHOOH), which got important in hydrogen storage in the recent years. [8-10] As 

mentioned, the decarboxylation of formic acid and the release of H2 without a catalyst needs 

high temperature, likewise the decomposition of formic acid in H2O and CO (dehydration) 

makes this process unselective. [11-16] In order to lower the required temperature and in 
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consequence the need of energy for this reaction, the developing of metal catalysts is 

important. In this regard, multinuclear coinage metal copper (Cu), silver (Ag) and gold (Au) 

complexes with polyphoshine ligands are subject of current research. [17-20] A powerful tool 

is the investigation in the gas phase via mass spectrometry as ion-molecule reaction. [21] In 

isolation, influences like the solvent do not play any role. The combination of collision induced 

dissociation (CID), [22-24] action spectroscopy like infrared multiphoton spectroscopy 

(IR-MPD) [25-30] and computational chemistry like density functional theory (DFT) [31] help 

to understand fundamental questions and to improve catalysts for this reaction. In the last 

years, the group of O’Hair et al. used dinuclear coinage metal phosphine complexes of the 

form [M1M2dppmCHOO]+ (M = Cu, Ag, Au, dppm = bis(diphenylphosphino)methane) as 

model system for ion-molecule reaction studies for hydrogen storage. [32, 33] Via CID, the 

decarboxylation reaction of [M1M2dppmCHOO]+ leads to the formation of the hydride 

complex [M1M2dppmH]+. The introduction of formic acid to [M1M2dppmH]+ closes the 

catalytic cycle back to [M1M2dppmCHOO]+ and releases H2. Other metals (e.g. M = Zn), 

ligands and the use of zeolite and metal-organic framework were investigated as well, to test 

the ability of industrial application of this kind of complexes. [34-37] 

 

Scheme 1: The investigated dinuclear coinage metal phosphine complexes 

with formate (CHOO) adduct. 
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For the current study, we chose to investigate dinuclear coinage metal phoshine complexes 

with formate adduct of the form [M1M2dcpm2CHOO]+, abbreviated as [M1M2]+ 

(dcpm = bis(dicyclohexylphosphino)methane); M1, M2 = Cu, Ag, Au; CHOO = Formate). This 

kind of complexes ([AgAgdcpm2]2+, [AgAgdcpm2Cl]+ and [Ag3dcpm3H]2+) have already been 

investigated by Kruppa et al. as model system for metallophilic interaction. [38-40] In 

comparison to the complexes of O’Hair et al., we used complexes with two dcpm phosphine 

ligands instead of one and the dppm phosphine ligand. We applied electrospray ionization 

mass spectrometry (ESI-MS), collision-induced dissociation (CID), infrared multiple photon 

dissociation (IR-MPD), and density functional theory (DFT).  

The study is organized as follows: Subsequent to an introduction of the applied methods we 

introduce the DFT predictions of formate binding motifs of the complexes. Next, we present 

the obtained IR spectra via IR-MPD and comparison with calculated IR absorption spectra. 

Finally, we show the ESI-CID-MS fragmentation pathways of the complexes and give 

explanations for their occurrence with the help of DFT calculations. 

3.4. Experimental and theoretical methods 

[M1M2(dcpm)2](PF6)2 (M1, M2 = Cu, Ag, Au) were dissolved in acetonitrile (MeCN, VWR, HPLC 

grade) and diluted (c = 10-6 mol/l) in methanol (MeOH, VWR, HPLC grade). For M1 ≠ M2 the 

metal salts were mixed in the ratio of 1:1. Formic acid (~ 8%, Sigma-Aldrich) was added, to 

form the coinage metal formate complexes. Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-

MS) and collision-induced dissociation (CID) were performed with the AmaZon ETD 3D 

quadrupole ion trap (QIT) mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics). Sample solution fed through 

the electrospray needle with continuous infusion rate of 120-160 µl/h and nebulized with 

nitrogen gas (6-8 psi, 414-552 mbar). The needle of the ion source was held at 4.5 kV and 

nitrogen dry gas (4-6 l/min, 180-200 °C) supported the desolvation. Positive electrospray 

ionization mode was set for the ion source. Collision induced dissociation was performed with 

helium buffer gas in the Paul type ion trap. The precursor ions of interest were isolated (full 

isotope pattern, mass isolation width: 7-9 m/z). A resonance excitation voltage to the end caps 

of the ion trap was used to store and accelerate the ions (fragmentation width: 24 m/z). The 

fragmentation of isolated ions was induced by multiple collisions with the helium buffer gas 

and the excitation amplitude (Eex). This amplitude Eex was set between 0.0-3.0 V and 

corresponds to an internal energy scale of the mass spectrometer. The excitation amplitude 
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is proportional to the collisional energy. Equation (1) was used to calculate relative 

abundances of the fragment ions and the parent ion: 

𝐼𝑡𝑓𝑦𝑓𝑟 (𝐸𝑒𝑥) = ( ∑ 𝐼𝑖𝑓𝑟(𝐸𝑒𝑥)𝑖∑ 𝐼𝑖𝑓𝑟(𝐸𝑒𝑥)𝑖 + ∑ 𝐼𝑖𝑃(𝐸𝑒𝑥)𝑖 ) (1) 

with 𝐼𝑖𝑓𝑟 for the intensity of the fragment ions, 𝐼𝑖𝑃 for the intensity of the parent ions and 𝐼𝑡𝑓𝑦𝑓𝑟  

for the intensity of all ions (total fragment yield). A center of mass correction was applied to 

transfer Eex to ECOM because of the different masses and relative velocities of the collision gas 

atom and ions according to equation (2): 

𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀 = ( 𝑚𝐻𝑒𝑚𝐻𝑒 + 𝑚𝑖𝑜𝑛) ⋅ 𝐸𝑒𝑥 (2) 

with mHe and mion for the isotopically averaged mass of Helium and ion. 𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀50%  was determined 

by fitting the CID curves with a sigmoidal function according to equation (3): 

𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑓𝑟(𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀) = ( 11 + 𝑒(𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀50% −𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀)𝐵) (3) 

with B for the rise of the sigmoid curve. CID curves were measured in UltraScan mode 

(~0.4 FWHM (m/z)-1, scan speed 32.500 (m/z) s-1), isolated precursor ions and CID mass 

spectra were measured in Enhanced Resolution mode (~0.2 FWHM (m/z)-1, scan speed 

8.100 (m/z) s-1). The software trapControl 7.2 was used to operate the instrument, 

dataAnalysis 4.2 for data analysis (both Bruker Daltonics). 

The infrared multiple photon dissociation (IR-MPD) experiments took place by irradiation the 

isolated ion when stored within a modified quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer (QIT MS, 

AmaZon SL, Bruker Daltonics). Positive electrospray ionization mode was set for the ion 

source. The electrospray parameter where nearly the same as in the case of the CID 

experiments. The mass spectra were recorded with a scan speed of 32 500 (m/z)s-1 and a 

FWHM of ~0.6 (m/z)-1. IR radiation was provided by an optical parametric oscillator/amplifier 

(OPO/A) laser system (LaserVision) pumped by a seeded 10 Hz Nd3+:YAG (PL-8000, Continuum) 

laser. Idler wave and signal minus idler difference frequency wave of the OPA was used to 

record the IR-MPD in the 2800-3300 cm-1 and 1200-1800 cm-1 range. Total fragmentation yield 

induced by the interaction of IR laser with the ion cloud is calculated like (1). This yield was 

not corrected with laser power (frequency dependent). A stored time of 920 ms in the ion trap 
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was used, to get 10 laser pulse or pulse pairs per ion cloud, except in the range of 2900-3100 

cm-1 (stored time of 20 ms and lower laser pulse energy). The IR laser pulse energy varies from 

0.1-2 mJ (1200-2000 cm-1 range) to 5-12 mJ (2800-3300 cm-1 range). For synchronization of 

the laser and the mass spectrometer, a delay generator (SRS DG645) was used. To reduce 

atmospheric water and CO2 absorption, a purge gas generator was used which continuously 

flushed the laser optics from the laser system to the mass sepectrometer (1-2% relatve 

humidity). For more details see Ref.: [41-43]. 

DFT-calculation was applied to find minimum and transition state structure. We tested 

different level of theory: B3LYP [44, 45] with basis sets cc-pVDZ or cc-pVTZ (H, C, O, P) [46] and 

effective core potential ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28, Au: n = 60) [47, 48]; M06 [49] with 

basis set cc-pVTZ and effective core potential ECPnMDF (Cu n = 10, Ag: n = 28, Au: n = 60); 

PBE0 [50] with basis set/effective core potential def2TZVP. [51] We also tested the influence 

of dispersion D3-BJ [52, 53] for the functional B3LYP and basis sets cc-pVDZ/cc-pVTZ. The 

software package Gaussian 16 was used. [54] The most stable structure is supposed to have 

the lowest energy structure, controlled by frequency calculations. Transition state structures 

were found by the QST3 routine [55] and controlled by frequency calculation. Energy without 

zero-point correction ∆E (ZPC), enthalpy ∆H (with ZPC) and free enthalpy ∆G (with entropy) 

were calculated by frequency calculation at 298.15K and 1.0 Atm. The different types of 

energies of the fragmentation pathways P+ → Fr+ + Fr0 determined according to equation (4): △𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔 𝐸(𝑃+ → 𝐹𝑟+ + 𝐹𝑟0) = [△𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔 𝐸(𝐹𝑟+) +△𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔 𝐸(𝐹𝑟0)] −△𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔 𝐸(𝑃+) (4) 

with △𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔 𝐸(𝑀+ → 𝐹𝑟+ + 𝐹𝑟+) for the energy of fragmentation pathway, △𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔 𝐸(𝐹𝑟+) 

for the energy of ionic fragment, △𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔 𝐸(𝐹𝑟0) for the energy of neutral fragment and △𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔 𝐸(𝑃+) for the energy of parent ion. 

Calculated IR absorption spectra were scaled in respect to the different levels of theory and 

frequency ranges. In the fingerprint range 1200-1800 cm-1, vibration modes were scaled to 

the most intensive C-H bending mode, in the stretching range 2600-3100 cm-1 to the most 

intensive C-H stretching mode of the dcpm ligand. This vibration mode should be the same in 

each IR-MPD spectra because the influence of the different metals on the vibration of the 

ligand in the measurement range should be negligible. 
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3.5. Results and Discussion 

3.5.1. Determination of [M1M2]+ binding motifs by DFT calculation and Infrared multiple 

photon dissociation (IR-MPD) 

To get structural information, how the formate binds to the different metal center of the 

complexes with two dcpm ligands, we have performed DFT calculation (Fig. 1 and Fig.s S 1-3). 

We variated the level of theory and found only small structural differences. Important 

distances, angles and torsion are shown in the supplement (Tab.s S 2-7). According to the 

calculations, the binding motif is for [CuCu]+, [CuAg]+ and [AgAg]+ a bidentate bridged binding 

motif and for [CuAu]+ and [AgAu]+ a monodentate binding motif, which means one of the two 

formate oxygen atoms binds to the non-gold metal. These binding motifs is in contrast to DFT 

calculations of the formate coinage metal complexes with one (dppm instead of dcpm) ligand 

[32, 33]. It is explainable with the preference of coordination number two and linear 

coordination of Au(I) complexes. [32, 56, 57] 

 

Figure 1: Calculated minimum structure of the complexes, front view, (a) 

[CuCu]+, (b) [CuAg]+, (c) [AgAg]+, (d) [CuAu]+ (cis) and (e) [AgAu]+ (trans). 

Color code for atoms: brown for Cu, silver for Ag, yellow for Au, orange for 

P, red for O, grey for C and white for H. For a better overview, H atoms of 

cyclohexyl remainder are omitted. Level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P, 

O), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28, Au: n = 60). 
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In case of the complexes [CuAu]+ and [AgAu]+ cis and trans coordination of the formate adduct 

are possible due to the monodentate binding motif. The DFT calculations reveal no preference 

for one of the two coordinations (Tab. S 1 and Fig. S 3). 

Electrospraying of sample solution yields the homometallic complexes [CuCu]+ (988 m/z) and 

[AgAg]+ (1076 m/z) and a mixture of at least two sample solutions yield in heterometallic 

complexes [CuAg]+ (1032 m/z), [CuAu]+ (1122 m/z) and [AgAu]+ (1166 m/z) in the mass spectra 

(MS) (Fig.s S 4-6). The homometallic complex [AuAu]+ was not observed in the overview mass 

spectrum due to the fact that Au(I) prefers coordination number two and linear coordination. 

[32, 56, 57] 

For verifying the calculated binding motifs and the influence of the metals on the formate 

adduct, we preformed IR spectra of the isolated ions (Fig.s S 7 – 11) in the gas phase via IR-MPD 

and subsequently compared the results with DFT calculations (Fig. 2 and Fig.s S 12 -15). To 

find the best level of theory, we checked several functionals, basis sets and the influence of 

dispersion correction D3 as well BJ damping (Tab.s S 8 - 12). We find the best agreement 

between experiment and theory with the functional B3LYP, basis set cc-pVTZ (H, C, P, O) and 

effective core potential (ECP) ECPnMDF (n = 10 for Cu, n = 28 for Ag and n = 60 for Au). This 

combination of functional, basis set and ECP showed the best correlation between vibration 

modes of the dcpm ligand and the formate adduct. We recorded one color IR-MPD spectra in 

two ranges, in the fingerprint range (1200-1800 cm-1) and in the stretching range (2600-3100 

cm-1). Additionally, we recorded two color IR-MPD in the fingerprint range. We checked the 

influence of IRfix for the homometallic complexes [CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+ and found only small or 

no difference in fingerprint range bands and yields (Fig. S 16 - 17). 

All spectra exhibit six bands, four with the one-color IR-MPD and two additional with the two-

color IR-MPD enhancement yield. We assign these bands according to the DFT calculations as 

follows: two bands around 2867/2948 cm-1 to the C-H stretching mode of the dcpm ligand 

ν(C-H)dcpm, the band in the range 2750-2860 cm-1 to the C-H stretching mode of the formate 

adduct ν(C-H)formate, the band in the range 1540-1620 cm-1 to the asym. O-C-O stretching mode 

of the formate adduct ν(O-C-O)asym, one band around 1453 cm-1 for the C-H bending mode of 

the dcpm ligand δ(C-H)dcpm and the band in the range 1310-1370 cm-1 for either the sym. O-C-O 

stretching mode of the formate adduct ν(O-C-O)sym, the C-H bending mode of the formate 

adduct δ(C-H)formate or a C-H bending mode of the dcpm ligand. Tab. 3 summarizes all 
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experimental and calculated vibration modes. All formate adduct bands reveal metal 

dependent shifts. These shifts will discuss (comparison of experiments and calculation) in 

Fig. 3 for the C-H stretching mode ν(C-H)formate and in Fig. 4 for the asym. O-C-O stretching 

mode ν(O-C-O)asym in detail. Because it is not obvious, what kind of vibration mode the band 

in the range 1310-1370 cm-1 is, there will be no further discussion. 

 

Figure 2: (a) IR-MPD spectrum (black: 1-color; red: 2-color IRfix = 2789 cm-1, 

dashed black: higher laser energy) and (b) calculated IR absorption spectrum 

of [AgAg]+. The calculated stick spectrum (red) is convoluted with a 

Lorentzian curve (black, fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, 

C, P, O); ECP28MDF (Ag); frequencies scaled: 0.971 (1200-1800 cm-1), 0.963 

(2600-3100 cm-1). 
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Figure 3: (a) IR-MPD spectra and (b) calculated IR absorption spectra of 

[CuCu]+ (brown), [CuAg]+ (black), [AgAg]+ (silver), [CuAu]+ (cis, orange) and 

[AgAu]+ (trans, green) in the C-H stretching region of CHOO. The calculated 

stick spectra are convoluted with a Lorentzian curve (fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level 

of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P, O), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28, Au: 

n = 60), frequencies scaled: 0.963. 

The comparison of the experimental and calculated C-H stretching modes ν(C-H)formate reveal 

a shift in the range of 100 cm-1 for all five complexes in the following order: 

[AgAu]+ (2780 cm-1) > [AgAg]+ (2789 cm-1) > [CuAu]+ (2801 cm-1) > [CuAg]+ (2815 cm-1) > [CuCu]+ 

(2838 cm-1). This order was confirmed by DFT calculation, except of [AgAg]+ and [CuAu]+. All 

formate C-H stretching bands have approximately a fwhm of about 10-20 cm-1. The C-H 

stretching band of [CuCu]+ is not apparently “visible”. It could be a shoulder or completely 

overlap with the C-H stretching band of the dcpm ligand. Different C-H bond lengths in CHOO 

might be responsible for this shift. The DFT calculations reveal that the C-H bond length in 

CHOO follows the same trend as the experimental wavenumber shift, with [CuCu]+ as the 

shortest C-H bond length and with [AgAu]+ as the longest C-H bond length. Indeed, the 

differences are small but reproduced by different levels of theory (Tab. 3). For the bare 

formate anion, it is known that the C-H stretching vibration depends strongly on the 

surrounding environment and reveals a shift to higher wavenumber as result of C-H bond 
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length contraction. [25] This is also in agreement with fundamental IR spectroscopy theory. 

[58] Equation (5) shows the relationship between the force constant k and the reduced mass 

µ of the atoms for a given wavenumber ν0. The force constant k can be considered as binding 

strength. For all five complexes, the reduced mass µ is the same due to the same two atoms 

C and H. The DFT calculation reveals different C-H bond length, which can be seen as difference 

in binding strength. A shorter bond length means a stronger binding strength, which yields in 

a higher wavenumber (e.g. [CuCu]+) and vice versa (e.g. [AgAu]+). 

𝜈0 = 12𝜋 √𝑘µ (5) 

The comparison of the experimental and calculated asym. O-C-O stretching modes 

ν(O-C-O)asym reveals a shift in the range of 50 cm-1 over all five complexes in the following 

order: [AgAg]+ (1565 cm-1) > [AgAu]+ (1569 cm-1) > [CuCu]+ (1572 cm-1) > [CuAg]+ (1574 cm-1) > 

[CuAu]+ (1591 cm-1). This order is confirmed by the DFT calculation, except of [CuCu]+ and 

[CuAg]+. The IR-MPD bands of the asym. O-C-O stretching mode ν(O-C-O)asym are narrow in 

contrast to the C-H stretching mode ν(C-H). Except of the [CuAu]+ complex, all asym. O-C-O 

stretching bands are in close distance to each other, which is confirmed by the DFT 

calculations. The difference between the band of [CuAu]+ and the other four bands is about 

20 cm-1. 
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Figure 4: (a) IR-MPD spectra and (b) calculated IR absorption spectra of 

[CuCu]+ (brown), [CuAg]+ (black), [AgAg]+ (silver), [CuAu]+ (cis, orange) and 

[AgAu]+ (trans, green) in the asym. C-O stretching region of CHOO. The 

calculated stick spectra are convoluted with a Lorentzian curve (fwhm = 10 

cm-1). Level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P, O), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: 

n = 28, Au: n = 60), frequencies scaled: 0.971. 

 

Table 1: IR vibrations by calculation and experiment for [CuCu]+, [CuAg]+ and 

[AgAg]+ in cm-1. B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P, O), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28), 

DFT frequencies scaled: 0.971 (1200–1700 cm-1), 0.963 (2700-3100 cm-1). 

M1M2 CuCu CuAg AgAg 

vib. mode/ method DFT IR-MPD DFT IR-MPD DFT IR-MPD 

ν(O-C-O)sym/ δ(C-H)formate 1336/ 1347 1357 1326/ 1347 1340 1327/ 1341 1342 

δ(C-H)dcpm 1454 1452 1453 1454 1453 1453 

ν(O-C-O)asym 1567 1572 1566 1574 1557 1565 

ν(C-H)formate 2855 2838 2823 2815 2798 2789 

ν(C-H)dcpm 2933/2948  2868/2904 2932/2948 2867/2905 2932/2948 2867/2906 
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Table 2: IR vibrations by calculation and experiment for [CuAu]+ and [AgAu]+ 

in cm-1. B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P, O), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28, 

Au: n = 60), DFT frequencies scaled: 0.971 (1200–1700 cm-1), 0.963 

(2700-3100 cm-1). 

M1M2 CuAu AgAu 

vib. mode/ method DFT IR-MPD DFT IR-MPD 

ν(O-C-O)sym/ δ(C-H)formate 1305/ 1351 1322 1318/ 1339 1336 

δ(C-H)dcpm 1453 1454 1453 1452 

ν(O-C-O)asym 1584 1591 1565 1569 

ν(C-H)formate 2797 2801 2778 2780 

ν(C-H)dcpm 2933/2948 2868/2905 2933/2947 2868/2907 

 

The observed shifts are causes by different binding motif of [CuCu]+, [CuAg]+ and [AgAg]+ in 

contrast to [CuAu]+ and [AgAu]+. The latter two complexes have a monodentate binding 

motifs, which shifts the ν(O-C-O)asym band to higher wavenumber in contrast to their 

homometallic counterpart. In the monodentate binding motif, one C-O of the CHOO is not 

bound to a metal, which yields in a shorter C-O bond length (Tab.s S 2-7). In contrast, in the 

bidentate bridged binding motif both C-O bond lengths are the same. This causes in a higher 

wavenumber for the monodentate binding motif ([CuAg]+ and [AgAu]+) in comparison to the 

bidentate bridged binding motif ([CuCu]+, [CuAg]+ and [AgAg]+). The large deviation in case of 

[CuAu]+ was observed due to the in the different of the C-O bond length in contrast to [CuCu]+ 

(~2 pm). In case of [AgAu]+, the difference in C-O bond length in comparison to [AgAg]+ is 

smaller (~1 pm). Indeed, the differences are small but the nearly same for all applied level of 

theory (Tab. 4). Note that in case of the asym. O-C-O stretching mode, two vibration motions 

are taking place, whereas in case of the C-H stretching mode only one vibration motion is 

taking into account. This makes a final conclusion difficult, because multiple reasons can 

happen at the same time. 
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Table 3: Calculated C-H bond length of the [M1M2]+ complexes in Å with 
different levels of theory (n = 10: Cu, n = 28: Ag, n = 60: Au). 

Level of theory/ [M1M2]+ [CuCu]+ [CuAg]+ [AgAg]+ [CuAu]+ [AgAu]+ 

B3LYP/cc-pVDZ, ECPnMDF 1.114 1.116 1.119 1.119 1.121 

B3LYP/cc-pVDZ, ECPnMDF, D3-BJ 1.113 1.116 1.118 1.117 1.120 

B3LYP/cc-pVTZ, ECPnMDF 1.102 1.105 1.107 1.107 1.109 

B3LYP/cc-pVTZ, ECPnMDF, D3-BJ 1.101 1.104 1.106 1.105 1.108 

M06/cc-pVTZ, ECPnMDF 1.107 1.109 1.111 1.112 1.114 

PBE0/def2TZVP 1.105 1.108 1.110 1.110 1.112 

 

Table 4: Calculated C-O bond length (average) of [CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+ and 
calculated C-O bond lengths of [CuAg]+ in Å. Calculated C-O bond length 
deviation of [CuAu]+ and [AgAu]+ in contrast to calculated C-O bond length 
of [CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+ in pm. With different levels of theory (n = 10: Cu, 
n = 28: Ag, n = 60: Au). 

Level of theory/ [M1M2]+ [CuCu]+ [AgAg]+ [CuAg]+ [CuAu]+ [AgAu]+ 

B3LYP/cc-pVDZ, ECPnMDF 1.263 1.262 1.270/1.254 ~2 ~1 

B3LYP/cc-pVDZ, ECPnMDF, D3-BJ 1.262 1.261 1.273/1.250 ~2 ~1 

B3LYP/cc-pVTZ, ECPnMDF 1.255 1.256 1.265/1.246 ~2 1 

B3LYP/cc-pVTZ, ECPnMDF, D3-BJ 1.255 1.255 1.267/1.244 ~2 ~1 

M06/cc-pVTZ, ECPnMDF 1.249 1.249 1.256/1.243 ~2 ~1 

PBE0/def2TZVP 1.250 1.250 1.260/1.241 ~2 1 

 

In summary, the IR-MPD spectra confirm the DFT calculated binding motifs. The metal 

dependent ν(C-H)formate shift can be explained with different C-H bond lengths, and the 

ν(O-C-O)asym shift can be explained by the different binding motifs and the resulting different 

C-O bond lengths. 
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3.5.2. Collision-induced dissociation (CID): Fragmentation pathway and competitive of 

decarboxylation vs loss of CHOOH with support of DFT calculations 

We isolated and performed collision-induced dissociation (CID) on the five ions (comparison 

of experimental and simulated isotope patterns Fig.s S 7 – 11, mass spectra Fig.s S 18-22) to 

determine the fragmentation pathways and gas phase stabilities of the complexes. In addition, 

we determined the fragmentation pathways via MS3 step of isolated [CuCudcpmCHOO]+, 

[CuAgdcpmCHOO]+ and [AgAgdcpmCHOO]+ and documented the results in the supplement 

(comparison of experimental and simulated isotope pattern Fig.s S 38 – 40). 

CID-MS reveals two main fragmentation pathway and several others with minor contribution. 

The two main fragmentation pathways are, except for [CuCu]+, of the decarboxylation 

pathway (loss of CO2) and the loss of formic acid (CHOOH), which overlaps in the experimental 

isotope pattern. The main fragmentation pathway for [CuCu]+ is only the loss of CO2. Instead 

of the loss of CHOOH, the fragmentation pathway loss of CO2 and H2 or loss of CO and H2O is 

possible as well, but will not be further discussed. As H-atom origin the methyl bridge between 

the P-atoms or one of the cyclohexyl remainder are possible. The other fragmentation 

pathways with minor contribution are: loss of a ligand dcpm ([CuCu]+, [CuAg]+, [AgAg]+); loss 

of MX ([CuAg]+, [AgAg]+), loss of a ligand dcpm and CO2 ([CuCu]+, [CuAg]+, [AgAg]+); CO2 and 

MX ([CuAg]+, [CuAu]+); and loss a ligand dcpm, CO2 and MX [CuCu]+, [CuAg]+, [AgAg]+ and 

[CuAu]+. Possible fragmentation pathways for MX are: MCHOO, MH and CO2 or “M”, “H” and 

CO2. In case of the complexes with only one dcpm ligand [CuCudcpmCHOO]+, 

[CuAgdcpmCHOO]+ and [AgAgdcpmCHOO]+, the main fragmentation pathway is only the 

decarboxylation (Fig. S 41-44), similar to the studies of O’Hair et al. [32, 33, 35]. Other 

fragmentation pathways with minor contribution are: loss of CO2 and MH ([CuCudcpmCHOO]+, 

[CuAgdcpmCHOO]+ and [AgAgdcpmCHOO]+), loss of CO ([CuCudcpmCHOO]+) and loss of CO2 

and two Ag0 ([AgAgdcpmCHOO]+). Tab. 5 and Tab S 16 summarize the fragmentation 

pathways. 

To determine the relative gas phase stability of the five complexes, we have recorded collision 

energy dependent breakdown and appearance curves (Fig. 5), fit the appearance curve with a 

sigmoidal fit (equation 3) to determine the 𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀50%  values and compare these values for all five 

complexes (Fig. S 23). Except of [AgAu]+, the relative abundance of the two main 

fragmentation pathways decreases with higher excitation energy ECOM and in opposite the 

fragmentation pathways loss of CO2 and a single ligand dcpm ([CuCu]+ [CuAg]+ and [AgAg]+) or 
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MH ([AgAg]+ and [CuAu]+) increase. This is explainable with the fact, that the increasing 

fragmentation pathways are secondary fragmentation pathways of the main fragmentation 

pathways, which have a higher dissociation threshold than the main fragmentation pathways. 

The 𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀50% value follows the trend: [CuCu]+ (0.00404) > [CuAg]+ (0.00388) > [AgAg]+ (0.00369) 

> [CuAu]+ (0.00345) > [AgAu]+ (0.00275). This is explainable with a stronger M-formate bond 

in case of copper, which results in a weaker Ag-(O)2C-H binding. [23, 59] As mentioned above, 

gold does not bind the formate in the complexes [CuAu]+ and [AgAu]+, which also decrease 

the gas phase stability. [32, 56, 57] 

The collision energy dependent breakdown and appearance curves of the complexes with only 

one dcpm ligand reveal higher 𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀50%  values ([CuCudcpmCHOO]+: 0.00976, [CuAgdcpmCHOO]+: 

0.00858, [AgAgdcpmCHOO]+: 0.00792) than the complexes with to dcpm ligands (Fig. S 45), 

which indicate a stronger metal to formate bonding. This is a hint for the absence of the loss 

of CHOOH fragmentation pathway in case of the complexes with one dcpm ligand. 

As mentioned above, the two CID main fragmentation pathway are, except for [CuCu]+: the 

decarboxylation pathway and the loss of CHOOH pathway. Fig. 6 shows the isotope pattern 

(black) of the ionic fragments of the two main fragmentation pathways, which are 

overlapping. The isotope patterns are deconvoluted (red) by the Microsoft Ecxel 2003 “add-

in” program Lipid Mass Spectrum Analysis (LIMSA) [60], the isotope pattern of the different 

ionic fragments in comparison to the experimental isotope pattern are shown, with different 

intensities according to the contribution, in the supplement (Fig.s S 24-28). A collision energy 

dependent isotope pattern deconvolution analysis with different ECOM value of the recorded 

CID curves is also shown in the supplement (Fig.s S 29-33). The deconvolution analysis of the 

five isotope patterns reveals that the contribution of the decarboxylation pathway decreases 

in the following order: [CuCu]+ (0.99) ≈ [CuAg]+ (0.93) > [CuAu]+ (0.74) > [AgAg]+ (0.59) > 

[AgAu]+ (0.12), whereas the loss of CHOOH pathway increase in the same order: [CuCu]+ (0.01) 

≈ [CuAg]+ (0.07) > [CuAu]+ (0.26) > [AgAg]+ (0.41) > [AgAu]+ (0.88). This order is confirmed by 

the collision energy dependent analysis. Only the complexes [AgAg]+ and [CuAu]+ reveal a 

small difference with higher excitation energy. 
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Figure 5: CID breakdown (parent P, black) and fragment curves (brown, 

purple, turquoise, blue, green, yellow) of the isolated (a) [CuCu]+, (b) 

[CuAg]+, (c) [AgAg]+, (d) [CuAu]+ and (e) [AgAu]+ complexes. The total 

fragment yield TFY is not shown. 
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Table 5: Fragmentation pathways of the isolated complexes. With P+ for 

parent ion, Fr+ for fragment ion and Fr0 for neutral loss. We use the long 

name of the complexes for better explanation of the fragmentation 

pathways. 

P+ m/z Fr+ m/z Fr0 

[CuCudcpm2CHOO]+ 988 [CuCudcpm2H]+ 944 CO2 

  [CuCudcpmCHOO]+ 579 dcpm 

  [CuCudcpmH]+ 535 dcpm, CO2 

  [Cudcpm]+ 471 dcpm, CO2; “Cu”, “H” 

[CuAgdcpm2CHOO]+ 1032 [CuAgdcpm2H]+/[CuAgdcpm2(-H)]+ 986/988 CO2/CHOOH 

  [Agdcpm2]+ 924 “CuCHOO” 

  [Cudcpm2]+ 880 CO2; “Ag”, “H” 

  [CuAgdcpmCHOO]+ 623 dcpm 

  [CuAgdcpmH]+ 579 dcpm, CO2 

  [Agdcpm]+ 515 dcpm, CO2; “Cu”, “H” 

  [Cudcpm]+ 471 dcpm, CO2; “Ag”, “H” 

[AgAgdcpm2CHOO]+ 1076 [AgAgdcpm2H]+/[Ag2dcpm2(-H)]+ 1030/1032 CO2/CHOOH 

  [Agdcpm2]+ 924 “AgCHOO” 

  [Ag2dcpmCHOO]+ 667 dcpm 

  [Ag2dcpmH]+ 623 dcpm, CO2 

  [Agdcpm]+ 515 dcpm, CO2; “Ag”, “H” 

[CuAudcpm2CHOO]+ 1122 [CuAudcpm2H]+/[CuAudcpm2(-H)]+ 1076/1078 CO2/CHOOH 

  [Cudcpm2]+ 879 CO2; “Au”, “H” 

[AgAudcpm2CHOO]+ 1166 [AgAudcpm2H]+/[AgAudcpm2(-H)]+ 1119/1122 CO2/CHOOH 
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To understand the differences in the various contributions of the two main fragmentation 

pathways, we have performed DFT calculations. As in the case of the calculated IR spectra, we 

tested different combinations of functional and basis sets/ECPs (Fig. 7, Fig.s S 34-37, Tab. 6 

and Tab.s S 13-15). Furthermore the M06 functional was chosen, which it more suitable 

regarding of thermochemistry results compared to other functionals. [49] We determined the 

required energies (Equation 4, ∆E: without zero-point correction ZPC, ∆H: with zero-point 

correction ZPC and ∆G: with entropy) and all minima and transition state structures for the 

fragmentation pathways: decarboxylation, loss of CHOOH and loss of a ligand dcpm. As H-

atom origin for the pathway loss of CHOOH, we chose the methyl bridge between the P-atoms 

of the dcpm ligand. We compared (C-H cleavage and CO2 release) decarboxylation energies 

and the loss of CHOOH for all five complexes (Tab. 6, Fig. 7-8 and Fig.s S 34-37, Tab.s 13-15). 

While the loss of CHOOH and formation of [MM(-H)]+ should proceed without a barrier, the 

loss of CO2 and the formation of the hydride complex [MM(H)]+ should pass two barriers with 

transition states [32, 35]: one transition state which forms a monodentate formate binding 

motif (from O,O bidentate bridging to O monodentate binding; H-atom points to the non O-

Atom bonding metal); and the second transition state with the decarboxylation step (C-H 

cleavage, H-atom is transfered to the metal center and the CO2 molecule is released). We 

could only optimize the second transition structure for the decarboxylation step. In case of 

the complexes [CuCudcpmCHOO]+, [CuAgdcpmCHOO]+ and [AgAgdcpmCHOO]+, we optimized 

both transition states (Fig.s S 46-48 and Tab.s S 17-18). The difference of energy between the 

first transition state TS1 and the second minima structure 2 is smaller than the difference 

between the second transition state TS2 and the third minima structure 3. This indicates a flat 

barrier for the C-H cleavage, which could explain the difficulty of the transition state structure 

optimization in case of the complexes with two dcpm ligands. For the complexes with one 

dcpm ligand, the DFT calculations also revealed higher required energies for the 

fragmentation pathway loss of CHOOH as the decarboxylation pathway. This finding explains 

the absence of this fragmentation pathway in the MS3 CID experiment (Fig. S 44 and Tab. S 17-

18). The required energies are also higher compare to complexes with two dcpm ligands, 

which indicate a stronger formate binding in case of the complexes with one dcpm. 

All calculated energies for the decarboxylation pathway transition state exhibit small 

differences, independent from the basis set and functional (between 133-112 kJ/mol without 

ZPC and 116-94 kJ/mol with ZPC). In contrast, the fragmentation pathway loss of CHOOH 
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reveals larger differences in energies (between 222-164 kJ/mol without ZPC and 213-155 

kJ/mol with ZPC; M06 functional). The loss of CHOOH fragmentation pathway exhibits in 

contrast stronger level of theory dependent energies as the decarboxylation pathway. 

However, our DFT finding (Fig. 8) is in good agreement with the experimental CID-MS findings 

(Fig. 6). We find low barriers for the decarboxylation pathway for all five complexes, all five 

complexes exhibit a decarboxylation fragmentation pathway. According to the DFT 

calculation, the fragmentation pathway loss of CHOOH requires in contrast to the 

decarboxylation pathway different energies depending to the metal, which decrease in the 

following order [CuCu]+ > [CuAg]+ > [AgAg]+ ≈ [CuAu]+ > [AgAu]+, independent to the theory 

level. The contribution of this fragmentation pathway increases according the deconvolution 

analysis in the same order. This brings us for the dissociation threshold of the loss of CHOOH 

to the following conclusion: 1) in the case of [CuCu]+ and [CuAg]+ the threshold is to high, so 

the fragmentation pathway is not observed in the CID-MS experiments 2) in case of [AgAg]+ 

and [CuAu]+ the threshold is low enough so this fragmentation pathway appears in moderate 

contribution 3) in the case of [AgAu]+ the threshold is the smallest that it has the highest 

contribution. Also, other factors can have a significant effect on this contribution, for example 

the weaker bonding of the formate to Ag than to Cu or the formate binding motif of the 

complex. Last, we want to point out the following observation: our experimental data and 

deconvolution analysis exhibits a higher contribution for the decarboxylation pathway in case 

of [CuAu]+ (0.74) than in case of [AgAg]+ (0.59), although the formate binds to only one metal 

in case of [CuAu]+ in contrast to two metals in case of [AgAg]+. In the first place this finding 

seems to be against the chemical instinct, but can be explained as mentioned before with the 

stronger M-formate bond of copper in contrast to silver and gold [23, 59]. As we learned from 

the DFT calculation, [CuAu]+ has a Cu-O monodentate binding motif, whereas [AgAg]+ has a 

bidentate bridged binding motif. This leads to the conclusion, that one cooper atom binds the 

formate stronger as two silver atoms because of the higher cooper-formate bond energy. [23, 

59] 

Finally, we calculated for comparison the energies for all five complexes of the fragmentation 

pathway loss of a single ligand dcpm. The energy differences are marginal. In the CID MS 

experiments, only the complexes [CuCu]+, [CuAg]+ and [AgAg]+ exhibit this fragmentation 

pathway with minor contribution. This pathway reveals also a strong level of theory 

dependents, which makes it difficult to find an interpretation. Several influences are possible, 
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but a tentative explanation could be a lower dissociation threshold for the other 

fragmentation pathways, which is confirmed by our DFT calculation. 

 

Figure 6: Experimental observe isotope pattern of [M1M2(-H)]+/[M1M2(H)]+ 

fragment (black) at selected excitation voltage (Eex) for (a): 1.50 V, 

(b): 1.55 V, (c): 1.60 V, (d): 1.35 V, (e): 1.45 V  and simulated isotope pattern 

(red). Isotope pattern deconvolution by Microsoft Ecxel 2003 “add-in” 
program Lipid Mass Spectrum Analysis (LIMSA) [60] are given with relative 

contributions A% of [MM(-H)]+ (purple) and [MM(H)]+ (blue). 
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Table 6: Calculated DFT relative energies (in kJ/mol) of the different states 

of formate adduct decarboxylation and fragmentation pathways loss of 

CHOOH of the investigated [M1M2]+ complexes. M06/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P, O), 

ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28, Au: n = 60). 

No. / M1M2 
∆E/∆H/∆G 

CuCu CuAg AgAg CuAu AgAu 

1 0/0/0 0/0/0 0/0/0 0/0/0 0/0/0 

TS 120/105/107 125/110/109 123/106/100 107/92/95 112/95/92 

2 70/61/59 79/69/64 81/69/62 73/59/57 82/69/65 

3 hydride + CO2 97/79/44 109/91/62 108/89/60 96/75/43 103/80/46 

loss of CHOOH 222/213/163 214/205/149 195/187/134 180/170/117 164/155/100 

loss of dcpm 233/225/153 238/230/160 230/222/154 233/224/155 230/222/155 

 

 

Figure 7: Calculated minimum and transition state structures of the complex 

[AgAg]+, (a) decarboxylation pathway, (b) loss of CHOOH and loss of ligand. 

Color code for atoms: silver for Ag, orange for P, red for O, grey for C and 

white for H. For a better overview, H atoms of cyclohexyl remainder are 

omitted. Level of theory: M06/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P, O), ECP28MDF (Ag). Data 

from Tab. 6. 
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Figure 8: Comparison of decarboxylation and loss of CHOOH fragmentation 

pathway for [CuCu]+ (brown), [CuAg]+ (black), [AgAg]+ (silver), [CuAu]+ 

(orange) and [AgAu]+ (green). M06/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P, O), ECPnMDF (Cu: 

n = 10, Ag: n = 28, Au: n = 60), relative energies in kJ/mol with ZPC (∆H), data 
from Tab. 6. 

 

In summary, all four complexes show two main fragmentation pathway and several 

fragmentation pathways with minor contribution. Except of [CuCu]+, the two main 

fragmentation pathway are the decarboxylation and the loss of CHOOH pathway, which 

overlapping in the experimental isotope pattern. In the case of [CuCu]+ complex, the main 

fragmentation pathway is only the decarboxylation pathway. Deconvolution analysis exhibits 

metal dependent contribution of this two fragmentation pathway. DFT calculation confirm the 

trend and can be explained with the different binding motifs and a stronger M-formate bond 

of copper than silver. 
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3.6. Conclusions 

This study investigates the binding motifs and fragmentation behavior of the formate anion 

CHOO coordinate to five phosphine ligand stabilized (dcpm) dinuclear coinage metal complex 

[M1M2]+ in isolation (M = Cu, Ag, Au, [AuAu]+ was not observed). DFT calculations of these 

five complexes reveal a bidentate bridged for [CuCu]+, [CuAg]+ and [AgAg]+ and a monodentate 

binding motif for [CuAu]+ and [AgAu]+. IR-MPD spectra of the isolated ions confirm the 

calculated binding motifs. A metal dependent ν(C-H)formate shift can be explained with different 

C-H bond length, a metal dependent ν(O-C-O)asym shift with the different binding motifs and in 

consequence different C-O bond length. CID-MS exhibits two main fragmentation pathways 

for four complexes and several fragmentation pathways with minor contribution. Except of 

[CuCu]+, the two main fragmentation pathway are the decarboxylation pathway and the loss 

of CHOOH pathway, which overlaps ion the experimental isotope pattern. In the case of 

[CuCu]+ complex, the main fragmentation pathway is only the decarboxylation pathway. A 

deconvolution analysis yield in metal dependent contributions of these two fragmentation 

pathways. Finally, DFT calculations of the main fragmentation pathways confirm the trend and 

can be explained with the different binding motifs and the higher copper-formate bond 

energy. 
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3.9. Supplement information 

 

Table of content 

Figures S 1-2: Calculated minimum structure of the complexes [M1M2]+, side view and top 

view. 

Table S 1: Calculated relative DFT energies of [CuAu]+ and [AgAu]+ complexes, with the 

formate adduct in cis or trans position. 

Figure S 3: Calculated minimum structures of [CuAu]+ and [AgAu]+ complexes, with the 

formate adduct in cis or trans position. 

Scheme S 1: Numbering of atoms in investigated complex for Tab.s S 2-7. 

Tables S 2-7: Bond length, angle and torsion for the complexes [M1M2]+ with different level 

of theory. 

Figures S 4-6: ESI-MS overview spectrum of different sample solutions. 

Figures S 7-11: Comparison of experimental and simulated isotope pattern of [M1M2]+. 

Figures S 12-15: IR-MPD spectrum and calculated IR absorption spectra of [CuCu]+, [CuAg]+, 

[CuAu]+ and [AgAu]+. 

Figures S 16-17: 1-color IR-MPD spectrum (CH stretching region) and 2-color IR-MPD spectra 

in the CO stretching region of [CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+ with different IRfix. 

Tables S 8-12: Calculated vibration modes of the investigated [M1M2]+ complexes with 

different level of theory. 

Figures S 18-22: CID-MS spectra of the isolated [M1M2]+ with different Eex. 

Figure S 23: CID breakdown and appearance curve of the [M1M2]+ complexes. 

Figures S 24-28: Experimental observe isotope pattern of [M1M2(-H)]+/[M1M2(H)]+ 

fragment and simulated isotope pattern of both fragments. 

Figures S 29-33: Experimental observe isotope pattern of [M1M2(-H)]+/[M1M2(H)]+ 

fragment at different ECOM value and simulated isotope pattern. 
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Tables S 13-15: Calculated relative DFT energies of the different states of formate adduct 

decarboxylation and fragmentation pathways loss of CHOOH of the investigated [M1M2]+ 

complexes with different level of theory. 

Figures S 34-37: Calculated minimum and transition state structures of the complexes 

[M1M2]+. 

Figures S 38-40: Comparison of experimental and simulated isotope pattern of 

[M1M2dcpmCHOO]+. 

Figures S 41-43: CID-MS spectra of the isolated [M1M2dcpmCHOO]+ with different Eex. 

Table S 16: Fragmentation pathways of the isolated MS3 step complexes. 

Figure S 44: Experimental observed and simulated isotope pattern of [M1M2dcpmH]+. 

Figure S 45: CID breakdown and appearance curve of the [M1M2dcpmCHOO]+ complexes. 

Tables S 17-18: Calculated DFT relative energies of the different states of formate adduct 

decarboxylation and fragmentation pathways loss of CHOOH and loss of CO2 and MH of the 

investigated [M1M2dcpmCHOO]+ complexes with different level of theory. 

Figures S 46-48: Calculated minimum and transition state structures of the decarboxylation 

pathway of [M1M2dcpmCHOO]+ complexes. 
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Figure S 1: Calculated minimum structure of the complexes, side view, (a) 

[CuCu]+, (b) [CuAg]+, (c) [AgAg]+, (d) [CuAu]+ (cis) and (e) [AgAu]+ (trans). 

Color code for atoms: brown for Cu, silver for Ag, yellow for Au, orange for 

P, red for O, grey for C and white for H. For a better overview, H atoms of 

cyclohexyl remainder are omitted. Level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P, 

O), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28, Au: n = 60). 

 

 

Figure S 2: Calculated minimum structure of the complexes, top view, (a) 

[CuCu]+, (b) [CuAg]+, (c) [AgAg]+, (d) [CuAu]+ (cis) and (e) [AgAu]+ (trans). 

Color code for atoms: brown for Cu, silver for Ag, yellow for Au, orange for 

P, red for O, grey for C and white for H. For a better overview, H atoms of 

cyclohexyl remainder are omitted. Level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P, 

O), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28, Au: n = 60). 
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Table S 1: Calculated relative DFT energies (in kJ/mol, without ZPC) of 

[CuAu]+ and [AgAu]+ complexes, with the formate adduct in cis or trans 

position (n = 10: Cu, n = 28: Ag, n = 60: Au). 

Basis set/M1M2 
CuAu AgAu 

cis trans cis trans 

B3LYP/cc-pVDZ, ECPnMDF 0 1 0 1 

B3LYP/cc-pVTZ, ECPnMDF 1 0 0 1 

M06/cc-pVTZ, ECPnMDF 1 0 0 8 

PBE0/def2TZVP 1 0 0 2 

 

 

 

 

Figure S 3: Calculated minimum structures of (a) [CuAu]+ and (b) [AgAu]+ 

complexes, with the formate adduct in cis or trans position. Color code for 

atoms: brown for Cu, silver for Ag, yellow for Au, orange for P, red for O, grey 

for C and white for H. For a better overview, H atoms of cyclohexyl 

remainder are omitted. Level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P, O), 

ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28, Au: n = 60). 
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Scheme S 1: Numbering of atoms in investigated complex for Tab. S 2-7. 

Table S 2: Bond length, angle and torsion for the complexes [M1M2]+ in Å/°. 

B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, C, P, O), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28, Au: n = 60). 

Numbering order Scheme S 1. 

Atom/M1M2 CuCu AgCu AgAg AuCu 

(cis/trans) 

AgAu 

(cis/trans) 

C5-H6 1.114 1.116 1.119 1.119/1.119 1.121/1.121 

M1-M2 2.802 2.900 2.993 2.929/2.945 3.054/3.066 

C5-O3 1.263 1.254 1.262 1.245/1.244 1.272/1.270 

O3-M1 2.071 2.422 2.378 2.956/3.095 2.350/2.386 

C5-O4 1.264 1.270 1.261 1.279/1.280 1.252/1.254 

O4-M2 2.072 2.063 2.378 2.048/2.059 3.218/3.051 

M1-P10 2.299 2.469 2.484 2.384/2.376 2.475/2.483 

M1-P9 2.284 2.450 2.464 2.372/2.379 2.482/2.448 

M2-P8 2.280 2.305 2.480 2.292/2.306 2.381/2.380 

M2-P7 2.284 2.304 2.478 2.306/2.276 2.378/2.384 

O3-C5-O4 127 128 128 127/127 127/127 

M1-O3-C5 125 117 122 108/107 109/109 

M2-O4-C5 123 130 126 123/118 112/112 

P10-M1-P9 147 161 158 179/177 153/159 

P8-M2-P7 148 150 158 147/150 179/176 

M1-O3-O4-M2 5 -13 -12 -39/43 45/-47 
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Table S 3: Bond length, angle and torsion for the complexes [M1M2]+ in Å/°. 

B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P, O), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28, Au: n = 60). 

Numbering order Scheme S 1. 

Atom/M1M2 CuCu AgCu AgAg AuCu 

(cis/trans) 

AgAu 

(cis/trans) 

C5-H6 1.102 1.105 1.107 1.107/1.107 1.109/1.109 

M1-M2 2.835 2.913 2.992 2.928/2.964 3.051/3.062 

C5-O3 1.256 1.246 1.255 1.237/1.237 1.268/1.264 

O3-M1 2.079 2.492 2.440 3.076/3.215 2.363/2.395 

C5-O4 1.255 1.265 1.256 1.274/1.275 1.243/1.246 

O4-M2 2.076 2.071 2.425 2.051/2.056 3.503/3.185 

M1-P10 2.292 2.455 2.471 2.373/2.365 2.463/2.476 

M1-P9 2.281 2.438 2.440 2.361/2.368 2.478/2.442 

M2-P8 2.276 2.293 2.459 2.287/2.306 2.371/2.370 

M2-P7 2.277 2.305 2.472 2.308/2.274 2.369/2.374 

O3-C5-O4 127 127 128 128/127 127/127 

M1-O3-C5 124 114 118 104/104 111/110 

M2-O4-C5 123 126 120 124/119 104/110 

P10-M1-P9 147 164 162 179/178 153/157 

P8-M2-P7 148 150 159 148/150 179/176 

M1-O3-O4-M2 14 -31 -34 -42/44 47/-47 
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Table S 4: Bond length, angle and torsion for the complexes [M1M2]+ in Å/°. 

B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, C, P, O), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28, Au: n = 60), 

D3-BJ. Numbering order Scheme S 1. 

Atom/M1M2 CuCu AgCu AgAg CuAu AgAu 

C5-H6 1.113 1.116 1.118 1.117 1.120 

M1-M2 2.701 2.824 2.937 2.815 2.970 

C5-O3 1.263 1.250 1.260 1.244 1.267 

O3-M1 2.088 2.545 2.489 2.954 2.436 

C5-O4 1.261 1.273 1.263 1.279 1.255 

O4-M2 2.061 2.071 2.418 2.049 3.081 

M1-P10 2.256 2.417 2.422 2.359 2.429 

M1-P9 2.243 2.403 2.403 2.345 2.399 

M2-P8 2.228 2.251 2.421 2.250 2.350 

M2-P7 2.235 2.255 2.428 2.259 2.353 

O3-C5-O4 127 127 127 127 127 

M1-O3-C5 121 111 116 105 106 

M2-O4-C5 118 123 114 123 111 

P10-M1-P9 147 170 166 179 160 

P8-M2-P7 142 149 156 146 174 

M1-O3-O4-M2 29 -37 -43 -40 -48 
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Table S 5: Bond length, angle and torsion for the complexes [M1M2]+ in Å/°. 

B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P, O), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28, Au: n = 60), 

D3-BJ. Numbering order Scheme S 1. 

Atom/M1M2 CuCu AgCu AgAg AuCu AgAu 

C5-H6 1.101 1.104 1.106 1.105 1.108 

M1-M2 2.735 2.845 2.954 2.828 2.969 

C5-O3 1.256 1.244 1.254 1.237 1.261 

O3-M1 2.090 2.563 2.407 3.005 2.437 

C5-O4 1.255 1.267 1.257 1.272 1.248 

O4-M2 2.064 2.078 2.430 2.056 3.137 

M1-P10 2.249 2.404 2.411 2.348 2.420 

M1-P9 2.237 2.391 2.404 2.334 2.392 

M2-P8 2.224 2.247 2.412 2.246 2.339 

M2-P7 2.229 2.256 2.424 2.258 2.343 

O3-C5-O4 127 127 128 127 127 

M1-O3-C5 122 110 116 104 107 

M2-O4-C5 118 122 116 122 110 

P10-M1-P9 146 167 151 179 158 

P8-M2-P7 143 148 154 146 175 

M1-O3-O4-M2 27 -40 -42 -41 -48 
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Table S 6: Bond length, angle and torsion for the complexes [M1M2]+ in Å/°. 

M06/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P, O), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28, Au: n = 60). 

Numbering order Scheme S 1. 

Atom/M1M2 CuCu AgCu AgAg AuCu 

(cis/trans) 

AgAu 

(cis/trans) 

C5-H6 1.107 1.109 1.111 1.112/1.111 1.112/1.114 

M1-M2 2.706 2.814 2.968 2.835/2.858 3.001/2.986 

C5-O3 1.250 1.243 1.247 1.232/1.232 1.257/1.254 

O3-M1 2.086 2.418 2.373 2.968/3.126 2.361/2.423 

C5-O4 1.248 1.256 1.251 1.266/1.265 1.240/1.242 

O4-M2 2.065 2.040 2.386 2.065/2.061 3.320/3.031 

M1-P10 2.269 2.460 2.453 2.380/2.368 2.459/2.457 

M1-P9 2.259 2.466 2.443 2.368/2.370 2.464/2.429 

M2-P8 2.243 2.251 2.458 2.262/2.274 2.373/2.372 

M2-P7 2.248 2.253 2.472 2.273/2.252 2.371/2.374 

O3-C5-O4 127 128 128 128/127 127/127 

M1-O3-C5 120 115 115 104/105 105/107 

M2-O4-C5 118 120 117 123/115 112/111 

P10-M1-P9 146 151 149 179/177 147/161 

P8-M2-P7 143 142 151 148/149 178/175 

M1-O3-O4-M2 28 36 -43 -42/44 45/-48 
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Table S 7: Bond length, angle and torsion for the complexes [M1M2]+ in Å/°. 

PBE0/def2TZVP. Numbering order Scheme S 1. 

Atom/M1M2 CuCu AgCu AgAg AuCu 

(cis/trans) 

AgAu 

(cis/trans) 

C5-H6 1.105 1.108 1.110 1.110/1.110 1.111/1.112 

M1-M2 2.749 2.840 2.943 2.837/2.859 2.2997/2.990 

C5-O3 1.251 1.241 1.249 1.234/1.233 1.260/1.257 

O3-M1 2.065 2.500 2.450 3.016/3.198 2.353/2.397 

C5-O4 1.249 1.260 1.251 1.267/1.268 1.240/1.243 

O4-M2 2.061 2.064 2.415 2.047/2.055 3.406/3.116 

M1-P10 2.289 2.424 2.436 2.347/2.337 2.4352.440 

M1-P9 2.280 2.408 2.414 2.334/2.343 2.2.441/2.408 

M2-P8 2.268 2.286 2.426 2.283/2.294 2.343/2.340 

M2-P7 2.272 2.299 2.440 2.299/2.268 2.340/2.346 

O3-C5-O4 127 127 128 128/127 127/127 

M1-O3-C5 123 111 115 103/102 108/107 

M2-O4-C5 120 123 117 122/116 109/110 

P10-M1-P9 145 165 163 179/176 151/158 

P10-M1-P9 145 149 158 146/149 178/175 

M1-O3-O4-M2 20 -38 -41 -43/46 45/-48 
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Figure S 4: ESI-MS overview spectrum of sample solution with 

[CuCudcpm2](PF6)2 and [AgAgdcpm2](PF6)2 and formic acid in methanol. 

[CuCu]+: P = 988 m/z, [CuAg]+: P = 1032 m/z, [AgAg]+: P = 1076 m/z. 

 

Figure S 5: ESI-MS overview spectrum of sample solution with 

[CuCudcpm2](PF6)2 and [AuAudcpm2](PF6)2 and formic acid in methanol. 

[CuCu]+: P = 988 m/z (brown circle), [CuAu]+: P = 1122 m/z (orange circle). 
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Figure S 6: ESI-MS overview spectrum of sample solution with 

[AgAgdcpm2](PF6)2 and [AuAudcpm2](PF6)2 and formic acid in Methanol. 

[AgAg]+: P = 1076 m/z (silver circle), [AgAu]+: P = 1166 m/z (dark yellow 

circle). 
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Figure S 7: Comparison of experimental (a) and simulated (b) isotope 

pattern of [CuCu]+. 

 

Figure S 8: Comparison of experimental (a) and simulated (b) isotope 

pattern of [CuAg]+. 
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Figure S 9: Comparison of experimental (a) and simulated (b) isotope 

pattern of [AgAg]+. 

 

Figure S 10: Comparison of experimental (a) and simulated (b) isotope 

pattern of [CuAu]+. 
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Figure S 11: Comparison of experimental (a) and simulated (b) isotope 

pattern of [AgAu]+. 
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Figure S 12: (a) IR-MPD spectrum (black: 1-color; red: 2-color 

IRfix = 2841 cm-1, dashed black: higher laser energy) and (b) calculated IR 

absorption spectrum of [CuCu]+. The calculated stick spectrum (red) is 

convoluted with a Lorentzian curve (black, fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of theory: 

B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P, O); ECP10MDF (Cu); frequencies scaled: 0.971 (1200-

1800 cm-1), 0.963 (2600-3100 cm-1). 
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Figure S 13: (a) IR-MPD spectrum (black: 1-color; red: 2-color 

IRfix = 2814 cm-1, dashed black: higher laser energy) and (b) calculated IR 

absorption spectrum of [CuAg]+. The calculated stick spectrum (red) is 

convoluted with a Lorentzian curve (black, fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of theory: 

B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P, O); ECP1028MDF (Cu, Ag); frequencies scaled: 0.971 

(1200-1800 cm-1), 0.963 (2600-3100 cm-1). 
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Figure S 14: (a) IR-MPD spectrum (black: 1-color; red: 2-color 

IRfix = 2800 cm-1, dashed black: higher laser energy) and (b) calculated IR 

absorption spectrum of [CuAu]+. The calculated stick spectrum (red) is 

convoluted with a Lorentzian curve (black, fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of theory: 

B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P, O); ECP1060MDF (Cu, Au); frequencies scaled: 0.971 

(1200-1800 cm-1), 0.963 (2600-3100 cm-1). 
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Figure S 15: (a) IR-MPD spectrum (black: 1-color; red: 2-color 

IRfix = 2780 cm-1, dashed black: higher laser energy) and (b) calculated IR 

absorption spectrum of [AgAu]+. The calculated stick spectrum (red) is 

convoluted with a Lorentzian curve (black, fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of theory: 

B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P, O); ECP2860MDF (Ag, Au); frequencies scaled: 0.971 

(1200-1800 cm-1), 0.963 (2600-3100 cm-1). 
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Figure S 16: (a) IR-MPD spectrum (black: 1-color) in the CH stretching region 

and (b) – (d) IR-MPD spectra (black: 1-color, blue: 2-color IRfix = 2947 cm-1, 

green: 2-color IRfix = 2868 cm-1, orange: 2-color IRfix = 2841 cm-1) in the CO 

stretching region of [CuCu]+. 

 

Figure S 17: (a) IR-MPD spectrum (black: 1-color) in the CH stretching region 

and (b) – (d) IR-MPD spectra (black: 1-color, blue: 2-color IRfix = 2947 cm-1, 

green: 2-color IRfix = 2868 cm-1, orange: 2-color IRfix = 2791 cm-1) in the CO 

stretching region of [AgAg]+. 

[AgAg]+ 
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Table S 8: Calculated vibration modes of the investigated [M1M2]+ 

complexes. B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, C, P, O), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28, 

Au: n = 60); DFT frequencies scaled: 0.993 (1200–1700 cm-1), 0.960 

(2700-3100 cm-1). 

vib. mode/M1M2 CuCu CuAg AgAg CuAu AgAu 

ν(O-C-O)sym 1366 1355 1355 1334 1341 

δ(C-H)formate 1360 1363 1359 1365 1356 

δ(C-H)dcpm 1454 1452 1452 1452 1453 

ν(O-C-O)asym 1621 1621 1615 1632 1616 

ν(C-H)formate 2853 2822 2795 2790 2765 

ν(C-H)dcpm 2895/2946 2895/2947 2895/2947 2896/2947 2898/2947 

 

 

 

Table S 9: Calculated vibration modes of the investigated [M1M2]+ 

complexes. B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, C, P, O), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28, 

Au: n = 60), D3-BJ; DFT frequencies scaled: 0.992 (1200–1700 cm-1), 0.959 

(2700-3100 cm-1). 

vib. mode/M1M2 CuCu CuAg AgAg CuAu cis AgAu trans 

ν(O-C-O)sym 1363 1345 1356 1336 1345 

δ(C-H)formate 1354 1363 1352 1366 1359 

δ(C-H)dcpm 1453 1451 1452 1451 1452 

ν(O-C-O)asym 1616 1620 1608 1635 1617 

ν(C-H)formate 2853 2816 2790 2798 2765 

ν(C-H)dcpm 2895/2949 2894/2948 2895/2947 2896/2949 2896/2948 
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Table S 10: Calculated vibration modes of the investigated [M1M2]+ 

complexes. B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P, O), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28, 

Au: n = 60), D3-BJ; DFT frequencies scaled: 0.971 (1200–1700 cm-1), 0.961 

(2700-3100 cm-1). 

vib. mode/M1M2 CuCu CuAg AgAg CuAu AgAu 

ν(O-C-O)sym 1338 1321 1327 1311 1325 

δ(C-H)formate 1345 1350 1343 1354 1342 

δ(C-H)dcpm 1455 1454 1454 1453 1454 

ν(O-C-O)asym 1566 1570 1557 1586 1567 

ν(C-H)formate 2856 2820 2802 2803 2775 

ν(C-H)dcpm 2900/2946 2902/2946 2905/2946 2905/2948 2902/2946 

 

 

 

Table S 11: Calculated vibration modes of the investigated [M1M2]+ 

complexes. M06/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P, O), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28, 

Au: n = 60); DFT frequencies scaled: 0.989 (1200–1700 cm-1), 0.962 

(2700-3100 cm-1). 

vib. mode/M1M2 CuCu CuAg AgAg CuAu AgAu 

ν(O-C-O)sym 1349 1351 1351 1351 1348 

δ(C-H)formate 1391 1384 1381 1373 1384 

δ(C-H)dcpm 1454 1454 1453 1453 1453 

ν(O-C-O)asym 1632 1629 1626 1654 1633 

ν(C-H)formate 2808 2784 2761 2761 2736 

ν(C-H)dcpm 2890/2949 2890/2949 2890/2949 2890/2948 2891/2949 
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Table S 12: Calculated vibration modes of the investigated [M1M2]+ 

complexes. PBE0/def2TZVP; DFT frequencies scaled: 0.980 (1200–1700 

cm-1), 0.953 (2700-3100 cm-1). 

vib. mode/M1M2 CuCu CuAg AgAg CuAu AgAu 

ν(O-C-O)sym 1357 1352 1350 1343 1344 

δ(C-H)formate 1377 1368 1366 1366 1365 

δ(C-H)dcpm 1452 1451 1451 1451 1451 

ν(O-C-O)asym 1625 1621 1611 1636 1617 

ν(C-H)formate 2845 2809 2785 2787 2767 

ν(C-H)dcpm 2896/2946 2896/2946 2896/2947 2896/2947 2896/2947 

 

 

 

 

Figure S 18: CID-MS spectra of the isolated [CuCu]+ with (a) Eex = 0.9 V and 

(b) Eex = 1.6 V. 
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Figure S 19: CID-MS spectra of the isolated [CuAg]+ with (a) Eex = 0.9 V and 

(b) Eex = 1.55 V. 

 

 

Figure S 20: CID-MS spectra of the isolated [AgAg]+ with (a) Eex = 0.9 V and 

(b) Eex = 1.55 V. 
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Figure S 21: CID-MS spectra of the isolated [CuAu]+ with (a) Eex = 0.85 V and 

(b) Eex = 1.35 V. 

 

 

Figure S 22: CID-MS spectra of the isolated [AgAu]+ with (a) Eex = 0.75 V and 

(b) Eex = 1.45 V. 
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Figure S 23: CID breakdown (parent P, black) and appearance curve (total 

fragment yield TFY, red) and CO2 and CO2/CHOOH fragmentation pathway 

(brown, purple) of the isolated (a) [CuCu]+, (b) [CuAg]+, (c) [AgAg]+, (d) 

[CuAu]+ and (e) [AgAu]+ complexes. The sigmoidal fit to determine the 𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀50%  

value shows as red line. 
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Figure S 24: Experimental observe isotope pattern of [CuCu(-H)]+/[CuCu(H)]+ 

fragment (black) and simulated isotope pattern of both fragments (red), 

[CuCu(H)]+ (brown) and [CuCu(-H)]+ (purple). Isotope pattern deconvolution 

by Microsoft Ecxel 2003 “add-in” program Lipid Mass Spectrum Analysis 
(LIMSA, P. Haimi et al., Anal. Chem. 2006, 78, 8324-8331) are given with 

relative contribution A% of [CuCu(-H)]+ (purple) and [CuCu(H)]+ (brown). 
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Figure S 25: Experimental observe isotope pattern of [CuAg(-H)]+/[CuAg(H)]+ 

fragment (black) and simulated isotope pattern of both fragments (red), 

[CuAg(H)]+ (brown) and [CuAg(-H)]+ (purple). Isotope pattern deconvolution 

by Microsoft Ecxel 2003 “add-in” program Lipid Mass Spectrum Analysis 
(LIMSA, P. Haimi et al., Anal. Chem. 2006, 78, 8324-8331) are given with 

relative contribution A% of [CuAg(-H)]+ (purple) and [CuAg(H)]+ (brown). 
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Figure S 26: Experimental observe isotope pattern of [AgAg(-H)]+/[AgAg(H)]+ 

fragment (black) and simulated isotope pattern of both fragments (red), 

[AgAg(H)]+ (brown) and [AgAg(-H)]+ (purple). Isotope pattern deconvolution 

by Microsoft Ecxel 2003 “add-in” program Lipid Mass Spectrum Analysis 
(LIMSA, P. Haimi et al., Anal. Chem. 2006, 78, 8324-8331) are given with 

relative contribution A% of [AgAg(-H)]+ (purple) and [AgAg(H)]+ (brown). 
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Figure S 27: Experimental observe isotope pattern of 

[CuAu(-H)]+/[CuAu(H)]+ fragment (black) and simulated isotope pattern of 

both fragments (red), [CuAu(H)]+ (brown) and [CuAu(-H)]+ (purple). Isotope 

pattern deconvolution by Microsoft Ecxel 2003 “add-in” program Lipid Mass 
Spectrum Analysis (LIMSA, P. Haimi et al., Anal. Chem. 2006, 78, 8324-8331) 

are given with relative contribution A% of [CuAu(-H)]+ (purple) and 

[CuAu(H)]+ (brown). 
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Figure S 28: Experimental observe isotope pattern of [AgAg(-H)]+/[AgAg(H)]+ 

fragment (black) and simulated isotope pattern of both fragments (red), 

[AgAg(H)]+ (brown) and [AgAg(-H)]+ (purple). Isotope pattern deconvolution 

by Microsoft Ecxel 2003 “add-in” program Lipid Mass Spectrum Analysis 
(LIMSA, P. Haimi et al., Anal. Chem. 2006, 78, 8324-8331) are given with 

relative contribution A% of [AgAg(-H)]+ (purple) and [AgAg(H)]+ (brown). 
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Figure S 29: Experimental observe isotope pattern of [CuCu(-H)]+/[CuCu(H)]+ 

fragment (black) at (a) ECOM = 0.00556, (b) ECOM = 0.00701, (c) 

ECOM = 0.00906 and simulated isotope pattern (red). Isotope pattern 

deconvolution by Microsoft Ecxel 2003 “add-in” program Lipid Mass 
Spectrum Analysis (LIMSA, P. Haimi et al., Anal. Chem. 2006, 78, 8324-8331) 

are given with relative contribution A% of [CuCu(-H)]+ (purple) and [CuCu(H)]+ 

(brown). 
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Figure S 30: Experimental observe isotope pattern of [CuAg(-H)]+/[CuAg(H)]+ 

fragment (black) at (a) ECOM = 0.00555, (b) ECOM = 0.00705, (c) 

ECOM = 0.00902 and simulated isotope pattern (red). Isotope pattern 

deconvolution by Microsoft Ecxel 2003 “add-in” program Lipid Mass 
Spectrum Analysis (LIMSA, P. Haimi et al., Anal. Chem. 2006, 78, 8324-8331) 

are given with relative contribution A% of [CuAg(-H)]+ (purple) and [CuAg(H)]+ 

(brown). 
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Figure S 31: Experimental observe isotope pattern of [AgAg(-H)]+/[AgAg(H)]+ 

fragment (black) at (a) ECOM = 0.00555, (b) ECOM = 0.00699, (c) 

ECOM = 0.00909 and simulated isotope pattern (red). Isotope pattern 

deconvolution by Microsoft Ecxel 2003 “add-in” program Lipid Mass 
Spectrum Analysis (LIMSA, P. Haimi et al., Anal. Chem. 2006, 78, 8324-8331) 

are given with relative contribution A% of [AgAg(-H)]+ (purple) and [AgAg(H)]+ 

(brown). 
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Figure S 32: Experimental observe isotope pattern of 

[CuAu(-H)]+/[CuAu(H)]+ fragment (black) at (a) ECOM = 0.00554, (b) 

ECOM = 0.00703, (c) ECOM = 0.00905 and simulated isotope pattern (red). 

Isotope pattern deconvolution by Microsoft Ecxel 2003 “add-in” program 
Lipid Mass Spectrum Analysis (LIMSA, P. Haimi et al., Anal. Chem. 2006, 78, 

8324-8331) are given with relative contribution A% of [CuAu(-H)]+ (purple) 

and [CuAu(H)]+ (brown). 
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Figure S 33: Experimental observe isotope pattern of [AgAu(-H)]+/[AgAu(H)]+ 

fragment (black) at (a) ECOM = 0.00553, (b) ECOM = 0.00707, (c) 

ECOM = 0.00902 and simulated isotope pattern (red). Isotope pattern 

deconvolution by Microsoft Ecxel 2003 “add-in” program Lipid Mass 
Spectrum Analysis (LIMSA, P. Haimi et al., Anal. Chem. 2006, 78, 8324-8331) 

are given with relative contribution A% of [AgAu(-H)]+ (purple) and 

[AgAu(H)]+ (brown). 
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Table S 13: Calculated relative DFT energies (in kJ/mol) of the different 

states of formate adduct decarboxylation and fragmentation pathways loss 

of CHOOH of the investigated [M1M2]+ complexes. B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, C, P, 

O); ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28, Au: n = 60). 

No. / M1M2 
∆E/∆H/∆G 

CuCu CuAg AgAg CuAu AgAu 

1 0/0/0 0/0/0 0/0/0 0/0/0 0/0/0 

TS 133/117/115 128/111/110 128/110/104 120/102/97 120/102/98 

2 89/78/64 89/76/62 96/82/65 98/80/69 93/78/62 

3 hydride + CO2 104/85/50 106/87/54 110/89/54 112/89/50 111/90/56 

loss of CHOOH 226/217/160 204/196/140 184/176/122 178/168/110 155/147/91 

loss of dcpm 125/117/57 123/114/56 126/117/60 133/123/60 131/122/64 

 

 

 

Table S 14: Calculated relative DFT energies (in kJ/mol) of the different 

states of formate adduct decarboxylation and fragmentation pathways loss 

of CHOOH of the investigated [M1M2]+ complexes. B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P, 

O); ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28, Au: n = 60). 

No. / M1M2 
∆E/∆H/∆G 

CuCu CuAg AgAg CuAu AgAu 

1 0/0/0 0/0/0 0/0/0 0/0/0 0/0/0 

TS 122/105/100 115/98/90 117/100/99 111/95/88 116/99/92 

2 77/65/45 80/66/43 85/71/52 85/71/51 91/76/58 

3 hydride + CO2 82/64/26 87/67/31 93/72/41 95/77/27 98/80/36 

loss of CHOOH 187/177/118 164/155/99 147/140/90 143/135/77 124/115/61 

loss of dcpm 109/100/35 109/99/37 115/106/50 122/113/50 124/115/58 
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Table S 15: Calculated relative DFT energies (in kJ/mol) of the different 

states of formate adduct decarboxylation and fragmentation pathways loss 

of CHOOH of the investigated [M1M2]+ complexes. PBE0/def2TZVP. 

No. / M1M2 
∆E/∆H/∆G 

CuCu CuAg AgAg CuAu AgAu 

1 0/0/0 0/0/0 0/0/0 0/0/0 0/0/0 

TS 126/110/105 114/97/91 113/96/92 114/96/93 112/94/91 

2 86/75/58 83/70/49 91/78/49 86/72/56 87/73/56 

3 hydride + CO2 94/75/38 93/76/26 97/80/32 97/79/29 97/80/35 

loss of CHOOH 197/188/129 165/157/101 143/135/80 148/140/80 120/113/60 

loss of dcpm 172/161/104 162/153/87 162/153/90 179/170/104 175/160/105 
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Figure S 34: Calculated minimum and transition state structures of the 

complex [CuCu]+, (a) decarboxylation pathway, (b) loss of CHOOH and loss 

of ligand. Color code for atoms: brown for Cu, orange for P, red for O, grey 

for C and white for H. For a better overview, H atoms of cyclohexyl 

remainder are omitted. Level of theory: M06/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P, O), ECP10MDF 

(Cu). Data from Tab. 6. 
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Figure S 35: Calculated minimum and transition state structures of the 

complex [CuAg]+, (a) decarboxylation pathway, (b) loss of CHOOH and loss 

of ligand. Color code for atoms: brown for Cu, silver for Ag, orange for P, red 

for O, grey for C and white for H. For a better overview, H atoms of cyclohexyl 

remainder are omitted. Level of theory: M06/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P, O), ECP10MDF 

(Cu), ECP28MDF (Ag). Data from Tab. 6. 
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Figure S 36: Calculated minimum and transition state structures of the 

complex [CuAu]+, (a) decarboxylation pathway, (b) loss of CHOOH and loss 

of ligand. Color code for atoms: brown for Cu, yellow for Au, orange for P, 

red for O, grey for C and white for H. For a better overview, H atoms of 

cyclohexyl remainder are omitted. Level of theory: M06/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P, O), 

ECP10MDF (Cu), ECP60MDF (Au). Data from Tab. 6. 
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Figure S 37: Calculated minimum and transition state structures of the 

complex [AgAu]+, (a) decarboxylation pathway, (b) loss of CHOOH and loss 

of ligand. Color code for atoms: silver for Ag, yellow for Au, orange for P, red 

for O, grey for C and white for H. For a better overview, H atoms of cyclohexyl 

remainder are omitted. Level of theory: M06/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P, O), ECP28MDF 

(Ag), ECP60MDF (Au). Data from Tab. 6. 
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Figure S 38: Comparison of experimental (a) and simulated (b) isotope 

pattern of [CuCudcpmCHOO]+. 

 

Figure S 39: Comparison of experimental (a) and simulated (b) isotope 

pattern of [CuAgdcpmCHOO]+. 
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Figure S 40: Comparison of experimental (a) and simulated (b) isotope 

pattern of [AgAgdcpmCHOO]+. 

 

 

Figure S 41: CID-MS spectra of the isolated [CuCudcpmCHOO]+ with (a) 

Eex = 1.40 V and (b) Eex = 1.85 V. 
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Figure S 42: CID-MS spectra of the isolated [CuAgdcpmCHOO]+ with (a) 

Eex = 1.30 V and (b) Eex = 1.80 V. 

 

 

Figure S 43: CID-MS spectra of the isolated [AgAgdcpmCHOO]+ with (a) 

Eex = 1.35 V and (b) Eex = 1.80 V. 
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Table S 16: Fragmentation pathways of the isolated MS3 step complexes. 

With P+ for parent ion, Fr+ for fragment ion and Fr0 for neutral loss. We use 

the long name of the complexes for better explanation of the fragmentation 

pathway. 

P+ m/z Fr+ m/z Fr0 

[CuCudcpmCHOO]+ 579 [CuCudcpmOH]+ 551 CO 

  [CuCudcpmH]+ 535 CO2 

  [Cudcpm]+ 535 CO2; “Cu”, “H” 

[CuAgdcpmCHOO]+ 623 [CuAgdcpmH]+ 579 CO2 

  [Cudcpm2]+ 515 CO2; “Cu”, “H” 

  [Agdcpm2]+ 471 CO2; “Ag”, “H” 

[AgAgdcpmCHOO]+ 667 [AgAgdcpm2H]+ 623 CO2 

  [Agdcpm]+ 515 CO2; “Ag”, “H” 

  [HCHOO]+ 409 CO2, 2 Ag0 

 

 

Figure S 44: Experimental observed (black) and simulated (red) isotope 
pattern of (a) [CuCudcpmH]+, (b) [CuAgdcpmH]+ and (c) [AgAgdcpmH]+. 
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Figure S 45: CID breakdown (parent P, black) and appearance curve (total 

fragment yield TFY, red; fragmentation pathway: blue, orange, green, 

brown) of the isolated (a) [CuCudcpmCHOO]+, (b) [CuAgdcpmCHOO]+ and (c) 

[AgAgdcpmCHOO]+ complexes. The sigmoidal fit to determine the 𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀50%  

value shows as red line. 
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Table S 17: Calculated DFT relative energies (in kJ/mol) of the different 

states of formate adduct decarboxylation and fragmentation pathways loss 

of CO2 and MH of the investigated [M1M2dcpmCHOO]+ complexes. 

B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, C, P, O), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10 and Ag: n = 28). 

No. / complex 
∆E/∆H/∆G 

[CuCudcpmCHOO]+ [CuAgdcpmCHOO]+ [AgAgdcpmCHOO]+ 

 M = Cu M = Cu M = Ag M = Ag 

1 0/0/0 0/0/0 0/0/0 

TS1 176/167/166 179/169/169 150/142/138 157/148/145 

2 170/162/153 175/165/156 142/135/128 145/136/128 

TS2 191/175/168 182/166/159 167/151/145 156/139/132 

3 119/108/89 104/91/73 105/93/72 85/73/51 

4 hydride + CO2 147/129/92 129/110/76 108/89/50 

loss of CO2 + MH 388/363/282 359/334/252 325/299/220 295/269/187 

loss of CHOOH 433/426/371 393/387/330 344/339/282 

 

 

Figure S 46: Calculated minimum and transition state structures of the 

decarboxylation pathway of [CuCudcpmCHOO]+ complex. Color code for 

atoms: brown for Cu, orange for P, red for O, grey for C and white for H. For 

a better overview, H atoms of cyclohexyl remainder are omitted. Level of 

theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, C, P, O), ECP10MDF (Cu). Data from Tab. S 17. 
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Figure S 47: Calculated minimum and transition state structures of the 

decarboxylation pathway of [CuAgdcpmCHOO]+ complex. Color code for 

atoms: brown for Cu, silver for Ag, orange for P, red for O, grey for C and 

white for H. For a better overview, H atoms of cyclohexyl remainder are 

omitted. Level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, C, P, O), ECP10MDF (Cu), 

ECP28MDF (Ag). Data from Tab. S 17. 

 

Figure S 48: Calculated minimum and transition state structures of the 

decarboxylation pathway of [AgAgdcpmCHOO]+ complex. Color code for 

atoms: silver for Ag, orange for P, red for O, grey for C and white for H. For a 

better overview, H atoms of cyclohexyl remainder are omitted. Level of 

theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, C, P, O), ECP28MDF (Ag). Data from Tab. S 17. 
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Figure S 49: Calculated minimum of the fragmentation pathway loss of CO2 

and MH (M = Cu, Ag). Color code for atoms: brown for Cu, silver for Ag, 

orange for P, red for O, grey for C and white for H. For a better overview, H 

atoms of cyclohexyl remainder are omitted. Level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ 

(H, C, P, O), ECP10MDF (Cu), ECP28MDF (Ag). Data from Tab. S 17. 

 

 

Figure S 50: Calculated minimum of the fragmentation pathway loss of 

CHOOH. Color code for atoms: brown for Cu, silver for Ag, orange for P, red 

for O, grey for C and white for H. For a better overview, H atoms of cyclohexyl 

remainder are omitted. Level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, C, P, O), 

ECP10MDF (Cu), ECP28MDF (Ag). Data from Tab. S 17. 
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Table S 18: Calculated DFT relative energies (in kJ/mol) of the different 

states of formate adduct decarboxylation and fragmentation pathways loss 

of CO2 and MH of the investigated [M1M2dcpmCHOO]+ complexes. M06/cc-

pVTZ (H, C, P, O), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10 and Ag: n = 28). 

No. / complex 
∆E/∆H/∆G 

[CuCudcpmCHOO]+ [CuAgdcpmCHOO]+ [AgAgdcpmCHOO]+ 

 M = Cu M = Cu M = Ag M = Ag 

1 0/0/0 0/0/0 0/0/0 

TS1 163/155/157 162/154/155 140/132/128 142/133/133 

2 156/150/144 160/154/148 132/125/117 134/127/123 

TS2 173/157/153 165/150/144 154/137/132 142/131/133 

3 92/80/67 79/68/46 75/65/46 60/48/32 

4 hydride + CO2 117/101/70 100/82/47 79/61/29 

loss of CO2 + MH 378/353/271 349/324/240 333/307/224 302/277/194 

loss of CHOOH 427/421/364 376/371/315 328/323/268 
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4. On the Hydrogen Oxalate Binding Isomerism onto 

Dinuclear Coinage Metal Phosphine Complexes 

 

Björn Kwasigroch1), Joanna K. Denton2), Evan H. Perez2), Thien Khuu2), Erik K. Schneider3), 

Annika Steiner1), Marvin Theisen1), Sebastian V. Kruppa1), Patrick Weis3), Manfred M. 

Kappes3),5), Christoph Riehn1),4), Mark A. Johnson2), Gereon Niedner-Schatteburg1),4) 

1) Fachbereich Chemie, Technische Universität Kaiserslautern, Erwin-Schrödinger-Str. 

52-54, 67663 Kaiserslautern, Germany 

2) Sterling Chemistry Laboratory, Yale University, 225 Prospect Str., New Haven, 

Connecticut 06520, United States 

3) Institute of Physical Chemistry, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Fritz-Haber 

Weg 2, 76049, Karlsruhe, Germany 

4) Forschungszentrum OPTIMAS, Erwin-Schrödinger-Str. 46, 67663 Kaiserslautern, 

Germany 

5) Institute for Nanotechnology, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Hermann-von-

Helmholtz-Platz 1, 76344 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany 

 

4.1 Preamble 

The following chapter presents a detailed study on coinage metal phosphine complexes with 

a hydrogen oxalate anion adduct. I conducted most of the experiments, data analysis and all 

DFT calculations. I got experimental support by Joanna Denton, Evan Perez, Thien Khuu, 

Annika Steiner (cryo N2 tagged IR-PD and two-color IR hole burning experiments); Erik 

Schneider and Patrick Weis (TIMS) and Marvin Theisen (ESI-MS and CID). Sebastian Kruppa of 

the Christoph Riehn group synthesized the complexes [Cu2(dcpm)2](PF6)2, [Ag2(dcpm)2](PF6)2 

and [Au2(dcpm)2](PF6)2. I wrote the manuscript with the help of Joanna Denton, Evan Perez, 

Thien Khuu, Manfred Kappes, Christoph Riehn, Mark Johnson and Gereon Niedner-

Schatteburg. Parts of this study is published in the journal Chemistry - A European Journal for 

the special issue “Cooperative Effects in Heterometallic Complexes” of the transregional 

collaborative research center SFB/TRR 88 “3MET” with a slightly different title and is attached 

as reprint thereafter. 
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4.2. Abstract 

We report the findings of a multiple advanced method survey on dinuclear coinage metal 

phosphine complex with hydrogen oxalate ((CO2)2H = HOx) adducts of the form 

[M2(dcpm)2(HOx)]+ with M = Cu, Ag and dcpm = bis(dicyclohexylphosphino)methane, 

abbreviated [MM]+. We investigated these complexes as isolated species for conceivable 

binding motifs of HOx to the metal center, and we augmented our experiments with density 

functional theory (DFT) modelling. Collision-induced dissociation (CID) served to record 

fragmentation pathways and to extract relative stabilities. Trapped ion mobility spectrometry 

(TIMS) experiments checked for the presence of isomers. Infrared multiple photon 

dissociation (IR-MPD) at room temperature yielded tentative evidence for co-existing HOx 

binding motifs. N2-tagging cryogenic infrared photon dissociation (IR-PD) at 40K revealed 

spectral patterns of the structural motifs at play in HOx isomers that differ according to the 

binding motifs to the bimetallic center. We assign three likely isomers of [CuCu]+ and four of 

[AgAg]+ through isomer-specific two-color IR hole burning experiments that reveal the 

vibrational band patterns of each form. Finally, we provide evidence for isomeric 

interconversions in [AgAg]+ under cryogenic conditions which seem absent in [CuCu]+. Our 

studies indicate that the HOx undergoes stiff coordination of HOx in [CuCu]+ but more flexible 

coordination in [AgAg]+. In additional, data from the complexes [CuAg]+, [CuAu]+ and [AgAu]+ 

(CID-ESI-MS, CID-curves and IR-MPD spectra in the OH stretching region) and the MS3 step 

fragments [CuCudcpmHOx]+, [CuAgdcpmHOx]+ and [AgAgdcpmHOx]+ (CID-ESI-MS and CID-

curves) were documented and shortly explained. 

  

https://doi.org/10.1002/chem.202102768
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4.3. Introduction 

CO2 capture and storage are mandatory in order to check climate change and allow for a 

sustainable worldwide economy going forward. There are two routes operational in nature: 

photosynthetic CO2 fixation by RuBisCO with cofactor Mg2+, and oceanic CO2 to carbonic acid 

conversion with ultimate fixation via bicarbonate through calcifying organisms. [1-3] Synthetic 

chemistry found alternative routes, some of which are based on dinuclear Cu complexes [4] 

or specifically, DFT calculations [5] indicate that CO2 stabilization arises through association of 

mononuclear complexes into a pair of oxalate bridged dinuclear complexes. Similarly, 

ketocarboxylate may form from CO2 within Cu(II) complexes. [6] Closed synthetic cycles of 

reductive cleavage and coupling of CO2 are possible via NiICO, NiIICO3 and bridging oxalate 

NiIIC2O4NiII intermediates. [7] Such a bridging motif was made accessible before through 

synthesis of dinuclear [LCu(µ-C2O4)CuL]. [8] It may be noted in passing that bridging oxalate 

dinuclear coinage metal complexes with phosphine ligands are often found in industrial 

application as precursors for Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) in copper/silver coating 

production. [9-13] CO2 stabilization arises through association of mononuclear complexes into 

oxalate bridged dinuclear complexes, and these catalytic cycles end with the expulsion of 

oxalate products, leaving behind dissociated mononuclear remainders. [4] At this point, we 

strive to characterize alternative oxalate binding motifs which yield stable dinuclear 

complexes without decomposition. 

Stable dinuclear d8 and d10 metal complexes often utilize phosphine ligands such as 

bis(dicyclohexylphosphino)methane (dcpm). They have found applications as organic light 

emitting diodes (OLEDs), sensors and photocatalysts. [14] C-C coupling photoreactions arise 

from [Au2(µ-dppm)2]2+ and [Cu2(µ-dppm)2(MeCN)4]2+ complexes are in catalytic amounts. [15] 

Spectroscopic characterization of related compounds found structural evidence for some 

argentophilicity, [16] which is in line with further studies on metallophilicity. [17-19] 

Usually, studying the decarboxylation processes preceded the characterization of CO2 fixation 

mechanism. However, for dinuclear complexes with phosphine ligands, CO2 release serves as 

a driving force for many variations of C-C coupling and C-H functionalization. [20-23] For 

example, Nakajima et al. showed that the dehydrogenation of formic acid using a [Cu2(L)xH]+ 

phosphine complex was driven by a loss of CO2. [24] 
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Isolation studies proved instrumental in order to elucidate intermediates and reaction 

mechanisms by contemporary methods such as ion trapping, IR fragmentation and tagging 

spectroscopy, and combinations thereof. [25-28] In conjunction with ab initio or DFT quantum 

chemical modelling, such approaches evolve impressively and have led to deep insights into 

details of decarboxylation reactions of metal carboxylate complexes [29] and revealed a 

competition between dehydrogenation and decarboxylation of formic acid by dinuclear 

(Cu, Ag, Au) complexes. [30, 31] 

Non facile CO2 reduction and subsequent C-C coupling may lead to valuable C2 products. It had 

been a subject of recent research to characterize such fully oxidized C2 compounds, which are 

oxalic acid and their derivatives. Once more, isolation studies proved helpful to elucidate the 

concomitant redox chemistry [32, 33] and rotamer conversions. [34] 

Likewise, DFT and ab initio studies have helped in characterizations. The hydrogen oxalate 

anion HO(O)CCO2
- (HOx) showed intramolecular proton transfer dynamics with much involved 

couplings and tunnelling. [35, 36] Oxalic acid is predicted to be stable against concerted C-C 

cleavage and dehydration by 150 kJ/mol, [37] and it is predicted to sustain multiple low lying 

isomers. [38] Hydration reduces significantly the C-C cleavage barrier of oxalic acid derived 

radicals. [39] 

Complexation of isolated metal anions with variable amounts of CO2 is a valid approach to 

elucidate possible one-electron reductive activation of CO2. Complexes of numerous metals 

were characterized via IR spectroscopy, which revealed some CO2 activation. [40-46] Some of 

these metals (Bi, Mn, Fe and Ni) achieve subsequent C-C coupling and yield oxalate structural 

motifs. [43-46] An unusual η2-O2C coordination motif shows in ClMgCO2
- and ClZnCO2

- 

complexes, [47-49] and such motif was systematically modelled for all first row transition 

metal complexes subsequently. [50] 

Isolated alkali and silver oxalate complexes enable an activated double oxidation of the 

oxalate which evidences in the observation of according Na- and Ag- anions. [51] Subsequent 

studies generalized this scheme towards other dicarboxylic acids. [52] Photoelectron 

spectroscopy has helped to elucidate the related (M-CO2)− anions, M = Cu, Ag, Au complexes. 

[53] While most of the [M(CO2)x]+ type clusters (e.g. M = Mg, Ti, Fe, Ni, Cu, Ag) do not undergo 

any C-C coupling, larger clusters of Vanadium showed to do so as evidenced by the IR-MPD 

fingerprint of oxalate structures. [54-58] 
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Both cooperating laboratories at Yale University and TU Kaiserslautern have utilized one and 

two colour IR-MPD schemes in conjunction with cryogenic trapping techniques to elucidate 

various mononuclear and oligonuclear transition metal complexes and other ionic complexes. 

[59-64] 

The Yale based laboratory and partners have started to characterize carboxylate metal 

interactions with a focus towards features as observed at the air-water interface, [65] 

characterize alkali metal oxalate species and their application in CO2 reduction, [66] and 

preceded by a study on a protonated oxalate scaffold in isolation. [67] The KIT based 

laboratory has elucidated Mn and Fe multi anion porphyrins, a dual Au catalyst and a ligand 

protected Ag/Cu cluster by trapped ion mobility spectrometry (TIMS). [68-70] The 

Kaiserslautern based laboratory has focused into spectral and ultrafast characterization of di- 

and tri-nuclear silver complexes which stabilize through bidentate phosphine ligands, and 

which offer versatile docking sites for further nucleophilic substrates. [71-73] 

 

Scheme 1: Possible binding motifs of free hydrogen oxalate anion (top, two 

isomers) and of coordinated hydrogen oxalate anion (middle, M(I), four 

examples for possible binding motif). Six “fingerprinting” vibration modes 
(1000-4000 cm-1) are indicated.  Isomers are coded for their structures as 

follows: e: end-on, s: side-on, b: bidentate, μ: one O-atom coordinates 

between two metal, Hf: free OH, Hb: bonded OH. 
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The free and bound hydrogen oxalate anion (Scheme 1) can be distinguished by six vibrational 

modes in the IR range that is accessible by contemporary OPO/A laser technology. Frequency 

shifts and IR intensities of these vibrational modes vary by the coordinating metals, and by the 

hydrogen bonding as ebHf and ebHb structural motifs. This makes IR spectroscopy a powerful 

tool to determine such binding motifs. 

For the current study this team of three laboratories chose to investigate dinuclear coinage 

metal phosphine complexes with hydrogen oxalate adduct of the form [M2(dcpm)2(HOx)]+ 

where M2 = Cu2 and Ag2, HOx = hydrogen oxalate (HO2CCO2
-) and dcpm = (bis(dicyclohexyl-

phosphino)methane) (cf. Scheme 2). For ease of reference, we abbreviate these complexes 

(including all ligands) as [CuCu]+ or [AgAg]+. We applied electrospray ionization mass 

spectrometry (ESI-MS), collision-induced dissociation (CID), infrared multiple photon 

dissociation (IR-MPD), cryo infrared photon dissociation (IR-PD), and density functional theory 

(DFT). In addition, we investigated in case of ESI-MS, CID curves and IR-MPD (OH stretching 

region) the heterometallic species [CuAg]+, [CuAu]+, [AgAu]+ and in case of ESI-MS and CID 

curves the complexes with only one dcpm ligand [CuCudcpmHOx]+, [CuAgdcpmHOx]+ and 

[AgAgdcpmHOx]+, which are accessible via MS3 step. The paper is organized as follows: 

Subsequent to an introduction of the applied methods we introduce the DFT predictions of 

conceivable candidate structures and recorded fragmentation pathways by CID experiments. 

Next, we present the obtained IR spectra via IR-MPD and the results of TIMS experiments, 

both at room temperature. It follows the documentation of the cryo IR-PD experiments with 

N2-tagging at 40K, and of the IR-IR hole burning experiments. 
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Scheme 2: The investigated binuclear coinage metal phosphine complexes 

with hydrogen oxalate (HOx) adduct. 

 

4.4. Experimental and theoretical methods 

Samples of [M2(dcpm)2](PF6)2 (M2 = Cu2, Ag2, Au2) (synthesized according [16]) and oxalic acid 

(98%, Sigma-Aldrich) were dissolved and diluted (c = 10-6 mol/l, stoichiometric ratio 10:1) in 

methanol (MeOH, HPLC grade, VWR). The hydrogen oxalate complex cations were transferred 

into the gas phase by electrospray ionization (ESI). A modified quadrupole ion trap (Paul trap) 

mass spectrometer (QIT MS, Amazon SL and ETD, Bruker Daltonics) served to conduct all 

experiments at Kaiserslautern, such as the ESI mass spectrometry (ESI-MS), collision-induced 

dissociation (CID) and infrared multiple photon dissociation (IR-MPD). 

Sample solution was fed through the electrospray needle with continuous infusion rate of 160 

µl/h and nebulized with nitrogen gas (8.0 psi, 552 mbar). The needle of the ion source was 

held at 4.5 kV and nitrogen dry gas (4 l/min, 180 °C) was supported for desolvation. Collision 

induced dissociation was performed with helium buffer gas in the Paul trap. The precursor 

ions of interest were isolated (entire isotope pattern, mass isolation width: 8 m/z). A 

resonance excitation voltage to the end caps of the ion trap were stored and accelerated the 

ions (fragmentation width: 24 m/z). The fragmentation of isolated ions was induced by 

multiple collisions with helium buffer gas and excitation amplitude (fragmentation time: 

40 ms). This amplitude (Eex) was set to 0.0-3.0 V and corresponds to an internal energy scale 
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of the mass spectrometer. The fragmentation amplitude is proportional to the collisional 

energy. Equation (S1) was used to calculate relative abundances. A center of mass correction 

was applied for Eex to transfer it to Ecom because of the different masses and relative velocities 

of the collision gas atom and ions according to equation (S2), and 𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀50%  was determined by 

fitting CID curves with sigmoidal functions according equation (S3). CID curve were measured 

in UltraScan mode (~0.6 FWHM (m/z)-1, scan speed 32.500 (m/z) s-1)). Mass spectra and 

isolated precursor ions were measured in enhanced resolution mode (~0.4 FWHM (m/z)-1, scan 

speed 8.100 (m/z) s-1). The software trapControl 7.2 was used to operate the instrument, 

dataAnalysis 4.2 for data analysis (Bruker Daltonics). 

The infrared multiple photon dissociation (IR-MPD) experiments at TUK took place by 

irradiation of the isolated ion with one or multiple laser pulse from a KTP/KTA optical 

parametric oscillator/amplifier (OPO/A, LaserVision) system pumped with a pulsed 10 Hz 

injection seeded Nd3+: YAG laser (PL8000, Continuum), when stored within the quadrupole ion 

trap. The instrument and laser system settings were described before [59]. 

TIMS experiments at KIT took place by a Bruker timsTOF mass spectrometer. The capillary 

voltage was 3.5kV, the nebulizer pressure 0.2 bar, dry gas flow was 3l/min at a temperature 

of 200 °C. To record spectra by trapped ion mobility spectrometry (TIMS), the ions are held by 

an electric field while exposed to a constant N2 flow across the TIMS-tunnel due to a small 

pressure difference between its entrance and the exit. The ions are eluted by slowly 

decreasing the electric field. The ion mobility data were determined by both the standard 

“survey” and the high-resolution mode (“ultra” or “custom” with 500 ms ramp time and 1/K0 

interval width of 0.05 Vs/cm2) of the timsTOF instrument. Under these conditions, the 

instrumental resolving power (in terms of collision cross section CCS: CCS/ΔCCS) was typically 

above 200. 

The one and two color cryo IR-PD and IR-IR experiments were carried out at Yale University by 

a previously described setup. [74, 75] Briefly, the species in question are cooled and tagged in 

a temperature-controlled cryostat to around 40 K. They are then intercepted by a scanning IR 

pump beam, which excites resonant transitions producing untagged fragments, which are 

separated from the remaining intact parent species in time by a reflectron. The parent species 

are then intersected by a fixed frequency IR probe beam. This probe beam is set to some 

isomer specific probe frequency to monitor the depletion of this isomer by the scanning pump 
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beam. Due to the low ion yield observed for this experiment, this data was collected point-by-

point, using a 10 Hz probe laser to average the fragmentation yield difference between on and 

off states of the 5 Hz pump laser for 2000-11300 cycles (IR-IR two color hole burning 

experiments). 

DFT-calculation were conducted to identify stable and likely structures. The level of theory 

was the exchange correlation functional PBE0 [76] with effective core basis set def2TZVP. [77] 

The software package Gaussian 16 was used. [78] Stable structures were verified as stable 

minima by absence of imaginary modes. Zero-point energy, internal energy, enthalpy and free 

Gibbs enthalpy were calculated at 298.15K and 1.0 Atm. Transition state calculations were 

took place by relaxed potential energy surface scans (Fig.s S 24-39), and by the QST3 routine 

[79] and by the presence of a single imaginary mode. DFT vibration scaling were chosen as 

0.961 (1000-2200 cm-1) and 0.946 (2600-3800 cm-1). The Gibbs energies of fragmentation 

∆fragG300K were calculated according to equation (S4). 

Calculations of cross sections of geometry optimized structures of the different isomers and 

were performed by the trajectory method (TM) as implemented in the IMoS 1.09 

package. [80-82] It required a modelling of the interaction of a drifting ion with the nitrogen 

buffer gas, which was achieved by the combination of a Lennard-Jones (LJ)-type interaction 

plus ion-induced dipole potential with element-specific LJ-parameters and atomic charges 

based on Mulliken population analysis. 

4.5. Results and Discussion 

4.5.1. Structures by DFT calculations 

The actual binding motif of hydrogen oxalate to the binuclear complexes of choice is a 

continuing subject of debate. DFT calculations serve to identify conceivable isomers and their 

relative energies (Tab.s S 1 and S 2). Possible binding motifs are bidentate or monodentate, 

side-on or end-on coordination and the OH group can be hydrogen bonded or free. We find 

three ([CuCu]+) and four ([AgAg]+) most favorable binding motifs (Fig. 1). For both [CuCu]+ and 

[AgAg]+ complexes, the side-on µ-bridged coordination with a bound OH group (smµHb) is 

predicted most stable. For [AgAg]+, there is another low-lying isoenergetic isomer with an end-

on bound OH group coordination (eµHb). Other isomers of hydrogen oxalate are coordinated 

end-on bidentate with a free (ebHf) and bonded (ebHb) OH group. The relative energetics at 

room temperature are: [CuCu]+: smµHb: 0 kJ/mol, ebHb: 5 kJ/mol, ebHf: 1 kJ/mol, [AgAg]+: 
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smµHb: 0 kJ/mol, eµHb: 0 kJ/mol, ebHb: 4 kJ/mol, ebHf: 6 kJ/mol. The energy range amongst 

the [AgAg]+ isomers is somewhat larger than amongst the [CuCu]+ isomers. In addition, we 

take four and three more isomers in cases of [CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+ into account, respectively. 

The difference in energies of these isomers is smaller in the case of [AgAg]+ than of [CuCu]+ 

(e.g. eµHf: 32 kJ/mol ([CuCu]+), 18 kJ/mol ([AgAg]+); eµHb: 17 kJ/mol ([CuCu]+), 0 kJ/mol 

([AgAg]+), relative to smµHb structures). Thus, we consider these isomers for the 

interpretation of our current gas phase study. Calculated structures and stabilities of free HOx- 

isomers are provided in Fig. S 3, in comparison to coinage metal coordinated HOx-. 

 

Figure 1: Calculated minimum structure isomers of the complexes [CuCu]+ 

and [AgAg]+. Isomers arrange according to their binding motif: (a) end-on 

bound OH, (b) side-on bound OH and (c) end-on free OH. More isomers are 

shown in the supplement (Figure S 1 and S 2). Atoms are coded by color 

(brown for Cu, silver for Ag, orange for P, red for O, grey for C, white for H); 

isomers are coded for their structures as follows: e: end-on, s: side-on, b: 

bidentate, m: monodentate, μ: one O-atom coordinates between two metal, 

Hf: free OH, Hb: bonded OH. For a better overview, H atoms of cyclohexyl 

remainder are omitted. Relative energies are given for each isomer. Level of 

theory: PBE0/def2TZVP. 
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4.5.2. Fragmentation pathways by CID experiments 

We obtain both isolated complexes, [CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+, by electrospraying from a solution 

of [Cu2(dcpm)2](PF6)2 and [Ag2(dcpm)2](PF6)2 with oxalic acid in methanol (Fig. S 4), which 

yields mass selected ions with 1033 m/z for [CuCu]+ and 1121 m/z for [AgAg]+. An explicit 

comparison of experimental and simulated isotope pattern is provided in the supplement, 

[CuCu]+: Fig. S 7, [AgAg]+: Fig. S 9. 

We perform collision induced dissociation (CID) on the isolated ions to determine 

fragmentation pathways (Fig. 2) and record collision energy dependent breakdown and 

appearance curves (Fig. S 14 (a), (c)). In addition, we investigated the heterometallic species 

[CuAg]+, [CuAu]+, [AgAu]+ and the complexes with only one dcpm ligand [CuCudcpmHOx]+, 

[CuAgdcpmHOx]+ and [AgAgdcpmHOx]+, which are accessible via MS3 step. The obtained 

results are provided in the supplement: overview mass spectra: Fig.s S 4-6, CID-MS: Fig.s S 12-

13, S 17, CID curves: Fig.s S 14 (b), S 15, S 18, and isotope patterns: Fig.s S 8, S 10-11, S 16. The 

collision induced fragmentation yields a manifold of fragment ions, varying strongly with the 

metal core. For both complexes, we observe three fragmentation pathways with the following 

neutral fragments: (a) dcpm, (b) oxalic acid and (c) dcpm + [C2O3]. Because oxalic acid (neutral 

fragment (b)) can also fragment in smaller pieces like CO2, CO or H2O, we name this 

fragmentation pathway XH. We observe for [CuCu]+ loses a single dcpm, a loss of XH and single 

loss of dcpm together with [C2O3]. We tentatively interpret the latter in terms of a concerted 

loss of CO2 and CO, in line with the thermal decomposition of oxalic acid. The associated 

fragment ion is [CuCudcpmOH]+. In the case of [AgAg]+ the loss of a single dcpm ligand is only 

a minor fragmentation pathway beside the loss of a single dcpm together with [C2O3]. The 

main fragmentation pathway is the XH loss. This indicates a weaker binding of the HOx ligand 

to the AgAg metal core than to the CuCu one. This is in accord with the Pearson’s HSAB 

concept. [83] The interaction of the hard HOx-O with the hard Cu is stronger than with the 

soft Ag. This behavior also affects the CID curves which serve to compare the relative gas 

phase stabilities. The observe 𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀50%  value is slightly larger for [CuCu]+ complex which indicates 

a higher stability as anticipated. In case of the heterometallic complex [CuAg]+, the main 

fragmentation pathway is an XH loss as in [AgAg]+. Other fragmentation pathways are the 

dcpm and dcpm + [C2O3] loss, both with minor contribution but more intense than in [AgAg]+. 

The heterometallic complexes [CuAu]+ and [AgAu]+ exhibit only one main fragmentation 
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pathway, the loss of XH. All of the observed fragmentation pathways are summarized in Tab. 1 

([CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+) and Tab.s S 3 ([CuAg]+, [CuAu]+, [AgAu]+). 

 

Figure 2: CID-ESI-MS spectra of the isolated (a) [CuCu]+ (Eex = 0.70 V) and (b) 

[AgAg]+ (Eex = 0.65 V) complexes. For better explanation of the 

fragmentation pathway, we use the long name for the complexes. The 

complexes show the same fragmentation pathways. Intensities of the 

[CuCu]+ fragments are nearly the same, in case of [AgAg]+ loss of XH is the 

main fragmentation pathway. 

In case of the complexes with only one dcpm ligand [CuCudcpmHOx]+, [CuAgdcpmHOx]+ and 

[AgAgdcpmHOx]+, the main fragmentation pathway is only the loss of [C2O3]. All of the 

observed fragmentation pathways are summarized in Tab. S 4. 
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Table 1: Fragmentation pathways of the investigated complexes [CuCu]+ and 

[AgAg]+. With P+ for parent ion, Fr+ for fragment ion and Fr0 for neutral loss. For 

unambiguous identification of the fragmentation pathway, we conducted the full 

name of the complexes. 

P+ m/z Fr+ m/z Fr0 

[Cu2dcpm2HOx]+ 1033 [Cu2dcpm2(-H)]+ 943 XH 

[Cu2dcpmHOx]+ 625 dcpm 

[Cu2dcpm(OH)]+ 553 dcpm, [C2O3] 

[Ag2dcpm2HOx]+ 1121 [Ag2dcpm2(-H)]+ 1031 XH 

[Ag2dcpmHOx]+ 713 dcpm 

[Ag2dcpm(OH)]+ 641 dcpm, [C2O3] 

 

Calculated free enthalpy of fragmentation ∆fragG300K confirm the stronger bonding of HOx to 

[CuCu]+ than to [AgAg]+. The loss of oxalic acid is for [CuCu]+ with 126 kJ/mol energetic higher 

than for [AgAg]+ with 89 kJ/mol. In contrast, the loss of one dcpm ligand is for both complexes 

energetic similar ([CuCu]+: 118 kJ/mol, [AgAg]+: 124 kJ/mol). In summary, the loss oxalic acid 

is more energetic favorable in the case of [AgAg]+ than [CuCu]+ as observed by the CID 

experiments. 
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4.5.3. IR spectra via IR-MPD at room temperature 

300 K IR-MPD spectra of [CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+ were recorded at TUK. They reveal several 

partially resolved bands in the stretching region and in the fingerprint region (Fig.s 3 and 4, 

top traces). DFT modelling supports the assignment of bands and thereby becomes 

instrumental in discrimination of conceivable isomers, the three most stable ones being 

almost isoenergetic. A recorded IR-MPD spectrum of [CuAg]+, [CuAu]+ and [AgAu]+ are 

provided in the supplement (Fig.s S 19-20). 

Stretching modes: The very same three stretching bands occur in both spectra of [CuCu]+ and 

[AgAg]+: two strong bands about 2864 cm-1 and 2949 cm-1 (cdcpm/adcpm) and one weak band at 

3550 cm-1 (c1/a1). We assign the former two bands to CH stretching modes of the phosphine 

ligands and the high energy band to a free OH stretching mode of the HOx adduct. This band 

is about ten times stronger in c1 than in a1. Calculated linear absorption spectra (Fig.s 3 and 4 

bottom traces) allow for isomer specific insights. The ebHf is unique in providing an HOx 

adduct without H bonding. Predicted and recorded band positions agree well. Thus we 

conclude in contributions by the ebHf isomer in our experiments. In contrast predicted H-

bonded OH stretching bands are missing in the recorded IR-MPD spectra. We are cautious in 

drawing conclusions from this absence: H-bonding is well known to smear out bands 

considerably. [84, 85] This might reduce spectral intensities below detection threshold. This is 

a particular issue in IR-MPD due to the high nonlinearity of this method. 

The recorded two bands (cdcpm/adcpm) in the CH stretching range agree well with those 

predicted for all three isomers, and they do so in both cases of [CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+. This 

agreement holds for band positions and relative intensities. While this is beneficial, there is 

not much more to learn from. 

Fingerprint range:  Both complexes exhibit two “humps” of broad and partially overlapping 

bands at 1250 - 1460 cm-1 and 1610 – 1790 cm-1.  [AgAg]+ bands in the fingerprint region are 

almost ten times more intense than [CuCu]+ bands. Interestingly, this ratio is reverse to that 

of the stretching region. 

All of the recorded bands are subject of thermal broadening of bands and/or isomeric 

congestion. We relate the partially resolved IR-MPD “humps” of the fingerprint range and of 

the CH stretching range to major calculated bands (cf. Tab.s 2 and 3) as follows: C=O and 

asymmetric O-C-O stretching vibrations (c2/a2), C-H bending vibrations of the ligand dcpm 
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(c3/a3) and symmetric O-C-O ([CuCu]+: c3; [AgAg]+: a6/a5), O-H bending in plane and C-O(-H) 

stretching vibrations ([CuCu]+: c4; [AgAg]+: a6/a7/a8). The band structures are somewhat better 

resolved in [AgAg]+ than in [CuCu]+. Still, the obtained resolution allows for multiple competing 

assignments, and we find indirect evidence for more than one isomer. In the range of 1200 – 

1450 cm-1 ([AgAg]+) there are three broad bands visible, but only two (a8/a5) are explainable 

with the isomer ebHf. The third band around a7/a6 is in good agreement with a vibration mode 

of the isomer ebHb, eµHb and/or smµHb. For both complexes, [CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+, the 

fingerprint range spectra do not allow for definite assignments and thus there is no certain 

identification of contributing isomers. 

 

Figure 3: (a) IR-MPD spectrum and (b) – (d) calculated IR absorption spectra 

of [CuCu]+. The calculated stick spectra (red) are convoluted with a 

Lorentzian curve (black, fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of theory: PBE0/def2TZVP, 

with calculated frequencies scaled: 0.961 (1000-2200 cm-1); 0.946 (2600-

3800 cm-1. Weak IR-MPD features of (a) in the range of 1200-2000 cm-1 are 

enhanced by a factor of 90.  The calculated relative total energies of all 

isomers are almost degenerate as indicated. From the close correspondence 

of measurement and calculation, the presence of isomer ebHf seems 

certain, other isomers likely contribute. 
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Figure 4: (a) IR-MPD spectrum and (b) – (e) calculated IR absorption spectra 

of [AgAg]+. The calculated stick spectra (red) are convoluted with a 

Lorentzian curve (black, fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of theory: PBE0/def2TZVP, 

with calculated frequencies scaled: 0.961 (1000-2200 cm-1); 0.946 (2600-

3800 cm-1). Weak IR-MPD features of (a) in the range of 1200-2000 cm-1 and 

3200-3700 cm-1 are enhanced by factors of 10. From the close 

correspondence of measurement and calculation, the presence of isomer 

ebHf seems certain, other isomers likely contribute. 

In summary, the room temperature IR-MPD spectra reveal the following findings: (1) The ebHf 

isomer likely persists in both [CuCu]+ and in [AgAg]+. Conformational flexibility might explain 

the observed broadening in the fingerprint region. (2) More than just one isomer co-exist at 

room temperature. The missing H-bonded OH stretching bands are too weak and likely smear 

out. Further cryo efforts seem instrumental (3.5). In particular, it is well known that the 

presence of a buffer gas cooling of trapped ions prevents laser induced heating. [86] 
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4.5.4. TIMS experiments 

Trapped ion mobility spectrometry (TIMS) experiments at the KIT laboratory revealed arrival 

time distributions, which were converted to cross sections (according to the procedure 

outlined in the experimental section). Cross sections of [AgAg]+ are clearly larger than those 

of [CuCu]+ (Fig. 5) as to expect by the known sizes of the metal centers. Recorded distributions 

are close to Gaussian shape without evidence for isomeric mixtures. Some slight peak 

asymmetry likely arises from Maxwell Boltzmann velocity spreads. The peak widths are 

1.06 Å2, and 1.07 Å2, respectively, which corresponds to the maximum instrumental resolution 

in the “custom” mode (vide infra). With these settings we are able to resolve isomers that 

differ in CCS by more than 1 Å2. TIMS data of the heterometallic species [CuAg]+ are 

documented in the supplement (Fig. S 21 (b)). 

 

Figure 5: Cross sections by TIMS of (a) [CuCu]+, and (b) [AgAg]+. Black: 

measurement, red: fit to a Gaussian function. FWHM: [CuCu]+: 1.06 Å², 

[AgAg]+: 1.07 Å². 

The calculated cross sections are [CuCu]+: smµHb: 327.7 Å2, ebHb: 331.4 Å2, ebHf: 329.8 Å2, 

[AgAg]+: smµHb: 333.7 Å2, ebHb: 334.5 Å2, ebHf: 333.6 Å2. Note that the absolute CCS values 

typically differ between experiment and calculation by a few percent due to the fact that 

modelling the N2-cluster interaction with Lennard-Jones (LJ)-potential with element specific 
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parameters is not perfect. In the current case the situation is even more tricky since the LJ-

parameters for Cu and Ag are not well known. However, the relative CCS, i.e. the difference 

between the isomers should be accurate. Experimental resolution of current TIMS setup 

allows to distinguish the identified candidate structures, differing in CCS by more than 1Å2. 

However, we observe in both cases of [CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+ nearly a single, only one narrow 

peak close to the instrumental resolution. Possible explanations for the observation are: 1) 

Under the conditions of the TIMS experiment there is only a single isomer present, or: 2) There 

are two or more isomers that quickly interconvert, with a rate which is at least about a factor 

of 10 times faster than the time scale of the TIMS experiment (500 ms). Note, that the TIMS 

experiments were conducted at 300 K. In any case, the [CuAg]+ data clearly indicate the 

presence of two isomers with major and some minor abundancies, which raises questions to 

be solve by future scheduled work. 
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4.5.5. Cryo IR spectra via IR-PD at 40 K 

We recorded cryogenic IR-PD spectra of N2 tagged [CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+ (cf. Fig.s 6 (a) and 7 

(a)) at 40 K by the instrumentation of the Yale University laboratory. This method reveals 

significantly better resolved features than the room temperature IR-MPD spectra, and we 

observe additional bands in the OH stretching range which were absent at 300 K. We 

compared the experimental spectra with calculated IR linear absorption spectra of the three 

and four most stable isomers, smµHb, ebHb, and ebHf for [CuCu]+; with an additional isomer 

eµHb for [AgAg]+, (Fig.s 6 (b) and 7 (b), respectively). Assigned vibrational modes to all 

observed bands are listed in Tab.s 2 and 3. 

 

Figure 6: (a) IR-PD tagging spectrum (N2) at 40 K, (b) calculated IR linear 

absorption spectra of multiple isomers of [CuCu]+. The calculated stick 

spectra are convoluted with a Lorentzian curve fwhm = 10 cm-1, Isomers: 

ebHf (blue), ebHb (green), smμHb (red). The level of theory is 

PBE0/def2TZVP, with calculated frequencies scaled by 0.961 (1000-

2200 cm-1) and 0.946 (2600-3800 cm-1). From the close correspondence of 

measurement and calculation, the presence of isomer ebHb and ebHf seems 

certain, while the remarkably low intensities of possible smµHb bands (C3*) 

renders such contributions unlikely or at least minor. 

The fingerprint range: For each isomer we expect only one C=O stretching (ν(C=O) ~ 1800 

cm-1) and one asymmetric O-C-O stretching vibration (νasym(O-C-O) ~ 1650 cm-1) (cf. Fig. 6 (b)). 
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The presence of two or three bands for each mode in the experimental spectra is a first hint 

for multiple coexisting isomers. An overlap of vibrational modes of the calculated isomers 

causes spectral congestion and in consequence may impede an assignment of most bands 

below 1450 cm-1. In this range, we expect the fingerprinting modes of HOx: the symmetric O-

C-O stretching mode νsym(O-C-O) ~ 1400 cm-1, the in-plane O-H bending mode δip(O-H) ~ 1300 

cm-1 and the C-OH stretching vibrational mode ν(C-OH) ~ 1100 cm-1. Note, that all of these IR 

active HOx modes shift with the HOx coordination motif (cf. Scheme 1) and thereby act as 

fingerprints of these isomers. Some CH bending modes of the dcpm ligand interfere around 

1450 cm-1 and 1000 cm-1 ([CuCu]+: C10 (1454 cm-1), C18 (1010 cm-1); [AgAg]+: A12 (1451 cm-1), 

A19 (1001 cm-1)) and shall not receive further attention at this point. 

By reference to the isomeric DFT spectra in the IR-PD spectrum of [CuCu]+, we assign two 

bands as C=O stretching vibrations ν(C=O) mode at C4 (1811 cm-1) and C5 (1778 cm-1). For the 

IR-PD spectrum of [AgAg]+, we assign two bands and a shoulder as three ν(C=O) at A6 (1805 

cm-1), A7 (1770 cm-1), and A8 (1749 cm-1). Our assignment implies the identification of ebHb 

(C4, 1811 cm-1) and ebHf (C5, 1778 cm-1) isomers in [CuCu]+, and smμHb (A8, 1749 cm-1), eµHb 

(A6, 1805 cm-1) and ebHf (A7, 1770 cm-1) isomers in [AgAg]+. Contributions from the ebHb 

isomer of [AgAg]+ at A5* 1841 cm-1 and the smμHb isomer [CuCu]+ at C6* 1751 cm-1 possible, 

but minor. 

Next, we assign the asymmetric O-C-O stretching vibrations νasym(O-C-O) to a manifold of two 

peaks in the case of [CuCu]+ (C9, 1604 cm-1 and a shoulder C8, 1620 cm-1) and to a manifold of 

three peaks in the case of [AgAg]+ (A9, 1664 cm-1; A10, 1616 cm-1; and A11, 1592 cm-1), once 

more in accord with the DFT predictions. Thus, we find again evidence for the presence of the 

very same two isomers of [CuCu]+ and of the very same three isomers [AgAg]+ as before 

(cf. Tab.s 2 and 3). 

The assignment of the symmetric O-C-O stretching vibrations νsym(O-C-O) is complicated by 

the overlap with CH deformation bands δ(CH)dcpm in this range, around 1400 cm-1. We observe 

two discernible bands (C11, 1415 and C10, 1451 cm-1) in case of [CuCu]+ and a multitude of 

three to four partially overlapping bands (A13, 1402/1410 and A12, 1451 cm-1 with some 

questionable shoulder around 1428 cm-1) in case of [AgAg]+. We assign the two [CuCu]+ bands 

to the ebHb and ebHf isomers as before. Neglecting possible minor contributions of ebHb we 

assign the A13 (1402/1410 cm-1) doublet of [AgAg]+ to its eµHb and smµHb isomers, and the 
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A12, (1451 cm-1) band to its ebHf isomer with δ(CH)dcpm contributions of any isomer 

overlapping. 

In the ranges around 1300 cm-1 of our IR-PD spectra we find two bands of [CuCu]+ at C14 

(1288 cm-1) and C13 (1340 cm-1), and three bands of [AgAg]+ at A16 (1283 cm-1), A15 (1307 cm-1) 

and A14 (1331 cm-1). We assign all of these to the OH in plane bending vibrations δip(OH). Our 

DFT modeling in good agreement with these assignments. However, it does not reproduce 

isomeric vibrational energy splitting exactly. Nevertheless, we conclude once more on the 

ebHb and ebHf isomers in the case of [CuCu]+, assigning thereby the C14 (1288 cm-1) and C13 

(1340 cm-1) IR-PD bands. The weak shoulder of the IR-PD spectrum at C12* (1380 cm-1) might 

indicate minor contributions of the smµHb isomer, although the spectral congestion in this 

region makes individual peaks difficult to discern. In the case of [AgAg]+ the DFT modeling 

supports a tentative assignment of bands: The A16 (1283 cm-1) most likely belongs to the ebHf 

isomer, and the A14 (1331 cm-1) band might originate from the smµHb isomer. As the DFT 

predictions for the for the δip(OH) of isomers eµHb and ebHb coincide, the recorded A15 (1307 

cm-1) IR-PD bands might originate from either of them.  By reference to the previous 

assignments, eµHb seems more likely. Note, that DFT once more fails to predict the isomeric 

splittings exactly. 

Finally, we expect the C-OH stretching vibration ν(C-OH) in the range around 1200 cm-1. The 

IR-PD spectra of [CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+ provide such candidate bands at C17 (1136 cm-1)/C16 

(1154 cm-1) and A18 (1145 cm-1), respectively. Both IR-PD bands find a nice interpretation by 

the DFT predictions of isomer ebHf and additional in case of [CuCu]+ for the isomer ebHb. 

Note, that DFT also predicts the minor IR-PD shoulder at C15* (1181 cm-1) in the [CuCu]+ case 

and A17 (1181/1190 cm-1) in the [AgAg]+ case – assuming the smμHb and eμHb isomers. 

The stretching region: The positions of calculated OH vibrations ν(OH) of all considered 

isomers/HOx binding motifs allow for the division the OH stretching region into three 

subregions: “sxHb, (x = b, m or µ) side on bound” 3100-3400 cm-1, “exHb end on bound” 3400-

3500 cm-1 and “exHf end and sxHf side on free” 3500-3600 cm-1 (cf. Tab.s S 1 and S 2). 

The presence of multiple cryo tagging IR-PD bands in each of these three ranges indicates the 

coexistence of at least two and three isomers for [CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+, respectively. This is in 

contrast to the observations of mere single bands in the room temperature IR-MPD spectra: 

[CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+ reveal evidence in the OH stretching for more discernible isomers at 40 K 
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than at room temperature. Note, that the Cdcpm/Adcpm (2861 and 2942cm-1), and C1/A1 

(3551 cm-1) bands persist in both types of spectra, and in both cases of [CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+. 

We assign these to the many CH stretching modes ν(CH), and to the free O-H stretching 

vibration ν(OH) of HOx, respectively. Our DFT modelling supports these assignments, while 

the free OH oscillator is exclusive to ebHf isomers. 

 (a minor finding that may be omitted:) Like the room temperature IR-MPD spectra, the IR-PD 

yield of C1 (3551 cm-1) in the spectrum of [CuCu]+ is about a factor of two higher than the 

corresponding A1 peak in the spectrum of [AgAg]+. 

In between of these assigned bands, we find further IR-PD bands that likely indicate hydrogen 

bonding of the OH oscillator in HOx, this is supported by the DFT modelling. This, we assign 

the C2 (3467 cm-1) band of [CuCu]+ to the computed ebHb isomer. The weak IR-PD band at C3* 

(3296 cm-1) may indicated some minor contribution of smµHb isomers. 

The A4 (3161 cm-1) bands in [AgAg]+ clearly relate to the H-bonded smµHb isomers, whereas 

the A3 (3416 cm-1) peak and the weak band at A2* (3458 cm-1) take some discussion. There are 

DFT predictions at 3404 and 3351 cm-1 which may indicate major and minor contributions of 

eµHb and ebHb isomers, respectively. However, there are some noticeable deviations/shifts 

between recorded and modelled peak positions (by 42 and 53 cm-1). These shifts likely stem 

from the highly anharmonic character of the bonded OH oscillator. Future VPT2 calculations 

might resolve this deficiency, which however, would be beyond the scope of this study. 
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Figure 7: (a) IR-PD spectrum at 40 K with N2 tag, (b) calculated IR absorption 

spectra of multiple isomers of [AgAg]+. The calculated stick spectra are 

convoluted with a Lorentzian curve (fwhm = 10 cm-1), Isomers: ebHf (blue), 

ebHb, eµHb (green), smμHb (red). Level of theory: PBE0/def2TZVP, with 

calculated frequencies scaled: 0.961 (1000-2200 cm-1); 0.946 (2600-3800 

cm-1). From the close correspondence of measurement and calculation, the 

presence of isomer smµHb, eµHb, and ebHf seems certain, while the 

remarkably low intensities of possibly ebHb bands (A2*, A5*) renders such 

contributions unlikely or at least minor. 

There are differences in the intensities of the O-H stretching vibration bands of [CuCu]+ and 

[AgAg]+. In the case of [CuCu]+, the band around C1 (3551 cm-1) has about a factor of three 

higher intensities than the band around C2 (3467 cm-1). The band intensities in the fingerprint 

region also reflects this ratio. For [AgAg]+, major bands (A4, A3, A1) in the O-H stretching 

vibration have about the same intensities, the band A4 (around 3161 cm-1) tends to have a 

slightly higher intensity than bands of the other two isomers. 

In summary the room temperature IR-MPD spectra revealed strong evidence for ebHf isomers 

of [CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+, and weaker evidence for other isomers, leaving open definite 

conclusions. The cryo N2 tagging IR-PD spectra (40 K) revealed stronger evidence for the co-

existence of competing isomers: We tentatively assign two isomers, ebHb and ebHf, of [CuCu]+ 
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and three isomers, smμHb, eμHb, and ebHf, of [AgAg]+. There is weak evidence for minor 

contributions of a smµHb isomer of [CuCu]+ and of ebHb isomer of [AgAg]+. 

In order to advance this likely assignment of the prevailing structures, we have continued to 

conduct more elaborate two-color hole burning studies to separate the unique features of 

each binding isomer. 

4.5.6. IR-IR hole burning experiments  

In order to verify our assignment of IR-PD bands to DFT isomers, we performed isomer 

selective, two-color IR-IR hole burning experiments (Fig.s 8 and 9). In two sets of experiments, 

a “probe” laser was fixed on a transition on the OH-stretching region while another “bleach” 

laser intersected the same ion packet prior to its interaction with the probe laser. As the 

bleach laser depletes population from the species selected by the probe laser, the 

photofragment yield from the probe laser appears as “dips” in the spectrum, revealing the 

isomer-selective spectra. 

In the case of [CuCu]+, we undertook a full scan of the OH stretching region while probing 

either of the two strong OH stretching bands, of ebHf C1 and ebHb C2 shown in Fig. 8 (b) and 

(d). These isomer selective spectra clearly show that bands C1 and C2 belong to two different 

isomers. Moreover, there is no indication for any isomerization in [CuCu]+ in both experiments, 

even after excitation by some 40 kJ/mol - HOx seems tightly bound. This is explainable with 

strong HOx-Cu attraction. As we learn from CID (chapter 3.2), hydrogen oxalate binds stronger 

to Cu than to Ag. For the conversion from ebHb to smμHb, two metal oxygen bonds need to 

break in order to rotate the HOx about 90°. 

Thereafter, we chose to record pointwise hole burning experiments in the fingerprint regions 

of [CuCu]+. We found upon probing of the ebHf OH stretching band C1 (Fig. 8, blue) that all the 

fingerprint bands below 1500 cm-1 show depletion to some detectable extent, while two 

fingerprint bands above 1500 cm-1, C9 and C5 deplete considerably. While it is uncertain to 

draw quantitative conclusions from intrinsically nonlinear IR-PD band intensities it seems 

likely, that the two strongly depleted bands indicate high ebHf abundance. The subsequent 

probing of the ebHb OH stretching band C2 (Fig. 8, green) revealed meager to moderate 

depletion of all fingerprint bands, largely within uncertainties. Thus, both isomers are 

confirmed, by strong contributions of ebHf and weaker contributions of ebHb. 
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Figure 8: (a) IR-PD spectrum of [CuCu]+ at 40 K, (b) hole burning experiments 

probing C1 (enhanced by factors of 2), (c) calculated IR absorption spectrum 

of isomer ebHf, (d) hole burning experiments probing 3460 cm-1 C2 

(enhanced by factors of 5), (e) calculated IR absorption spectrum of isomer 

ebHb. The stick spectra (black) are convoluted with a Lorentzian curve 

(fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of theory: PBE0/def2TZVP, with calculated 

frequencies scaled: 0.961 (1000-2200 cm-1); 0.946 (2600-3800 cm-1). 

For the [AgAg]+ case, we chose to investigate both the stretching and fingerprint ranges by 

pointwise hole burning experiments instead of scanning. 

In the OH stretching range of [AgAg]+ we probed each of the three known IR-PD bands of ebHf 

A1, eµHb A3, and smµHb A4 individually and checked for the pointwise depletion at six 

instances throughout the stretching range (Fig. 9). It shows that the probed bands deplete 

strongly, and the other prospectively coupling bands deplete somewhat but significantly less. 

In more detail: Probing A1 (blue) depletes A4 somewhat, and A3 little if at all. Probing A3 (green) 

depletes A1 and A4 somewhat. Probing A4 (red) depletes A1 and A3 somewhat. In summary all 

of these three significant isomers of [AgAg]+ seem to couple/interconvert through IR 

activation. This is in remarkable contrast to the case of [CuCu]+ where no such interconversion 

is evident. The bonding of HOx to [AgAg]+ seems significantly more flexible than to [CuCu]+ 

which binds in a stiffer way. 
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In the IR fingerprint region of [AgAg]+, we found upon probing the presumed ebHf isomer via 

its A1 band (Fig. 9, blue) that all the fingerprint bands below 1500 cm-1 mildly deplete 

somewhat, while two out of five (A7 and A11) fingerprint bands above 1500 cm-1 deplete 

considerably, namely the ones which are associated with the ebHf isomer (in blue). Also, there 

is some evidence for a weaker depletion of ebHf towards smµHb (red) and no clear evidence 

for the conversion towards eµHb (green). This is in agreement with the findings within the OH 

stretching region as discussed above. 

Upon probing the presumed eµHb isomer via A3 (Fig. 9, green) we found the same pattern of 

depletions in the fingerprint range below 1500 cm-1. However, there are significant differences 

above 1500 cm-1: Upon A3 probing, the eµHb related bands A6 and A10 in the fingerprint region 

above 1500 cm-1 deplete stronger than the ebHf related ones, which show weak but 

discernible depletion. This is as well in line with the findings within the OH stretching region 

as discussed above. 

Continuation to the red of the OH stretching region led to a probe at A4 (Fig. 9, red), we 

observed some more depletion below 1500 cm-1 than upon probing of the two others OH 

stretching bands (green A3 and blue A1). Above 1500 cm-1, the bands which we assign to the 

smµHb isomer (A8 and A9) show the most depletion, which also agrees well with their DFT 

predicted high IR intensities.  All in all, the major findings from our A1, A3 and A4 probe 

positions is fingerprint range vibrational band patterns are in agreement with the conclusions 

from the OH stretching region probe experiments as discussed above. 

In summary, the hole burning experiments harden our above assignment of two isomers ebHb 

and ebHf for [CuCu]+ complexes and three isomers smμHb, eμHb and ebHf for the [AgAg]+ 

complexes. The bleach-probe spectra provide for further insights: In [CuCu]+ we do not find 

undisputable evidence for pump IR induced isomerization. In contrast, the pumping of isomer 

specific bands evidences likely isomerization amongst all three [AgAg]+ isomers. This brings us 

to the conclusion, that the HOx-Cu binding must be strong, whereas the HOx-Ag binding is 

weaker, which leads in the latter case to more flexibility and less rigidity of the HOx 

coordination. 
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Figure 9: (a) IR-PD spectrum of [AgAg]+ at 40 K, (b) hole burning experiments 

probing 3550 cm-1 band A1, (c) calculated IR absorption spectrum of isomer 

ebHf, (d) hole burning experiments probing 3418 cm-1 band A3, (e) calculated 

IR absorption spectrum of isomer eµHb, (f) hole burning experiments 

probing 3164 cm-1 band A4, (g) calculated IR linear absorption spectra of 

isomer smµHb. The stick spectra (black) are convoluted with a Lorentzian 

curve (fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of theory: PBE0/def2TZVP, with calculated 

frequencies scaled: 0.961 (1000-2200 cm-1); 0.946 (2600-3800 cm-1). 
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4.5.7. DFT calculation of transition state isomerization 

Our DFT calculations did yield reasonable minimum structures of the three isomers ebHf, ebHb 

for [CuCu]+/eµHb for [AgAg]+, smμHb, and their IR spectra nicely match the one and two colour 

IR*PD experiments. Our two colour IR hole burning experiments provide for further insight 

into possible and likely isomerizations upon internal excitation. The next obvious task to relate 

these findings to DFT predictions for interconversion barrier heights. 

We undertook a systematic search for conceivable interconversions, and we found single 

transition states in between any pairs of these isomers (Fig.s 10 and 11). We confirmed the 

robustness of these transition states by variation of search criteria and by identification of 

single imaginary frequencies. Structures and DFT predicted energetics are documented in the 

electronic supplement (cf. Fig.s S 22, S 23, and Tab.s S 6 and S 7). The calculated barrier heights 

– referenced with respect to the most stable smµHb isomer of [CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+ - amount 

from 10 to 81 kJ/mol without clear correlation to the experimental interconversion yields from 

the two colour hole burning experiments. Unfortunately, the calculated barriers thus do 

neither contradict nor support the experimental findings; their relevance and accuracy remain 

subject of further discussion. The small variations of calculated transition state barriers in 

[CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+ are somewhat in contrast to the experimental findings of significant 

differences. Having explored these calculated barriers by virtue of a single exchange 

correlation functional (PBE0), it remains to check whether future modelling provides for 

predictive power and / or enhanced credibility. 
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Figure 10: DFT-calculated energy profile for isomerization for [CuCu]+. All 

structures were optimized at the PBE0/ def2TZVP level of theory. Indicated 

energetics (in kJ/mol) are relative to the smµHb isomer. 

 

Figure 11: DFT-calculated energy profile for isomerization for [AgAg]+. All 

structures were optimized at the PBE0/ def2TZVP level of theory. Indicated 

energetics (in kJ/mol) are relative to the smµHb isomer. 
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4.6. Conclusion and Outlook 

This study characterizes the dynamic bonding of hydrogen oxalate to phosphine stabilized 

[CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+ complexes in isolation, and it finds evidence for three isomers of [CuCu]+ 

and for four isomers of [AgAg]+. The collision induced dissociation studies reveal competing 

fragmentation channels in the case of [CuCu]+ and a dominating [XH/H2Ox] loss in the case of 

[AgAg]+ which points towards strong HOx bonding in [CuCu]+ and weaker HOx bonding in 

[AgAg]+. Room temperature IR-MPD and cryo tagging IR-PD spectra elucidate the isomerism 

of [CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+ further, and the modelling of these spectra by DFT helps to assign likely 

isomers. Two colour IR hole burning experiments confirm the tentative assignments of most 

bands, and identify isomeric interconversions in [AgAg]+ - as opposed to [CuCu]+ where stiff 

HOx coordination seems to suppress such conversions. The DFT modelling supports isomeric 

assignment and the analysis of vibrational spectra. It correlates IR bands to possible HOx 

binding motifs. It fails, however, to predict transition states which would explain the observed 

absence and occurrence of isomeric interconversions in [CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+, respectively. It 

remains to be checked whether future modelling provides for predictive power and / or 

enhanced credibility in this regard. 
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4.9. Supplemental information 

 
Table of content 

Tables S 1-2: Relative energies and O-H stretching vibration of [CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+ isomers. 

Figures S 1-2: Calculated minimum structures of the complexes [CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+. 

Figure S 3: Calculated minimum structures, transition state structure and relative energies of 

free HOx anion. 

Equation (S1): Formula for calculation for relative abundance (CID and IR-MPD). 

Equation (S2): Formula for center of mass correction to transfer Eex in ECOM. 

Equation (S3): Sigmoidal function for fitting the CID curves. 

Equation (S4): DFT calculated free enthalpy of fragmentation ∆fragG300K. 

Figures S 4-6: ESI-MS overview spectra of sample solutions. 

Figures S 7-11: Comparison of experimental (top) and simulated (bottom) isotope pattern of 

[MM]+. 

Figures S 12-13: CID-MS spectra of the isolated [MM]+ complexes with higher excitation (Eex). 

Figure S 14: CID breakdown and appearance curves of [CuCu]+, [CuAg]+ and [AgAg]+. 

Table S 3: Fragmentation pathways of the complexes [CuAg]+, [CuAu]+ and [AgAu]+. 

Figure S 15: CID breakdown and appearance curves of the [MM]+ complexes. 

Figure S 16: Experimental observed and simulated isotope pattern of [CuCudcpmHOx]+, 

[CuAgdcpmHOx]+ and [AgAgdcpmHOx]+. 

Figure S 17: CID-MS spectra of the isolated [CuCudcpmHOx]+, [CuAgdcpmHOx]+ and 

[AgAgdcpmHOx]+ complexes. 

Table S 4: Fragmentation pathways of the isolated MS3 step complexes. 

Figure S 18: CID breakdown and appearance curves of [CuCudcpmHOx]+, [CuAgdcpmHOx]+ 

and [AgAgdcpmHOx]+. 
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Figure S 19: IR-MPD spectra of [CuAg]+ in the CH and OH stretching region. 

Figure S 20: IR-MPD spectra of [CuAu]+ and [AgAu]+ in the OH stretching region. 

Figure S 21: Cross sections by TIMS of [CuCu]+, [CuAg]+, [AgAg]+. 

Table S 5: Calculated free Hydrogen oxalate (HOx) vibration modes. 

Figures S 22-23: Calculated transition state structures of the complexes [CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+. 

Tables S 6-7: Calculated relative energies of [CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+ transition states. 

Figures S 24-39: Relaxed potential energy surface scans of different isomers. 
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Table S 1: Calculated relative energies in kJ/mol and O-H stretching vibration 

mode (scaled: 0.946) in cm-1 of [CuCu]+ isomers. ZPC = zero-point correction, 

PBE0/def2TZVP. 

Isomer ΔE (without ZPC) ΔE (with ZPC) ΔH ΔG ν(OH) cal. 
ebHf (1) 1 0 1 0 3549 

ebHf (2) 1 0 1 3 3548 

ebHb (1) 5 5 5 8 3461 

ebHb (2) 2 2 2 4 3462 

smμHb (1) 0 0 0 7 3313 

smμHb (2) 0 0 0 4 3322 

sμHf (1) 27 26 27 31 3565 

sμHf (2) 41 39 40 42 3565 

sμHb 14 14 14 19 3315 

sbHb  17 16 16 20 3106 

eμHf 32 29 31 25 3558 

eμHb 17 17 17 18 3396 

 

 

Figure S 1: Calculated minimum structure of the complex [CuCu]+. Isomers 

are coded for their structures as follows: e: end-on, s: side-on, b: bidentate, 

m: monodentate, μ: one O-atom coordinates between two metal, Hf: free 

OH, Hb: bonded OH. 
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Table S 2: Calculated relative energies in kJ/mol and O-H stretching vibration 

mode (scaled: 0.946) in cm-1 of [AgAg]+ isomers. ZPC = zero-point correction, 

PBE0/def2TZVP. 

Isomer ΔE (without ZPE) ΔE (with ZPE) ΔH ΔG ν(OH) cal. 
ebHf (1) 8 6 8 2 3549 

ebHf (2) 7 5 6 3 3548 

ebHb (1) 6 5 6 2 3404 

ebHb (2) 5 4 5 0 3404 

smμHb (1) 0 0 0 1 3227 

smμHb (2) 2 1 1 0 3248 

sμHf 31 29 30 30 3565 

eμHf 20 16 18 11 3549 

smHb 12 10 11 9 3071 

sμHb 10 10 10 8 3209 

seμHf 43 42 43 41 3543 

eμHb 2 2 2 3 3351 

 

 

Figure S 2: Calculated minimum structure of the complex [AgAg]+. Isomers 

are coded for their structures as follows: e: end-on, s: side-on, b: bidentate, 

m: monodentate, μ: one O-atom coordinates between two metal, Hf: free 

OH, Hb: bonded OH. 
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Figure S 3: (a) Calculated minimum structure of the two free HOx anion (Hb 

and Hf) and the transition state (TS) in between, (b) Calculated relative 

energies in kJ/mol and O-H stretching vibration mode (unscaled) in cm-1. 

PBE0/def2TZVP. 

Equation (S1): Formula for calculation for relative abundance: 

𝐼𝑡𝑓𝑦𝑓𝑟 (𝐸𝑒𝑥) = ( ∑ 𝐼𝑖𝑓𝑟(𝐸𝑒𝑥)𝑖∑ 𝐼𝑖𝑓𝑟(𝐸𝑒𝑥)𝑖 + ∑ 𝐼𝑖𝑃(𝐸𝑒𝑥)𝑖 ) (S 1) 

with 𝐼𝑖𝑓𝑟 for the intensity of the fragment ions, 𝐼𝑖𝑓𝑟 for the intensity of the parent ions and 𝐼𝑖𝑓𝑟 

for the intensity of all ions (total fragment yield). 

Equation (S2): Formula for center of mass correction to transfer Eex in ECOM: 

𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀 = ( 𝑚𝐻𝑒𝑚𝐻𝑒 + 𝑚𝑖𝑜𝑛) ⋅ 𝐸𝑒𝑥 (S 2) 

with mHe and mion for the isotopically averaged mass of Helium and ion. 

Equation (S3): Sigmoidal function for fitting the CID curve: 

𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑓𝑟(𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀) = ( 11 + 𝑒(𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀50% −𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀)𝐵) (S 3) 

with B for the rise of the sigmoid curve. 
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Equation (S4): DFT calculated free enthalpy of fragmentation ∆fragG300K according: △𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔 𝐺(𝑃+ → 𝐹𝑟+ + 𝐹𝑟0) = [△𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔 𝐺(𝐹𝑟+) +△𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔 𝐺(𝐹𝑟0)] −△𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔 𝐺(𝑃+) (S 4) 

with △𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔 𝐺(𝑃+ → 𝐹𝑟+ + 𝐹𝑟+) for free enthalpy of fragmentation pathway, △𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔 𝐺(𝐹𝑟+) 

for free enthalpy of charged fragment, △𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔 𝐺(𝐹𝑟0) for free enthalpy of neutral fragment 

and △𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔 𝐺(𝑃+) for free enthalpy of parent ion. 

 

 

 

Figure S 4: ESI-MS overview spectrum of sample solution with 

[Cu2dcpm2](PF6)2 and [Ag2dcpm2](PF6)2 and oxalic axid in Methanol. The blue 

circle shows the heterometalic complex [CuAgdcpm2(COO)2H]+, which exist 

in solution or is produced in the electrospray process. Measured with the 

Bruker AmaZon SL. 
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Figure S 5: ESI-MS overview spectrum of sample solution with 

[Cu2dcpm2](PF6)2 and [Au2dcpm2](PF6)2 and oxalic axid in Methanol. 

Measured with the Bruker AmaZon ETD. 

 

 

Figure S 6: ESI-MS overview spectrum of sample solution with 

[Ag2dcpm2](PF6)2 and [Au2dcpm2](PF6)2 and oxalic axid in Methanol. 

Measured with the Bruker AmaZon ETD. 
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Figure S 7: Comparison of experimental (top) and simulated (bottom) 

isotope pattern of [CuCu]+.  

 

 

Figure S 8: Comparison of experimental (top) and simulated (bottom) 

isotope pattern of [CuAg]+. 
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Figure S 9: Comparison of experimental (top) and simulated (bottom) 

isotope pattern of [AgAg]+. 

 

 

Figure S 10: Comparison of experimental (top) and simulated (bottom) 

isotope pattern of [CuAu]+. 
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Figure S 11: Comparison of experimental (top) and simulated (bottom) 

isotope pattern of [AgAu]+. 

 

 

Figure S 12: CID-MS spectra of the isolated (a) [CuCu]+ (Eex = 1.25 V),(b) 

[CuAg]+ (Eex = 1.25 V) and (c) [AgAg]+ (Eex = 1.25 V). Measured with the 

Bruker AmaZon SL. 
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Figure S 13: CID-MS spectra of the isolated (a) [CuAu]+ (Eex = 1.60 V) and (b) 

[AgAu]+ (Eex = 1.45 V). Measured with the Bruker AmaZon ETD. 
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Figure S 14: CID breakdown (parent P, black) and appearance curve (total 

fragment yield TFY, red; fragmentation pathway: green, blue, brown) of the 

isolated (a) [CuCu]+, (b) [CuAg]+ and (c) [AgAg]+ complexes. The red line 

shows the sigmoidal fit to determine the 𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀50%-value Equation (S3). 

Measured with the Bruker AmaZon SL. 

 

Table S 3: Fragmentation pathways of the complexes [CuAg]+, [CuAu]+ and 

[AgAu]+. With P+ for parent ion, Fr+ for fragment ion and Fr0 for neutral loss. 

For unambiguous identificationof the fragmentation pathway, we 

conducted the full name of the complexes.  

P+ m/z Fr+ m/z Fr0 

[CuAgdcpm2HOx]+ 1077 [CuAgdcpm2(-H)]+ 987 XH 

  [CuAgdcpmHOx]+ 669 dcpm 

  [CuAgdcpmOH]+ 597 dcpm, [C2O3] 

[CuAudcpm2HOx]+ 1167 [CuAudcpm2(-H)]+ 1077 XH 

[AgAudcpm2HOx]+ 1211 [AgAudcpm2(-H)]+ 1121 XH 

  [AgAudcpmHOx]+ 802 dcpm 

  [Agdcpm]+ 515 dcpm, [AuHOx] 
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Figure S 15: CID breakdown (parent P, black) and appearance curve (total 

fragment yield TFY, red; fragmentation pathway: green, blue, brown, grey) 

of the isolated (a) [CuCu]+, (b) [CuAg]+, (c) [AgAg]+, (d) [CuAu]+ and (e) 

[AgAu]+ complexes. The red line shows the sigmoidal fit to determine the 𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀50%-value Equation (S3). Measured with the Bruker AmaZon ETD. 
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Figure S 16: Experimental observed (black) and simulated (red) isotope 

pattern of (a) [CuCudcpmHOx]+, (b) [CuAgdcpmHOx]+ and (c) 

[AgAgdcpmHOx]+. 

 

 

Figure S 17: CID-MS spectra of the isolated (a) [CuCudcpmHOx]+ 

(Eex = 1.75 V), (b) [CuAgdcpmHOx]+ (Eex = 1.65 V) and (c) [AgAgdcpmHOx]+ 

(Eex = 1.75 V). Measured with the Bruker AmaZon ETD. 
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Table S 4: Fragmentation pathways of the isolated MS3 step complexes 

[CuCudcpmHOx]+, [CuAgdcpmHOx]+ and [AgAgdcpmHOx]+. With P+ for 

parent ion, Fr+ for fragment ion and Fr0 for neutral loss. For unambiguous 

identificationof the fragmentation pathway, we conducted the full name of 

the complexes.  

P+ m/z Fr+ m/z Fr0 

[CuCudcpmHOx]+ 625 [CuCudcpmOH]+ 553 [C2O3] 

[CuAgdcpmHOx]+ 669 [CuAgdcpmOh]+ 597 [C2O3] 

[AgAgdcpmHOx]+ 713 [AgAgdcpmOH]+ 641 [C2O3] 

  [Agdcpm]+ 515 [AgHOx] 

 

 

Figure S 18: CID breakdown (parent P, black) and appearance curve (total 

fragment yield TFY, red; fragmentation pathway: green, blue) of the isolated 

(a) [CuCudcpmHOx]+, (b) [CuAgdcpmHOx]+ and (c) [AgAgdcpmHOx]+ 

complexes. The red line shows the sigmoidal fit to determine the 𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀50%-value 

Equation (S3). Measured with the Bruker AmaZon ETD. 
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Figure S 19: IR-MPD spectra of [CuAg]+ in the CH and OH stretching region. 

 

 

Figure S 20: IR-MPD spectra of (a) [CuAu]+ and (b) [AgAu]+ in the OH 

stretching region. 
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Figure S 21: Cross sections by TIMS of (a) [CuCu]+, (b) [CuAg]+ and (c) [AgAg]+. 

Black: measurement, red, blue, green: fit to a Gaussian function. FWHM: (a) 

[CuCu]+ 1.06 Å²; (b) [CuAg]+ 1.37 Å²; (c) [AgAg]+ 1.07 Å². 
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Table S 5: Calculated free hydrogen oxalate (HOx) vibration modes 

(PBE0/def2TZVP, unscaled). 

Motif  Hf   Hb  Description 

 # ν / cm-

1 

I / 

km mol-1 

# ν / cm-1 I / 

km mol-1 

 

CC twist 1 63 1 1 112 0.3 twist 

wagging 2 182 1 2 273 25 rocking 

rocking 3 246 2 3 393 40 CC stretch 

CC stretch 4 366 3 4 441 26 Delocalized 
(H)OCO out of 
plane bend 

HO out of 

plane twist 

5 562 60 5 539 3 OC-CO wag 

Delocalized 

opposite phase 

(H)OCO bend 

6 612 49 6 657 18 Delocalized 
opposite phase 
(H)OCO bend 

OCO bend 7 737 35 7 768 39 Delocalized in 
plane OCO bend 

HOCO bend 8 738 20 8 780 0.01 HOCO out of 
plane bend 

Sym OCO bend 9 758 32 9 1005 52 OH out of plane 
bend 

HO-C stretch 10 997 235 10 1024 18 HO-C stretch 

OH in plane 

bending 

11 1197 29 11 1223 135 CC stretching 

CC stretching 12 1270 143 12 1369 684 OH in plane 
bend 

Asym OCO 

stretching 

13 1601 461 13 1630 100 Delocalized 
Asym OCO 
stretching (opp. 
Ph.) 

Asym HOCO 

stretching 

14 1623 308 14 1684 521 Delocalized 
Asym OCO 
stretching (in 
phase) 

OH stretching 15 3332 12 15 2467 475 OH stretching 
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Figure S 22: Calculated transition state structures of the complex [CuCu]+. 

PBE0/def2TZVP. 

 

Table S 6: Calculated relative energies of [CuCu]+ transition states (relative 

to the smµHb isomer). ZPC = zero-point correction, PBE0/def2TZVP. The red 

marked transition state has two negative frequencies. 

Transition state from … to … ΔE (without ZPC) ΔE (with ZPC) ΔH ΔG 

TS1-1 ebHb (1)/ebHf (2) 53 48 48 44 

TS1-2 ebHb (2)/ebHf (1) 52 46 47 45 

TS2 ebHb (1)/ebHb (2) 24 22 21 24 

TS3 ebHf (1)/ebHf (2) 8 7 5 8 

TS4 smµHb (2)/ebHb (1) 17 15 14 14 

TS5-1 smµHb (1)/sµHf (2) 79 72 73 74 

TS5-2 smµHb (2)/sµHf (1) 78 72 72 69 

TS6 sbHb/eµHf 80 74 72 76 

TS7 ebHb (1)/eµHf 89 81 82 74 

TS8 smµHb (2)/sµHb 16 16 13 21 
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Figure S 23: Calculated transition state structures of the complex [AgAg]+. 

PBE0/def2TZVP. 

 

Table S 7: Calculated relative energies of [AgAg]+ transition states (relative 

to the smµHb isomer). ZPC = zero-point correction, PBE0/def2TZVP. The red 

marked transition states have two negative frequencies. 

Transition state from … to … ΔE (without ZPC) ΔE (with ZPC) ΔH ΔG 

TS1-1 ebHb (1)/ebHf (2) 58 52 53 51 

TS1-2 ebHb (1)/ebHf (2) 58 51 53 48 

TS2 ebHf (1)/ebHf (2) 17 15 11 21 

TS3 ebHb (1)/ebHb (2) 26 24 23 25 

TS4 eµHb/smµHb (2) 12 12 10 17 

TS5-1 smµHb (1)/sµHf 80 72 73 70 

TS5-2 smµHb (2)/eµHf 83 75 76 70 

TS6 sµHb /eµHf 70 63 64 59 

TS7 ebHb (1)/eµHf 67 58 58 60 

TS8 smµHb (2)/ebHb (1) 11 10 8 12 

TS9 eµHb/ebHb (1) 6 5 3 7 

TS10 eµHb/ebHb (2) 8 6 5 8 
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Figure S 24: Relaxed potential energy surface scan of the isomers ebHb (1) 

and ebHf (2) along the H-O-C-C torsion coordinate. PBE0/def2TZVP. 

 

 

Figure S 25: Relaxed potential energy surface scan of the isomers ebHb (2) 

and ebHf (1) along the H-O-C=O torsion coordinate. PBE0/def2TZVP. 

[CuCu]+   TS1-1 

[CuCu]+   TS1-2 
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Figure S 26: Relaxed potential energy surface scan of the isomers ebHb (1) 

and ebHb (2) along the O-C-C=O torsion coordinate. PBE0/def2TZVP. 

 

 

Figure S 27: Relaxed potential energy surface scan of the isomers ebHf (1) 

and ebHf (2) along the O-C-C=O torsion coordinate. PBE0/def2TZVP. 

[CuCu]+   TS2 

[CuCu]+   TS3 
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Figure S 28: Relaxed potential energy surface scan of the isomers smµHb (1) 

and sµHf (2) along the H-O-C=O torsion coordinate. PBE0/def2TZVP. 

 

 

Figure S 29: Relaxed potential energy surface scan of the isomers smµHb (2) 

and sµHf (1) along the H-O-C=O torsion coordinate. PBE0/def2TZVP. 

[CuCu]+   TS5-1 

[CuCu]+   TS5-2 
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Figure S 30: Relaxed potential energy surface scan of the isomers sbHb and 

eµHf along the H-O-C=O torsion coordinate. PBE0/def2TZVP. 

 

 

Figure S 31: Relaxed potential energy surface scan of the isomers ebHb (1) 

and eµHf along the H-O-C=O torsion coordinate. PBE0/def2TZVP. 

[CuCu]+   TS6 

[CuCu]+   TS7 
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Figure S 32: Relaxed potential energy surface scan of the isomers ebHb (1) 

and ebHf (2) along the H-O-C-C torsion coordinate. PBE0/def2TZVP. 

 

 

Figure S 33: Relaxed potential energy surface scan of the isomers ebHb (2) 

and ebHf (1) along the H-O-C-C torsion coordinate. PBE0/def2TZVP. 

[AgAg]+   TS1-1 

[AgAg]+   TS1-2 
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Figure S 34: Relaxed potential energy surface scan of the isomers ebHf (1) 

and ebHf (2) along the O-C-C=O torsion coordinate. PBE0/def2TZVP. 

 

 

Figure S 35: Relaxed potential energy surface scan of the isomers ebHb (1) 

and ebHb (2) along the O-C-C=O torsion coordinate. PBE0/def2TZVP. 

 

[AgAg]+   TS2 

[AgAg]+   TS3 
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Figure S 36: Relaxed potential energy surface scan of the isomers smµHb (1) 

and sµHf along the H-O-C=O torsion coordinate. PBE0/def2TZVP. 

 

 

Figure S 37: Relaxed potential energy surface scan of the isomers smµHb (2) 

and eµHf along the H-O-C=O torsion coordinate. PBE0/def2TZVP. 

[AgAg]+   TS5-1 

[AgAg]+   TS5-2 
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Figure S 38: Relaxed potential energy surface scan of the isomers sµHb and 

eµHf along the H-O-C-C torsion coordinate. PBE0/def2TZVP. 

 

 

Figure S 39: Relaxed potential energy surface scan of the isomers ebHb (1) and eµHf along 

the H-O-C-C torsion coordinate.

[AgAg]+   TS6 

[AgAg]+   TS7 
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5. IR Spectroscopic Investigation with the FELIX Free-Electron 

Laser of Dicationic and ETD/R Reduced Monocationic 

Hydride and Deuteride Complexes, there Oxygen 

Adducts and Fragments 

 

5.1. Preamble 

 

The following chapter documented some of the measured IR-MPD spectra at the FELIX 

laboratory, Radboud University, Nijmegen, the Nederland during two beam times in May 2019 

and November 2019. I got experimental and data analysis support by Sebastian Kruppa, Macel 

Schmitt and Isabel Mannes. The DFT calculations and this chapter were conduct by me. Cedic 

Groß ([Ag3(dcpm)3H](PF6)2,) and Sarah Reeb ([Cu3(dcpm)3H](PF6)2) of the Werner Thiel group 

and Isabel Manes ([Ag3(dcpm)3D](PF6)2) synthesized the complexes. 
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5.2. Introduction 

Infrared ion spectroscopy is a widely used method to determine the molecular structure and 

conformation of ions in isolation. [1-5] Since IR-MPD with tunable OPO/A table top laser 

systems are not powerful enough to investigate strongly bound molecules and cryo tagging 

methods are associated with complicated technical efforts, [6, 7] high power free-electron 

lasers (FEL) are an alternative. [8] There are not so much FEL all over the world, one of these 

is FELIX (chapter 2.3.4.). [1, 9] This FEL was used in the past for IR-MPD measurements with 

the Bruker AmaZon ETD (chapter 2.3.1.). [10, 11] The combination of IR-MPD with the tandem 

mass spectrometry method Electron Transfer Dissociation/Reaction (ETD/R or ETnoD, chapter 

2.1.3.) is a more powerful technique than the solely IR-MPD method. However, oxidation 

states can be reached that are normally difficult to access via synthetic routes. This 

combination was used before for IR-MPD measurements with FELIX of Fluoranthene [12] and 

peptides, [13] but also metal complexes (Cu, Ni, Ru) [14-16]. Here, for the first time, multi 

coinage metal phosphine complexes were investigated with IR-MPD and in combination with 

ETD/R. The IR-MPD spectra were recorded with FELIX in two different beam times (May 2019 

and November 2019). This chapter include the investigation of di- and tri-nuclear coinage 

metal phosphine complexes (Scheme 1) [M3(dcpm)3X]2+ (abbreviated [M3X]2+), via ETD 

reduction [M3(dcpm)3X](•+) (abbreviated [M3X](•+)), the oxygen adduct complexes of the 

reduced complexes [M3(dcpm)3X(O2)](•+) (abbreviated [M3X(O2)](•+)) and via MS3 step fragment 

[M2(dcpm)H]+ (abbreviated [M2X]+) with M = Cu, Ag; X = H, D and dcpm = bis(dicyclohexyl-

phosphino)methane. The trimer hydrides and deuteride complexes [M3X]2+/(•+) are 

investigated before in different studies [17-19]. The goal of this investigation was to determine 

the influences of oxidation state on metal hydride and deuteride vibration modes of coinage 

metal phosphine complexes with IR-MPD.  
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Scheme 1: The investigated coinage metal phosphine hydride and deuteride 

complexes. Green: beam time in May 2019, blue: beam time in November 2019. 

 

5.3. Experimental and theoretical methods 

All experimental results were measured with the Bruker AmaZon ETD, modified for IR-MPD 

measurements in case of FELIX. The ESI-MS and CID curve studies of the investigated 

complexes were already done by Isabel Manes (bachelor thesis [20]) and Marcel Schmitt 

(master thesis [21]). The comparison of experimental and simulated isotope pattern at TUK 

and FELIX are documented in the supplement information (chapter 5.3): Fig. s S 19-26. The 

complexes were synthesized according references [17, 18, 22, 23] or generated via in situ-

synthesis of [M2(dcpm)2](PF6)2 (M = Cu, Ag) with NaBH4 in dry methanol and 1h in ultrasonic 

bath. [20, 21, 24] A primary gas controller (proportional valve) regulates the helium flow into 

the ion trap of the Bruker AmaZon ETD instrument (GCHe) and can be set between 0 % and 

100 %. [10] 

The experimental results are supported by DFT modelling (chapter 2.4., functional: B3LYP, 

PBE0; basis set: cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, def2TZVP; effective core potential: ECPnMDF, Cu: n = 10, 

Ag: n = 28). [25-31]     
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5.4. Trimer hydride/deuteride [M3(dcpm)3X]2+/(•+) (M = Cu, Ag; X = H, D) 

In order to check the influences of oxidation state on the hydride/deuteride vibration mode 

of the coinage metal complexes, DFT calculations (B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, D, C, P), ECPnMDF (Cu: 

n = 10, Ag: n = 28)) were executed (Fig.s 1, 2 and Tab. 1). The range of 550-1600 cm-1 was 

chosen for calculated IR absorption spectra, which was (mostly) the measured range of the 

FELIX beam times. 

 

Figure 1: Calculated IR absorption spectra of the dicationic complex (a) [Ag3H]2+, (b) 

[Ag3D]2+ and (c) [Cu3H]2+. The calculated stick spectra (red) are convoluted with a 

Lorentzian curve (black, fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, D, C, 

P), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28), with calculated frequencies scaled: 0.988. 

For the dicationic complexes, [Cu3H]2+ has the highest wavenumber for the Cu-H stretching 

mode (1265/1280 cm-1). The Ag-H stretching mode for [Ag3H]2+ shifts to lower wavenumbers 

(1150/1160 cm-1) compared to the Cu-H stretching mode because of the higher mass of silver 

than copper. The deuterated stretching mode of the silver complex [Ag3D]2+ shows the lowest 

wavenumber with 814 cm-1 of all three investigated complexes. In case of the radical 

monocationic complexes [M3X](•+), the same trend of M-X vibration modes is observed. In 

contrast to the [M3X]2+ complexes, the vibration modes are shifted to lower wavenumbers 

and two additional bending modes are observable (in plane and out of plane). The geometry 

minimum structures and important bond length, angle and torsion of the complexes are 
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shown in Fig.s 3-5 and Tab. 2. The structural data for [Ag3H]2+/[Ag3D]2+ and [Ag3H](•+)/[Ag3D](•+) 

are the same. In contrast to the four silver containing complexes, [Cu3H]2+/(•+) has shorter M-M, 

M-H and M-P distances. The largest structural changes are between dicationic and 

monocationic complexes. [Ag3H](•+), [Ag3D](•+) and [Cu3H](•+) have compared to [Ag3H]2+, 

[Ag3D]2+ and [Cu3H]2+ shorter M-M and longer M-H/M-D distances. In case of the dicationic 

complexes, the hydride/deuteride is located in the metal plane, whereby in case of the 

monocationic complexes the hydride/deuteride is located out of the metal plane. The latter 

explains the appearance of the two additional bending modes in case of the monocationic 

complexes. All three metals form an equilateral triangle with the hydride or deuteride in the 

middle or above the metal plane. 

 

Figure 2: Calculated IR absorption spectra of the monocationic complex (a) 

[Ag3H](•+), (b) [Ag3D](•+) and (c) [Cu3H](•+). The calculated stick spectra (red) are 

convoluted with a Lorentzian curve (black, fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of theory: 

B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, D, C, P), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28), with calculated 

frequencies scaled: 0.988. 

Next, the influence of dispersion correction (D3-BJ) was checked. [32, 33] The minimum 

structures and important bond lengths, angles and torsions are shown in Fig.s S 1-3 and Tab. 2. 

In contrast to the geometry minimum structure calculations without dispersion correction 

(D3-BJ), the M-M, M-H and M-P distances are shorter and in case of the dicationic complexes, 

the hydride/deuteride is located out of the metal plane instead of in plane. These have a 
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significant effect on the calculated IR absorption spectra (Fig.s S 7-12 (c) and Tab. S 1). The 

M-X (X = H, D) vibration modes of the dicationic complexes with dispersion correction are 

shifted to higher wavenumber and two additional bending modes are observable with respect 

to the complexes without dispersion correction. In case of the monocationic complexes, the 

differences (with and without dispersion correction) are not so large than in the case of the 

dicationic species. IR absorption spectra with dispersion correction are documented in the 

supplement (Fig.s 7-12 (c) and Table S 1). To determine the differences in partial charges after 

reduction, Natural Population Analysis (NPA) calculations were executed. The results are 

summarized in Tab. 3 and Tab. S 3. After the reduction, the partial charge on the metal gets 

lower and the partial charge on the phosphor and hydride/deuteride get higher, which is 

(except for the partial charges of phosphor) in agreement with the study of Kruppa et al. on 

the silver hydride system. [19] 

 

 

Table 1: Calculated IR vibration modes of dicationic and monocationic complexes 

in cm-1, frequencies scaled: 0.988, level of theory B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, D, C, P), 

ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28). 

Complex/vib. mode ν(M-H) δip(M-H) δop(M-H) 

[Ag3H]2+ 1179/1160/1150/1113   
[Ag3D]2+ 814   
[Cu3H]2+ 1280/1265   
[Ag3H](•+) 850/835 808/794 741/722 
[Ag3D](•+) 582   
[Cu3H](•+) 1112/1088 1050 864 
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Figure 3: Calculated minimum structure of dicationic and monocationic complexes 

[Ag3H]2+ (left) and [Ag3H](•+) (right). With (a) top view of the metal plane and (b) side 

view of the metal plane. Atoms are coded by color (silver for Ag, orange for P, grey 

for C, white for H); level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, C, P), ECP28MDF (Ag). For a 

better overview, H atoms of the cyclohexyl groups are omitted. 

 

Figure 4: Calculated minimum structure of dicationic and monocationic complexes 

[Ag3D]2+ (left) and [Ag3D](•+) (right). With (a) top view of the metal plane and (b) side 

view of the metal plane. Atoms are coded by color (silver for Ag, orange for P, grey 

for C, white for D); level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, D C, P), ECP28MDF (Ag). For 

a better overview, H atoms of the cyclohexyl groups are omitted. 
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Figure 5: Calculated minimum structure of dicationic and monocationic complexes 

[Cu3H]2+ (left) and [Cu3H](•+) (right). With (a) top view of the metal plane and (b) side 

view of the metal plane. Atoms are coded by color (brown for Cu, orange for P, grey 

for C, white for H); level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, C, P), ECP10MDF (Cu). For a 

better overview, H atoms of the cyclohexyl groups are omitted. 

 

Table 2: Bond length, angle and torsion for dicationic and monocationic complexes 

in Å/°. B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, D, C, P), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28). 

Level of theory/ B3LYP/cc-pVDZ, ECPxMDF (without D3-BJ/with D3-BJ) 

Complex M-M M-H M-P M-H-M M-H-M-M 

[Ag3H]2+ 3.246/3.049 1.874/1.845 2.538/2.461 120/111 0 – 180 / 32 – 125 
[Ag3D]2+ 3.246/3.048 1.873/1.845 2.539/2.461 120/111 0 – 180 / 32 – 125 
[Cu3H]2+ 2.961/2.661 1.709/1.720 2.339/2.351 120/115 0 – 180 / 25 – 136 
[Ag3H](•+) 2.912/2.832 1.935/1.935 2.550/2.462 98/94 49 – 99 / 52 – 94 
[Ag3D](•+) 2.911/2.832 1.936/1.933 2.561/2.460 98/94 49 – 99 / 52 – 94 
[Cu3H](•+) 2.661/2.559 1.720/1.711 2.351/2.282 101/96 45 – 104 / 49 – 98 

 

Table 3: Calculated partial charges of dicationic and monocationic complexes. Level 

of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, D C, P), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28). 

Complex/atom M P H 
[Ag3H]2+ 0.288 0.855 -0.492 
[Ag3H](•+) 0.0147 0.880 -0.355 
[Ag3D]2+ 0.288 0.855 -0.492 
[Ag3D](•+) 0.0146 0.880 -0.355 
[Cu3H]2+ 0.263 0.871 -0.444 
[Cu3H](•+) -0.0130 0.899 -0.315 
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Unfortunately, the experimental IR spectra gave no clear evidence for the M-X vibration 

modes (Fig.s 6 and 7, Fig.s S 7-12). In case of the dicationic complex [Ag3H]2+ (Fig. 6 (a)), the 

IR-MPD band around 1170 cm-1 is in good agreement with the DFT calculation as Ag-H 

stretching mode (1160/1150 cm-1). But like in [Ag3H]2+ the same IR-MPD band around 

1170 cm-1 appears in case of the complexes [Ag3D]2+ and [Cu3H]2+ (Fig. 6 (b) and (c)), which is 

not in good agreement with the DFT calculation (Ag-D: 814 cm-1, Cu-H: 1280/1265 cm-1). Of 

course, it is possible that the origin of this band is one of the C-H bending modes of the dcpm 

ligand. But these bands (C-H bending mode) have lower calculated IR intensity than the M-H 

vibration mode. The fragmentation yield is in the case of [Ag3D]2+ and [Cu3H]2+ lower than in 

the case of [Ag3H]2+. For the complex [Ag3D]2+, the appearance of the evitable hydride 

stretching mode can be explained with a small contribution of the complex [Ag3H]2+. The 

isolated isotope pattern of [Ag3D]2+ gives a small hint for a minor contribution of [Ag3H]2+, 

although the resolution is not the best in case of the isotope pattern at FELIX (Fig. S 19). This 

assumption cannot be hold in case of the complex [Cu3H]2+ because no contribution of the 

complex [Ag3H]2+ may be expect. A possible reason for the same band around 1170 cm-1 for 

all three dicationic complexes may be the fact, that the metal hydride and metal deuteride 

vibration mode is not detectible with IR-MPD (higher dissociation threshold, inefficient IVR 

process). Another reason could be the overlapping with C-H bending mode. In the chosen 

FELIX measurement range, a lot of C-H bending modes of the dcpm ligand are anticipated. As 

mention, except of the C-H bending mode around 1450 cm-1, all C-H bending modes are 

significant lower in calculated IR intensity as the metal hydride and deuteride modes. Another 

reason could be the fact, that the executed DFT calculations are not accurate enough for those 

particular modes. In case of the monocationic complexes, the assignment of the metal hydride 

and deuteride vibration mode is not obvious as in the case of the dicationic complexes. In 

contrast to the IR-MPD spectra of the dicationic complexes, the IR-MPD spectra of the 

monocationic complexes have a significant higher fragmentation yield and, therefore, more 

IR-MPD bands with less energetic requirements to induce dissociation are observable. This 

observation was also reported for IR-MPD measurements of the well-known Ruthenium-Tris-

Bipyridine dication [Ru(bpy)3]2+ and monocation [Ru(bpy)3]+ complexes [16] and can be 

explained with a lower gas phase stability of the (ETD/R reduced) monocationic complexes 

than the dicationic complexes. The IR-MPD spectra of the reduced complexes (Fig. 7) show 

nearly the same features for all three complexes [Ag3H](•+), [Ag3D](•+) and [Cu3H](•+). A broad 
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band around 950 cm-1 in the IR-MPD spectra of [Ag3H](•+) and [Ag3D](•+) is not predicted by the 

DFT calculation. This band could be a candidate for the Ag-H vibration mode, if inaccurate DFT 

calculation and the small contribution (like in the case of the dicationic species) taken into 

account. Unfortunately, the calculated Ag-D vibration mode is out of the chosen FELIX 

measurement range in the [Ag3D](•+) IR-MPD spectrum. It should be mentioned that in case of 

the IR-MPD spectrum of [Ag3D](•+) one broad band around 660 cm-1 is visible, which is not in 

the IR-MPD spectra of the other two monocationic complexes. This could be a candidate for 

the Ag-D vibration mode, but is not in agreement with the DFT calculations. In the case of 

[Cu3H](•+), the Cu-H vibration mode might be overlap with a C-H bending mode of the dcpm 

ligand. 

 

Figure 6: IR-MPD spectra of the isolated dicationic complexes (a) [Ag3H]2+ (black: 4 

pulse and 0 dB, red: 1 pulse and -5 dB; GCHe= 50%), (b) [Ag3D]2+ (black: 4 pulse and 

0 dB, red: 4 pulse and -3 dB; GCHe= 70%) and (c) [Cu3H]2+ (black: 2 pulse and 0 dB, 

GCHe= 50%). The calculated stick spectra are convoluted with a Lorentzian curve 

(blue, fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, D, C, P), ECPnMDF (Cu: 

n = 10, Ag: n = 28), frequencies scaled: 0.988. Grey: laser power curve. 

In summary, the DFT calculation predict significant shifts of the metal hydride (M-H) 

and metal deuteride (M-D) vibration modes after reduction of the dicationic 

complexes to the monocationic complexes. Unfortunately, the experimental IR-MPD 

spectra do not confirm these calculated shifts. There is no clear experimental 
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evidence for the M-H and M-D vibration mode. Possible reasons for this may be a 

higher dissociation threshold, an inefficient IVR process, not accurate DFT calculation 

or an overlapping with C-H bending mode of the dcpm ligand for the M-H and M-D 

vibration mode. Conspicuous is the fact that the IR-MPD spectra of the monocationic 

complexes need less energetic requirements to induce dissociation and has a higher 

fragmentation yield as the IR-MPD spectra of the dicationic complexes. This indicates 

a weaker binding energy in case of the monocationic complexes than in case of the 

dicationic complexes. 

 

Figure 7: IR-MPD spectra of the isolated ETD reduced monocationic complexes (a) 

[Ag3H](•+) (black: 4 pulse and -5dB, red: 4 pulse and -3 dB; GCHe= 40%), (b) [Ag3D](•+) 

(black: 1 pulse and 0 dB, GCHe= 50%) and (c) [Cu3H](•+) (black: 2 pulse and 0 dB, red: 

2 pulse and -3 dB; GCHe= 50%). The calculated stick spectra are convoluted with a 

Lorentzian curve (blue, fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, D, C, 

P), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28), frequencies scaled: 0.988. Grey: laser power 

curve. The bands marked with a blue asterisk are correlate to calculated M-H and 

M-D vibration mode, which are summaries in Tab. 1. 
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5.5. Oxygen adducts of the reduced monocationic complexes 

[M3(dcpm)3X(O2)](•+) (M = Ag; X = H, D) 

As a result of the dicationic complexes reduction to the monocationic complexes, an additional 

peak is observed in the mass spectra, which is shifted about 32 m/z in respect to the peak of 

the moncationic complex. An obvious explanation is an oxygen (O2) adduct. This O2 adduct has 

in the mass spectra a higher intensity in case of [Ag3H](•+) and [Ag3D](•+) than in the case of 

[Cu3H](•+). It was not possible to isolate the [Cu3H(O2)](•+) complex, therefore only the 

[Ag3H(O2)](•+) and [Ag3D(O2)](•+) complexes were measured via IR-MPD. Mention, it was not 

possible to isolate only the reduced complex, a small amount of the reduced complex with O2 

adduct was always isolated along with (Fig.s S 20 and S 21). 

 

Figure 8: Calculated IR absorption spectra of the monocationic complexes with 

oxygen adduct [Ag3H(O2)](•+). With (a) monodentate, (b) bidentate end-on, (c) 

bidentate side-on O2 binding motif. The calculated stick spectra (red) are 

convoluted with a Lorentzian curve (black, fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of theory: 

B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, C, P, O), ECP28MDF (Ag), with calculated frequencies scaled: 

0.988. 

However, to get a better overview about the O2 adduct complexes, DFT calculations for 

[Cu3H(O2)](•+) were also executed. The calculated IR absorption spectra are shown in Fig.s 8-10 

and the energy minima structure of three possible O2 binding motifs are presented in 
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Fig.s 11-13. There are three different binding motifs for [M3X(O2)](•+): a monodentate, a 

bidentate end-on and a bidentate side-on binding motif. In case of [Ag3H(O2)](•+) and 

[Ag3D(O2)](•+), the bidentate side-on O2 binding motif is energetic favored, the bidentate 

end-on (15 kJ/mol) and the monodentate (47 kJ/mol) O2 binding motifs are energetically 

higher. This trend is in case of [Cu3H(O2)](•+) the same, the bidentate side-on O2 binding motif 

is energetic favored, but the energetic splitting between the bidentate end-on (26 kJ/mol) and 

the monodentate (31 kJ/mol) O2 binding motifs is smaller than in the case of [Ag3H(O2)](•+) and 

[Ag3D(O2)](•+). 

 

Figure 9: Calculated IR absorption spectra of the monocationic complexes with 

oxygen adduct [Ag3D(O2)](•+). With (a) monodentate, (b) bidentate end-on, (c) 

bidentate side-on O2 binding motif. The calculated stick spectra (red) are 

convoluted with a Lorentzian curve (black, fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of theory: 

B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, D, C, P, O), ECP28MDF (Ag), with calculated frequencies scaled: 

0.988. 

The O2 influences the complex structure, which means that the three M-M and M-H binding 

distances are not equal anymore (Tab. 6 and Fig.s S 4-6). Therefore, the vibration modes 

frequencies of M-H, M-D and O-O depending on the O2 binding motif to the complex. These 

calculated IR vibration modes are summarized in Tab. 5. The calculated IR intensity of the O-O 

stretching vibration ν(O-O) is lower as the M-H and M-D vibration modes and in the same 
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range of the dcpm ligand C-H bending modes, which make the assignment for ν(O-O) difficult. 

But because of the frequency shifting and the higher calculated IR intensity, the O2 binding 

motif should be verified with the M-H and M-D vibration modes. The calculated partial charges 

via NPA calculations are in the scale of the dicationic complexes rather than the monocationic 

complexes (Tab. 3). 

 

Figure 10: Calculated IR absorption spectra of the monocationic complexes with 

oxygen adduct [Cu3H(O2)](•+). With (a) monodentate, (b) bidentate end-on, (c) 

bidentate side-on O2 binding motif. The calculated stick spectra (red) are 

convoluted with a Lorentzian curve (black, fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of theory: 

B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, C, P, O), ECP10MDF (Cu), with calculated frequencies scaled: 

0.988. 

Table 4: Calculated IR vibration modes of the monocationic complexes with oxygen 

adduct [M3H(O2)](•+) (with (a) bidentate end-on, (b) monodentate, (c) bidentate 

side-on O2 binding motif.) in cm-1, frequencies scaled: 0.988, level of theory 

B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, D, C, P, O), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28). 

Complex/mode ν(M-H) δip(M-H) δop(M-H) ν(O-O) 
[Ag3H(O2)](•+) (a) 1161 1049  1180 
[Ag3H(O2)](•+) (b) 1041 877 740 1166 
[Ag3H(O2)](•+) (c) 1091 937 675/664 1188 
[Ag3D(O2)](•+) (a) 824/813 747/728  1179 
[Ag3D(O2)](•+) (b) 744/734 638/622  1166 
[Ag3D(O2)](•+) (c) 773/737 661/635  1188 
[Cu3H(O2)](•+) (a) 1244 1033/1002 665/643 1165 
[Cu3H(O2)](•+) (b) 1161/1152 948 818 1161/1152 
[Cu3H(O2)](•+) (c) 1215 1000 740/729 1169 
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Figure 11: Calculated minimum structure of the monocationic complexes with 

oxygen adduct [Ag3H(O2)](•+). With (a) bidentate end-on, (b) monodentate, (c) 

bidentate side-on O2 binding motif. Atoms are coded by color (silver for Ag, orange 

for P, grey for C, red for O, white for H); level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, C, P, O), 

ECP28MDF (Ag). For a better overview, H atoms of the cyclohexyl groups are 

omitted. 

 

 

Figure 12: Calculated minimum structure of the monocationic complexes with 

oxygen adduct [Ag3D(O2)](•+). With (a) bidentate end-on, (b) monodentate, (c) 

bidentate side-on O2 binding motif. Atoms are coded by color (silver for Ag, orange 

for P, grey for C, red for O, white for D); level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, C, P, O), 

ECP28MDF (Ag). For a better overview, H atoms of the cyclohexyl groups are 

omitted. 
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Figure 13: Calculated minimum structure of the monocationic complexes with 

oxygen adduct [Cu3H(O2)](•+). With (a) bidentate end-on, (b) monodentate, (c) 

bidentate side-on O2 binding motif. Atoms are coded by color (brown for Cu, orange 

for P, grey for C, red for O, white for H); level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, C, P, O), 

ECP10MDF (Cu). For a better overview, H atoms of the cyclohexyl groups are 

omitted. 

 

 

Table 5: Bond length, angle and torsion of the monocationic complexes with oxygen 

adduct [M3H(O2)](•+) in Å/°. With (a) bidentate end-on, (b) monodentate, (c) 

bidentate side-on O2 binding motif. Level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, D, C, P, O), 

ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28). Because the O2 adduct is disturbing the triangle 

geometry, an average value is given. The exact bond lengths are shown in Fig.s S 

4-6. 

Complex M-M M-H M-P M-O O-O M-H-M M-H-M-M 

[Ag3H(O2)](•+) (a) 3.135 1.934 2.563 2.524 1.330 108 118 
[Ag3H(O2)](•+) (b) 3.143 1.868 2.593 2.345 1.325 114 137 
[Ag3H(O2)](•+) (c) 3.149 1.916 2.573 2.446 1.327 111 124 
[Ag3D(O2)](•+) (a) 3.135 1.934 2.563 2.524 1.330 108 118 
[Ag3D(O2)](•+) (b) 3,145 1.868 2.593 2.345 1.325 114 137 
[Ag3D(O2)](•+) (c) 3.147 1.917 2.573 2.448 1.327 111 122 
[Cu3H(O2)](•+) (a) 2.892 1.786 2.366 2.205 1.330 108 115 
[Cu3H(O2)](•+) (b) 2.952 1.756 2.357 2.067 1.333 115 136 
[Cu3H(O2)](•+) (c) 2.927 1.770 2.365 2.127 1.330 112 124 
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Table 6: Calculated partial charges of the monocationic complexes with oxygen 

adduct [M3H(O2)](•+). With (a) bidentate end-on, (b) monodentate, (c) bidentate 

side-on O2 binding motif. Level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, D, C, P, O), ECPnMDF 

(Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28). Because the O2 adduct is disturbing the triangle geometry, 

an average charge value is given. The exact charges are shown in Fig.s S 4-6. 

Complex/atom M P O H 
[Ag3H(O2)](•+) (a) 0.258 0.866 -0.336 -0.451 
[Ag3H(O2)](•+) (b) 0.254 0.872 -0.337 -0.450 
[Ag3H(O2)](•+) (c) 0.259 0.868 -0.322 -0.450 
[Ag3D(O2)](•+) (a) 0.258 0.866 -0.336 -0.451 
[Ag3D(O2)](•+) (b) 0.255 0.872 -0.338 -0.450 
[Ag3D(O2)](•+) (c) 0.259 0.868 -0.322 -0.449 
[Cu3H(O2)](•+) (a) 0.220 0.887 -0.323 -0.389 
[Cu3H(O2)](•+) (b) 0.231 0.882 -0.332 -0.404 
[Cu3H(O2)](•+) (c) 0.215 0.889 -0.311 -0.388 

 

 

 

Figure 14: IR-MPD spectra of the monocationic complexes with oxygen adduct (a) 

[Ag3H(O2)](•+) (black: 4 pulse and -3 dB, red: 4 pulse and -10 dB; GCHe= 60%) and (b) 

[Ag3D(O2)](•+) (black: 2 pulse and 0 dB, GCHe= 50%). The calculated stick spectra of 

the bidentate side-on O2 binding motif are convoluted with a Lorentzian curve 

(blue, fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, D, C, P), ECPnMDF (Cu: 

n = 10, Ag: n = 28), frequencies scaled: 0.988. Grey: laser power curve. 
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In case of the experimental IR-MPD spectra of [Ag3H(O2)](•+) and [Ag3D(O2)](•+), the assignment 

for the M-H, M-D and O-O stretching mode is not obvious (Fig. 14 and Fig.s S 13 and S 14). 

These two IR-MPD spectra looks quite similar to the IR-MPD spectra of [Ag3H](•+) and [Ag3D](•+). 

For the IR-MPD spectrum of [Ag3H(O2)](•+) only two bands are observed around 850 cm-1 and 

900 cm-1, whereas in the case of [Ag3D(O2)](•+) several bands appears. By looking at the DFT 

calculation, the IR intensive Ag-D stretching and bending modes are predicted in the range 

below 1000 cm-1. The Ag-H stretching and bending mode are calculated mostly around 800 to 

1200 cm-1. This could be a hint for a “O2 induced” M-H and M-D vibration mode shift, but it is 

difficult to determine a specific binding motif with these IR-MPD bands. The absence of the 

bands in case of [Ag3H(O2)](•+) could also have their reason in the different laser power like in 

the case of the monocationic species, because both spectra were measured at different FELIX 

beam times. For both spectra, a proof for the oxygen stretching mode ν(O-O) is not given. An 

interesting fact is the absence of the band around 1350 cm-1 in the case of the [Ag3D(O2)](•+) 

IR-MPD spectrum. 

In summary, three different O2 binding motifs have been determined with the help of DFT 

calculations. It was not possible to isolate the complex [Cu3H(O2)](•+) and thereby measured a 

IR-MPD spectrum. The DFT calculation predict significant shift of the silver hydride (Ag-H) and 

silver deuteride (Ag-D) vibration mode, if O2 is bind to the triangular complex. The oxygen 

stretching mode ν(O-O) is weak in IR intensity. Unfortunately, the experimental IR spectra 

gave no clear evidence for any silver hydride, silver deuteride or oxygen stretching mode. 

None of the three different O2 binding modes can be determined. Possible reasons for this 

may be like in the case of the dicationic and monocationc complexes a higher dissociation 

threshold, an inefficient IVR process, not accurate DFT calculations or overlapping with C-H 

bending modes of the dcpm ligand for the Ag-H, Ag-D and O-O vibration modes. 
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5.6. Investigation of [M2X]+ complexes. 

Finally, the via MS3 step isolated [Ag2H]+, [Ag2D]+ and [Cu2H]+ hydride complexes with only one 

dcpm ligand are investigated. Calculated IR absorption spectra (Fig. 15 and Fig.s S 15-S 17) 

reveal for each complex two vibration mode (level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, D, C, P), 

ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28)), a stretching mode ([Ag2H]+: 1238 cm-1, [Ag2D]+: 879 cm-1 

and [Cu2H]+: 1381 cm-1) and a deformation mode ([Ag2H]+: 886 cm-1, [Ag2D]+: 628 cm-1 and 

[Cu2H]+: 1099/1089 cm-1). The calculated vibration modes are only slightly different with the 

PBE0/def2TZVP level of theory (Tab. S 2). 

 

Figure 15: Calculated IR absorption spectra of (a) [Ag2H]+, (b) [Ag2D]+, (c) [Cu2H]+. 

The calculated stick spectra (red) are convoluted with a Lorentzian curve (black, 

fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, D, C, P), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, 

Ag: n = 28), with calculated frequencies scaled: 0.969. 

In comparison to the complexes with three metals and three dcpm ligands, the M-M, M-H and 

M-P distances of the [M2H]+ complexes (Fig. 16) are in general shorter (Tab. 7). Only slight 

differences are calculated between the silver complexes ([Ag2H]+, [Ag2D]+) and the copper 

complex ([Cu2H]+) for the partial charges (NPA, Tab. 8) in case of the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, D, C, 

P), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28) level of theory. In case of the PBE0/def2TZVP level of 

theory, these differences in partial charges are larger (Tab. S 4). 
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Figure 16: Calculated minimum structure of (a) [Ag2H]+, (b) [Ag2D]+, (c) [Cu2H]+. 

Atoms are coded by color (brown for Cu, silver for Ag, orange for P, grey for C, white 

for H); level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, D, C, P), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28). 

For a better overview, H atoms of the cyclohexyl groups are omitted. 

 

Table 7: Bond length, angle and torsion of the [M2X]+ (M = Ag, Cu; X = H, D) 

complexes in Å/°. B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, D, C, P), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28). 

Level of theory /  B3LYP/cc-pVTZ, ECPxMDF / PBE0/def2TZVP 

complex M-M M-H M-P M-H-M 

[Ag2H]+ 2.661/2.653 1.830/1.831 2.458/2.426 93/93 
[Ag3D]+ 2.661/2.653 1.831/1.831 2.458/2.426 93/93 
[Cu3H]+ 2.341/2.364 1.648/1.661 2.240/2.243 91/91 

 

Table 8: Calculated partial charges of the [M2X]+ complexes (M = Ag, Cu; X = H, D). 
Level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, D C, P), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28). 

Complex/atom M P H 
[Ag2H]+ 0.437 0.890 -0.442 
[Ag3D]+ 0.437 0.890 -0.442 
[Cu3H]+ 0.417 0.894 -0.443 

 

In comparison to the complexes with three metals and three dcpm ligands, the experimental 

IR-MPD spectra of the isolated [Ag2H]+, [Ag2D]+ and [Cu2H]+ complexes reveal clear 

information of the M2-H and M2-D vibration mode (Fig. 17). With the help of DFT calculation, 

the M2-H and M2-D stretching mode can be assigned with the experimental bands (Tab. 9) as 

follow: [Ag2H]+: 1264/1240 cm-1, [Ag2D]+: 894 cm-1 and [Cu2H]+: 1399 cm-1. The M2-H and M2-

D deformation mode can be assigned with the experimental bands (Tab. 9) as follow: 
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[Ag2H]+: 893/848 cm-1 and [Cu2H]+: 1079 cm-1. Note, that the Ag2-H deformation mode has 

nearly the same wavenumber than the Ag2-D stretching mode. As in the case of [Ag3D]2+/(•+) 

complexes, the isotope pattern of [Ag2D]+ exhibit a minor contribution of [Ag2H]+ (Fig. S 25). 

For this reason, the IR-MPD band of [Ag2D]+ at 894 cm-1 could have some Ag-H deformation 

mode character, but mostly the predicted Ag-D stretching mode character. 

 

Figure 17: IR-MPD spectra of (a) [Ag2H]+ (black: 1 pulse and 0 dB, red: 3 pulse and 0 

dB; GCHe= 50%), (b) [Ag2D]+ (black: 1 pulse and 0 dB, red: 3 pulse and 0 dB; 

GCHe= 50%) and (c) [Cu2H]+ (black: 1 pulse and 0 dB, GCHe= 50%). The calculated stick 

spectra are convoluted with a Lorentzian curve (blue, fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of 

theory: B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, D, C, P), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28), frequencies 

scaled: 0.969. Grey: laser power curve. 

 

Table 9: Calculated IR vibration modes of the [M2X]+ complexes (M = Ag, Cu; X = H, 

D) in cm-1, frequencies scaled: 0.969, level of theory B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P), 

ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28). 

Method/ DFT  IR-MPD  

Complex ν(M2-H) δ(M2-H) ν(M2-H) δ(M2-H) 

[Ag2H]+ 1238 886/869 1264/1240 893/848 
[Ag3D]+ 879 628 894  
[Cu3H]+ 1381 1099/1089 1399 1079 
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It should be mentioned, that the [Cu2H]+ complex exhibit in the mass spectra after isolation 

an weak additional peak shifted about 16 m/z to the [Cu2H]+ peak, which should be one oxygen 

and consequently a [Cu2OH]+ complex (Fig. S 26). Marcel Schmitt also observed this additional 

peak for the [Cu2OH]+ complex after isolation of the [Cu2H]+ complex in his master thesis. [21] 

DFT calculation of [Cu2OH]+ reveals two bands at 697 cm-1 and 708 cm-1 for the Cu2-OH 

deformation mode. This two bands do not influence the Cu2-H vibration mode of [Cu2H]+ and 

none experimental IR-MPD bands are observed in this range (Fig. S 18). 

In summary, in contrast to the [M3X]2+/(•+) and [M3X(O2)](•+) complexes, the metal hydride and 

deuteride vibration mode are detectable for the [M2H]+ complexes and in good agreement 

with the DFT calculation. This indicates that the decrease of complexity can help to understand 

such hydride and deuteride complexes. 

 

5.7. Summary 

This study documented the DFT modeling and IR-MPD investigation with the FELIX 

free-electron laser of the coinage metal complexes [M3X]2+/(•+) in different oxidation 

state, there oxygen adduct complexes [M3X(O2)](•+) and the MS3 step fragment 

complexes [M2X]+ (M = Cu, Ag; X = H, D). The goal of this study was the investigation 

of the different oxidation state, oxygen adducts and the different number of metal 

and ligand on the M-H and M-D vibration mode. Unfortunately, the IR-MPD spectra 

[M3X]2+/(•+) and [M3X(O2)](•+) in support with the DFT calculation give no clear 

evidence for the hydride and deuteride vibration mode. Several bands could be 

assigned as possible candidate, but a clear assignment is not possible. The IR-MPD 

spectra of [M3X](•+) and [M3X(O2)](•+) reveals much more bands with less energetic 

requirements to induce dissociation in contrast to the [M3X]2+ complexes. This 

indicates a weaker binding energy in case of [M3X](•+) and [M3X(O2)](•+) than in case 

of [M3X]2+. In contrast, most M2-H vibration modes can assigned with the help of DFT 

calculation in the IR-MPD spectra for the [M2H]+ complexes. This indicates that the 

decrease of complexity can help to understand such hydride and deuteride 

complexes. 
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5.9. Supplemental information 

 

Table of content 

Figures S 1-3: Calculated minimum structure of the dicationic and monocationic complexes 

[M3H]2+ and [M3H](•+) with D3 BJ. 

Figures S 4-6: Calculated minimum structure of [M3H(O2)](•+) with important distances and 

partial charges. 

Figures S 7-12: Comparison of IR-MPD spectra and calculated IR absorption spectra of the 

dicationic and monocationic complexes [M3H]2+ and [M3H](•+) with and without D3 BJ. 

Table S 1: Calculated IR vibration modes of the dicationic and monocationic complexes 

[M3H]2+ and [M3H](•+) with D3 BJ. 

Figures S 13-14: Comparison of IR-MPD spectra and calculated IR absorption spectra of 

[M3H(O2)](•+). 

Figures S 14-17: Comparison of IR-MPD spectra and calculated IR absorption spectra of [M2X]+ 

with different level of theory. 

Table S 2: Calculated IR vibration modes of [M2X]+ with the level of theory PBE0/def2TZVP. 

Figure S 18: Comparison of IR-MPD spectra and calculated IR absorption spectra of [Cu2H]+ 

and [Cu2OH]+ with different level of theory. 

Figures S 19-26: Comparison of experimental and simulated isotope pattern at TUK and FELIX. 

Table S 3: Calculated partial charges of the dicationic and monocationic complexes [M3H]2+ 

and [M3H](•+) with D3 BJ. 

Table S 4: Calculated partial charges of [M2X]+ with the level of theory PBE0/def2TZVP. 
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Figure S 1: Calculated minimum structure of the dicationic and monocationic 

complexes [Ag3H]2+ (left) and [Ag3H](•+) (right). With (a) top view of the metal plane 

and (b) side view of the metal plane. Atoms are coded by color (silver for Ag, orange 

for P, grey for C, white for H); level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, C, P), ECP28MDF 

(Ag), D3 BJ. For a better overview, H atoms of the cyclohexyl groups are omitted. 

 

 

Figure S 2: Calculated minimum structure of the dicationic and monocationic 

complexes [Ag3H]2+ (left) and [Ag3H](•+) (right). With (a) top view of the metal plane 

and (b) side view of the metal plane. Atoms are coded by color (silver for Ag, orange 

for P, grey for C, white for D); level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, D, C, P), ECP28MDF 

(Ag), D3 BJ. For a better overview, H atoms of the cyclohexyl groups are omitted. 
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Figure S 3: Calculated minimum structure of the dicationic and monocationic 

complexes [Ag3H]2+ (left) and [Ag3H](•+) (right). With (a) top view of the metal plane 

and (b) side view of the metal plane. Atoms are coded by color (silver for Ag, orange 

for P, grey for C, white for H); level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, C, P), ECP10MDF 

(Cu), D3 BJ. For a better overview, H atoms of the cyclohexyl groups are omitted. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S 4: Calculated minimum structure of [Ag3H(O2)](•+). With (a) bidentate 

end-on, (b) monodentate, (c) bidentate side-on O2 binding motif. Important 

distances (without bracket) and partial charges (in bracket) are given. Atoms are 

coded by color (silver for Ag, red for O, orange for P, grey for C, white for H); level 

of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, C, O, P), ECP28MDF (Ag), D3 BJ. For a better overview, 

H atoms of the cyclohexyl groups are omitted. 
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Figure S 5: Calculated minimum structure of [Ag3D(O2)](•+). With (a) bidentate 

end-on, (b) monodentate, (c) bidentate side-on O2 binding motif. Important 

distances (without bracket) and partial charges (in bracket) are given. Atoms are 

coded by color (silver for Ag, red for O, orange for P, grey for C, white for H); level 

of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, D, O, C, P), ECP28MDF (Ag), D3 BJ. For a better 

overview, H atoms of the cyclohexyl groups are omitted. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S 6: Calculated minimum structure of [Cu3H(O2)](•+). With (a) bidentate 

end-on, (b) monodentate, (c) bidentate side-on O2 binding motif. Important 

distances (without bracket) and partial charges (in bracket) are given. Atoms are 

coded by color (copper for Cu, red for O, orange for P, grey for C, white for H); level 

of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, O, C, P), ECP10MDF (Cu), D3 BJ. For a better overview, 

H atoms of the cyclohexyl groups are omitted. 
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Figure S 7: (a) IR-MPD spectrum of the isolated dicationic complexes [Ag3H]2+ 

(black: 4 pulse and 0 dB, blue: 1 pulse and -5 dB; GCHe= 50%), grey: laser power 

curve; (b) and (c) calculated IR absorption spectra of the dicationic complex. The 

calculated stick spectra (red) are convoluted with a Lorentzian curve (black, fwhm 

= 10 cm-1). Level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, C, P), ECP28MDF (Ag); (b) without D3 

BJ, scaled: 0.988; (c) with D3 BJ, scaled: 0.986. 
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Figure S 8: (a) IR-MPD spectrum of the isolated ETD reduced monocationic 

complexes [Ag3H](•+) (black: 4 pulse and -5 dB, red: 4 pulse and -3 dB; GCHe= 40%); 

grey: laser power curve (b) and (c) calculated IR absorption spectra of the 

monocationic complex. The calculated stick spectra (red) are convoluted with a 

Lorentzian curve (black, fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, C, P), 

ECP28MDF (Ag); (b) without D3 BJ, scaled: 0.988; (c) with D3 BJ, scaled: 0.986. 
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Figure S 9: (a) IR-MPD spectrum of the isolated dicationic complexes [Ag3D]2+ 

(black: 4 pulse and 0 dB, blue: 4 pulse and -3 dB; GCHe= 70%), grey: laser power 

curve; (b) and (c) calculated IR absorption spectra of the dicationic complex. The 

calculated stick spectra (red) are convoluted with a Lorentzian curve (black, fwhm 

= 10 cm-1). Level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, D, C, P), ECP28MDF (Ag); (b) without 

D3 BJ, scaled: 0.988; (c) with D3 BJ, scaled: 0.986. 
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Figure S 10: (a) IR-MPD spectrum of the isolated ETD reduced monocationic 

complexes [Ag3D](•+) (black: 1 pulse and 0 dB; GCHe= 50%), grey: laser power curve; 

(b) and (c) calculated IR absorption spectra of the monocationic complex. The 

calculated stick spectra (red) are convoluted with a Lorentzian curve (black, 

fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, C, P), ECP28MDF (Ag); (b) 

without D3 BJ, scaled: 0.988; (c) with D3BJ, scaled: 0.986. 
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Figure S 11: (a) IR-MPD spectrum of the isolated dicationic complexes [Cu3H]2+ 

(black: 2 pulse and 0 dB; GCHe= 50%), grey: laser power curve; (b) and (c) calculated 

IR absorption spectra of the dicationic complex. The calculated stick spectra (red) 

are convoluted with a Lorentzian curve (black, fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of theory: 

B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, C, P), ECP10MDF (Cu); (b) without D3 BJ, scaled: 0.988; (c) with 

D3 BJ, scaled: 0.986. 
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Figure S 12: (a) IR-MPD spectrum of the isolated ETD reduced monocationic 

complexes [Cu3H](•+) (black: 2 pulse and 0 dB, red: 2 pulse and -5 dB, blue: 2 pulse 

and -3 dB; GCHe= 50%); grey: laser power curve; (b) and (c) calculated IR absorption 

spectra of the monocationic complex. The calculated stick spectra (red) are 

convoluted with a Lorentzian curve (black, fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of theory: 

B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, C, P), ECP10MDF (Cu); (b) without D3 BJ, scaled: 0.988; (c) with 

D3 BJ, scaled: 0.986. 

 

 

 

Table S 1: Calculated IR vibration modes of the dicationic and monocationic 

complexes in cm-1, frequencies scaled: 0.988, level of theory B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, D, 

C, P), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28), with D3 BJ. 

Complex/mode ν(M-H) δip(M-H) δop(M-H) 

[Ag3H]2+ 1190/1182/1183 1178/1175 662/624 

[Ag3D]2+ 840   
[Cu3H]2+ 1403   
[Ag3H](•+) 852/831/825/817  844/754/738 
[Ag3D](•+) 574   
[Cu3H](•+) 1116/1086/1080 1040 984 
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Figure S 13: (a) IR-MPD spectrum of the reduced monocationic complexes with 

oxygen adduct [Ag3H(O2)](•+) (black: 4 pulse and -3 dB, red: 4 pulse and -10 dB; 

GCHe= 60%), grey: laser power curve; (b) - (d) calculated IR absorption spectra of the 

monocationic complexes with oxygen adduct. With (a) bidentate end-on, (b) 

monodentate, (c) bidentate side-on O2 binding motif. The calculated stick spectra 

(red) are convoluted with a Lorentzian curve (black, fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of 

theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, C, O, P), ECP28MDF (Ag), with calculated frequencies 

scaled: 0.988. 
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Figure S 14: (a) IR-MPD spectrum of the reduced monocationic complexes with 

oxygen adduct [Ag3D(O2)](•+) (black: 2 pulse and 0 dB; GCHe= 50%), grey: laser power 

curve; (b) - (d) calculated IR absorption spectra of the monocationic complexes with 

oxygen adduct. With (a) bidentate end-on, (b) monodentate, (c) bidentate side-on 

O2 binding motif. The calculated stick spectra (red) are convoluted with a Lorentzian 

curve (black, fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, D, C, O, P), 

ECP28MDF (Ag), with calculated frequencies scaled: 0.988.  
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Figure S 15: (a) IR-MPD spectrum of [Ag2H]+ (black: 1 pulse and 0 dB, red: 3 pulse 

and 0 dB; GCHe= 50%), grey: laser power curve; (b) and (c) calculated IR absorption 

spectra. The calculated stick spectra (red) are convoluted with a Lorentzian curve 

(black, fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of theory: (b) B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P), ECP28MDF 

(Ag), with calculated frequencies scaled: 0.969; (c) PBE0/def2TZVP, with calculated 

frequencies scaled: 0.978. 
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Figure S 16: (a) IR-MPD spectrum of [Ag2D]+ (black: 1 pulse and 0 dB, red: 3 pulse 

and 0 dB; GCHe= 50%), grey: laser power curve; (b) and (c) calculated IR absorption 

spectra. The calculated stick spectra (red) are convoluted with a Lorentzian curve 

(black, fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of theory: (b) B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, D, C, P), ECP28MDF 

(Ag), with calculated frequencies scaled: 0.969; (c) PBE0/def2TZVP, with calculated 

frequencies scaled: 0.978.   
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Figure S 17: (a) IR-MPD spectrum of [Cu2H]+ (black: 1 pulse and 0 dB; GCHe= 50%), 

grey: laser power curve; (b) and (c) calculated IR absorption spectra. The calculated 

stick spectra (red) are convoluted with a Lorentzian curve (black, fwhm = 10 cm-1). 

Level of theory: (b) B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (H, C, P), ECP10MDF (Cu), with calculated 

frequencies scaled: 0.969; (c) PBE0/def2TZVP, with calculated frequencies scaled: 

0.978.   

 

 

 

Table S 2: Calculated IR vibration modes of the [M2X]+ complexes (M = Ag, Cu; 

X = H, D) in cm-1, frequencies scaled: 0.978, level of theory: PBE0/def2TZVP.  

Method/ DFT  IR-MPD  

complex ν(M-H) δ(M-H) ν(M-H) δ(M-H) 

[Ag2H]+ 1254 908/887 1264/1240 893/848 
[Ag3D]+ 889 645 894  
[Cu3H]+ 1362 1117/1100 1399 1079 
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Figure S 18: (a) IR-MPD spectrum of [Cu2H]+ (black: 1 pulse and 0 dB; GCHe= 50%), grey: laser power 

curve; calculated IR absorption spectra of (b) [Cu2H]+ and (c) [Cu2OH]+. The calculated stick spectra 

(red) are convoluted with a Lorentzian curve (black, fwhm = 10 cm-1). Level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVTZ 

(H, C, O, P), ECP10MDF (Cu), with calculated frequencies scaled: 0.969.  
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Figure S 19: Comparison of experimental (black [P]) and simulated (red [P], 

blue [P-H]) isotope pattern of [Ag3H]2+ (left) and [Ag3D]2+ (right). Measured at TUK 

(top) and FELIX (bottom). (fwhm = 0.3 m/z) 

 

 

 

Figure S 20: Comparison of experimental (black [P]) and simulated (red [P], 

blue [P-H], brown [P+O2]) isotope pattern of [Ag3H](•+) (left) and [Ag3H(O2)](•+) 

(right). Measured at TUK (top) and FELIX (bottom). (fwhm = 0.3 m/z) 

[Ag3H](•+) 
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Figure S 21: Comparison of experimental (black [P]) and simulated (red [P], 

blue [P-H], brown [P+O2]) isotope pattern of [Ag3D](•+) (left) and [Ag3D(O2)](•+) 

(right). Measured at FELIX. (fwhm = 0.3 m/z) 

 

 

Figure S 22: Comparison of experimental (black [P]) and simulated (red [P]) isotope 

pattern of [Ag3H(O2)](•+) (left) and [Ag3H(O2)](•+) (right). Left: Measured at TUK (top) 

and FELIX (bottom), right: measured at FELIX. (fwhm = 0.3 m/z) 

[Ag3D](•+) 

[Ag3H(O2)](•+) 

[Ag3D(O2)](•+) 
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Figure S 23: Comparison of experimental (black [P]) and simulated (red [P]) isotope 

pattern of [Cu3H]2+. Measured at TUK (top) and FELIX (bottom). (TUK: 

fwhm = 0.1 m/z, FELIX: fwhm = 0.3 m/z) 

 

 

Figure S 24: Comparison of experimental (black [P]) and simulated (red [P], 

blue [P-H], brown [P+O2]) isotope pattern of [Cu3H](•+) (left) and [Cu3H(O2)](•+) 

(right). Measured at TUK (top) and FELIX (bottom). (fwhm = 0.3 m/z) 

[Cu3H](•+) 
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Figure S 25: Comparison of experimental (black [P]) and simulated (red [P], 

blue [P-H]) isotope pattern of [Ag2H]+ (left) and [Ag2D]+ (right). Left: Measured at 

TUK (top) and FELIX (bottom), right: measured at FELIX. (fwhm = 0.3 m/z) 

 

 

Figure S 26: Comparison of experimental (black [P]) and simulated (red [P], 

blue [P+O]) isotope pattern of [Cu2H](•+) (left) and [Cu2OH](•+) (right). Measured at 

TUK (top) and FELIX (bottom). (fwhm = 0.3 m/z) 
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Table S 3: Calculated partial charges of the dicationic and monocationic complexes. 

Level of theory: B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (H, D C, P), ECPnMDF (Cu: n = 10, Ag: n = 28), with 

D3 BJ. 

Complex/atom M P H 
[Ag3H]2+ 0.246 0.874 -0.467 
[Ag3H](•+) 0.0149 0.888 -0.365 
[Ag3D]2+ 0.246 0.874 -0.467 
[Ag3D](•+) 0.0150 0.888 -0.365 
[Cu3H]2+ 0.229 0.892 -0.426 
[Cu3H](•+) -0.0337 0.917 -0.299 

 

 

 

Table S 4: Calculated partial charges of the [M2X]+ complexes (M = Ag, Cu; X = H, D). 

Level of theory: PBE0/def2TZVP. 

Complex/atom M P H 
[Ag2H]+ 0.439 0.913 -0.452 
[Ag3D]+ 0.439 0.913 -0.452 
[Cu3H]+ 0.384 0.929 -0.384 
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6. Summary and Outlook 

This thesis reports about the investigation of di- and trinuclear coinage metals phosphine 

complexes with different anion adducts of the form [M2dcpmX]+, [MMdcpm2X]+ and 

[M3dcpm3X]2+/(•+) (M = Cu, Ag, Au; X = CHOO, (CO2)2H, H, D, dcpm = bis(dicyclohexyl-

phosphino)methane). Several mass spectrometric methods were utilized to investigate these 

complexes in gas phase without disturbing influences e.g. by the solvents. Electrospray 

Ionization (ESI) enabled the transfer of ions into the gas phase. In order to determine the 

fragmentation pathways and relative gas phase stabilities of these ions, Collision Induced 

Dissociation (CID) was used. The binding motifs and structures of the complexes were assigned 

by the help of Infrared (Multiple) Photon Dissociation (IR-(M)PD) at cryo (40K, N2-tagged) and 

room temperature (300 K). In case of the hydride complexes (chapter 5), Electron Transfer 

Dissociation/Reduction (ETD/R) was used to reduce the dicationic complexes to monocationic 

complexes. An OPO/A table top setup (LaserVision) and the FELIX free-electron laser were 

used as IR laser source. The experiments were recorded with modified Bruker AmaZon SL/ETD 

mass spectrometers, and in case of the cryo-IR-PD spectra and the two-color IR-IR hole 

burning experiments (chapter 4), with a Yale-based custom built time-of-flight mass 

spectrometer (TOF-MS). All experimental findings were supported by density functional 

theory (DFT). 

The binding motifs and fragmentation behavior of the dinuclear coinage metal phosphine 

complexes of the form [MMdcpm2CHOO]+ (chapter 3) were determined in isolation (M = Cu, 

Ag, Au, abbreviated [MM]+). DFT modelling of these five complexes exhibits for [CuCu]+, 

[CuAg]+ and [AgAg]+ a bidentate bridged binding motif and for [CuAu]+ and [AgAu]+ a 

monodentate binding motif. These calculated binding motifs were confirmed by IR-MPD 

measurements. The IR-MPD spectra reveal metal dependent ν(C-H)formate and ν(O-C-O)asym 

shifts, which can be explained with different C-H and C-O bond lengths and different binding 

motifs. CID-MS of four complexes unveil two main fragmentation pathways, decarboxylation 

(-CO2) and loss of CHOOH. Only the [CuCu]+ complex reveals decarboxylation as main 

fragmentation pathway. The metal dependent contributions of the two competing 

fragmentation pathways are determined by a deconvolution analysis of the overlapping 

isotope pattern. Finally, DFT calculations of the require energies for the main fragmentation 

pathways confirm the observed trend and can be explained by the different binding motifs 
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and the stronger copper-formate bond energy. The findings show that a decarboxylation 

reaction is possible with a steric demanding dinuclear coinage metal phosphine complex, the 

copper containing complexes exhibit the best results in this regard. 

The dynamic bonding of hydrogen oxalate to phosphine ligand stabilized complexes of the 

form [MMdcpm2HOx]+ (chapter 4) were investigated in isolation (M = Cu, Ag, Au, abbreviated 

[MM]+). The investigation focused on the [CuCu]+ and [AgAg]+ complexes. The findings give 

evidence for three isomers of [CuCu]+ and for four isomers of [AgAg]+. Competing 

fragmentation pathways were identified by CID in the case of [CuCu]+ and a single 

fragmentation pathway in the case of [AgAg]+, which is dominating by the [XH/H2Ox] loss. 

These results point towards a strong HOx coordination in [CuCu]+ and a weaker HOx 

coordination in [AgAg]+. Room temperature IR-MPD data of both complexes leave room for 

interpretation in terms of single or multiple isomers. The spectra show broad bands in the 

fingerprint region and less fragmentation yield in the OH stretching region which makes the 

assignment tricky. In contrast, cryo tagging IR-PD spectra exhibit sharper and additional bands 

than IR-MPD spectra, which allow for an assignment in terms of participating isomers. The 

modelling of these spectra by DFT helps in this assignment, it correlates IR bands to possible 

HOx binding motifs. Two-color IR-IR hole burning experiments confirm the tentative 

assignments of most bands, and identify isomeric interconversions in [AgAg]+ - as opposed to 

[CuCu]+ where stiff HOx coordination seems to suppress such conversions. Unfortunately, DFT 

modelling of isomerization transition states are not accurate enough to rationalize the 

presented isomerization of [AgAg]+ complexes and the absence of isomerization in [CuCu]+ 

complexes. 

The ETD/R method allowed to unravel the influence of oxidation states on the hydride and 

deuteride vibration mode of the trinuclear coinage metal complexes (chapter 5) of the form 

[M3dcpm3X]2+/(•+) (M = Cu, Ag; X = H, D; abbreviated [M3X]2+/(•+)) as well as of the O2 adduct 

complexes [M3dcpm3X(O2)](•+) (M = Ag; abbreviated [M3X(O2)](•+)) and of the MS3 step 

fragment [M2dcpmX]+ (abbreviated [M2X]+) as evaluated via IR-MPD. DFT calculations of IR 

absorption spectra reveal metal and oxidation state dependent hydride and deuteride 

vibration mode shifts. Unfortunately, IR-MPD spectra and the DFT calculations do not 

conclude in an unambiguous assignment for the last mentioned complexes. The IR-MPD 

spectra of [M3X](•+) and [M3X(O2)](•+) reveal more bands with less energetic requirements to 

induce dissociation than those of the [M3X]2+ complexes. This observation indicates a stronger 
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binding energy in case of [M3X]2+ than in case of [M3X](•+) and [M3X(O2)](•+). In case of the 

[M2H]+ complexes, most M2-H vibration modes of the IR-MPD spectra can be assigned by the 

help of the DFT calculations. This indicates that the decrease of complexity can help to 

understand the hydride and deuteride modes of such complexes. 

In general, it is of interest for further investigations on these coinage metal phosphine 

complexes to unravel the influence of other bidging phosphine ligands like dppm 

(bis(diphenylphosphino)methane) or dmpm (bis(dimethylphosphino)methane). Such 

investigations can be augmented by the use of other carboxylate anions like acetate, benzoate 

or nicotinate. In case of the formate complexes (chapter 3), cryo tagged IR-PD spectra and a 

more detail DFT modelling of the fragmentation pathways could help to understand the 

different contribution of decarboxylation and CHOOH (or smaller fragments) loss pathways. 

To check the influence of the ligand on the properties of the complex, other ligands can be 

used. This might reduce the computational resources of the DFT calculations, provided that 

the ligand has less atoms than the dcpm ligand. In case of the hydrogen oxalate complexes 

(chapter 4), future measurements should be undertaken for mixed complexes [CuAg]+, 

[CuAu]+ and [AgAu]+. Especially the DFT modelling of their HOx binding motifs and their 

IR-MPD/cryo tagged IR-PD spectra would be of interest, in order to reveal which isomers are 

observable. Moreover, further DFT calculation with more accurate level of theory would help 

to identify actual isomerization pathways. In case of the hydride and deuteride complexes 

(chapter 5), possible future MS3 experiments for the [M2dcpm2H]+ complexes are possible to 

reduced complexity. Finally, there is some (more) general interest to inspect hydride and 

deuteride vibration mode in heterometallic complexes. Trinuclear complexes with smaller 

bridging ligands might also help to identify hydride and deuteride vibration modes by virtue 

of less congestion in the spectral fingerprint range. 
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7. Zusammenfassung und Ausblick 

Die vorliegende Arbeit berichtet über die Untersuchungen an zwei- und dreikernigen 

Münzmetallkomplexen mit verschiedenen Anionen Addukten der Form [M2dcpmX]+, 

[MMdcpm2X]+ und [M3dcpm3X]2+/(•+) (M = Cu, Ag, Au; X = CHOO, (CO2)2H, H, D, dcpm = bis-

(dicyclohexylphosphino)methan). Verschiedene massenspektrometrische Methoden wurden 

angewendet, um die Komplexe in der Gasphase ohne störende Einflüsse wie das 

Lösungsmittel zu untersuchen. Elektrospray-Ionisation (ESI) wurde verwendet, um die Ionen 

in die Gasphase zu überführen. Um die Fragmentierungswege und relative 

Gasphasenstabilitäten zu bestimmen, wurde die Stoßinduzierte Dissoziation (CID) verwendet. 

Die verschiedenen Bindungsmotive der Komplexe wurden mit Hilfe der Infrarot-(Multi-) 

Photon(en) Dissoziation (IR-(M)PD) bei kryogenen Temperaturen (40 K, N2 getaggt) und bei 

Raumtemperatur (300 K) untersucht. Im Fall der Hydridkomplexe (Kapitel 5) wurde die 

Elektronen Transfer Dissoziation/Reduktion (ETD/R) verwendet, um die dikationischen 

Komplexe zu monokationischen Komplexen zu reduzieren. Ein OPO/A Lasersystem 

(LaserVision) und der FELIX Freie-Elektronen-Laser wurden als IR Laserquellen verwendet. Die 

Untersuchungen wurden an einem modifizierten Bruker AmaZon SL/ETD 

Massenspektrometern durchgeführt, sowie im Falle der kryogenen IR-PD Spektren und der 

zwei-Farben IR-IR „Lochbrenn“ Experimente (Kapitel 4) an einem Yale-Eigenbau Flugzeit-

Massenspektrometer (TOF-MS). Alle experimentellen Ergebnisse wurden durch 

Dichtefunktionaltheorie (DFT) Rechnungen unterstützt bzw. überprüft. 

Die Bindungsmotive und das Fragmentierungsverhalten der zweikernigen 

Münzmetallkomplexe der Form [MMdcpm2CHOO]+ (Kapitel 3) wurde in Isolation bestimmt 

(M = Cu, Ag, Au; abgekürzt: [MM]+). DFT Rechnungen dieser fünf Komplexe ergaben für 

[CuCu]+, [CuAg]+ und [AgAg]+ ein bidentat überbrücktes Bindungsmotiv und für [CuAu]+ und 

[AgAu]+ ein monodentates Bindungsmotiv. Diese berechneten Bindungsmotive wurden durch 

IR-MPD Messungen bestätigt. Die IR-MPD Spektren zeigen metallabhängige 

ν(C-H)formate/ν(O-C-O)asym Verschiebungen, die durch unterschiedliche C-H und C-O 

Bindungslängen und den unterschiedlichen Bindungsmotiven erklärt werden können. CID-MS 

Untersuchungen ergaben, mit Ausnahme von [CuCu]+, zwei Hauptfragmentierungsweg, die 

Decarboxylierung (-CO2) und dem Verlust von Ameisensäure (CHOOH). Im Fall des [CuCu]+ 

Komplexes ist der Hauptfragmentierungsweg nur die Decarboxylierung. Die verschiedenen, 
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metallabhängigen Anteile der zwei Fragmentierungswege wurde über eine Entfaltungsanalyse 

des überlagerten Isotopenmuster bestimmt. Abschließend bestätigten DFT Rechnungen der 

benötigten Energien für die Hauptfragmentierungswege den experimentell beobachteten 

Trend und können mit den verschiedenen Bindungsmotiven und der höheren Kupfer-Formiat 

Bindungsenergie erklärt werden. Diese Ergebnisse zeigen, dass eine 

Decarboxylierungsreaktion auch mit einem sterisch anspruchsvollen zweikernigen 

Münzmetallkomplex möglich ist, die kupferhaltigen Komplexe weisen in dieser Hinsicht die 

besten Resultate auf. 

Die dynamische Bindung von Hydrogenoxalat an die zweikernigen Münzmetallkomplexen der 

Form [MMdcpm2HOx]+ (Kapitel 4) wurden in Isolation untersucht (M = Cu, Ag, Au; abgekürzt: 

[MM]+). Die Untersuchungen fokussierten sich auf die Komplexe [CuCu]+ und [AgAg]+. Aus den 

Untersuchungen ergaben sich Hinweise auf drei Isomere im Fall von [CuCu]+ und auf vier 

Isomere im Fall von [AgAg]+. Konkurrierende Fragmentierungswege wurden mit CID-MS im 

Fall von [CuCu]+ und einen dominanten [XH/H2Ox] Verlust im Fall von [AgAg]+ beobachtet. 

Raumtemperatur IR-MPD Spektren lassen Interpretationsspielraum im Hinblick auf ein Isomer 

oder mehrere Isomere. Die Spektren zeigen breite Banden im Fingerprintbereich und geringe 

Fragmentierungsausbeute im OH Streckschwingungsbereich, dieses erschwerten die 

Zuordnung. Im Gegensatz dazu ergaben sich aus den kryogen getaggten IR-PD Spektren 

scharfe Banden und, anhand der Anzahl, mehr Banden im Vergleich zu den IR-MPD Spektren. 

Dies macht eine eindeutige Zuordnung der Isomere möglich. DFT Berechnungen dieser 

Spektren helfen bei der Zuordnung möglicher Isomere, es ordnet IR Banden möglicher HOx 

Bindungsmotiven zu. Zwei-Farben IR-IR „Lochbrenn“ Experimente bestätigen die Zuordnung 

der meisten Banden und weisen auf eine Isomerisierung der verschiedenen Isomere im Fall 

von [AgAg]+ hin - in Gegensatz zu [CuCu]+, wo eine steife Koordination von HOx die 

Isomerisierung verhindert. Unglücklicherweise sind die DFT Berechnungen der relativen 

Energien der Isomerisations-Übergangszustände nicht in der Lage, das beobachte Verhalten 

zu erklären. 

Die ETD/R Methode erlaubt den Einfluss des Oxidationszustände auf die Hydrid- und Deuterid-

Schwingungsmoden von dreikernigen Münzmetallkomplexen der Form [M3dcpm3X]2+/(•+) 

(Kapitel 5) mit Hilfe von IR-MPD zu untersuchen (M = Cu, Ag; X = H, D; abgekürzt [M3X]2+/(•+)), 

sowie IR-MPD Spektren von O2 Anlagerungskomplexen [Ag3dcpm3X(O2)](•+) (abgekürzt 

[M3X(O2)](•+)) und die über den MS3 Schritt erzeugten Fragmente [M2dcpmX]+ (abgekürzt 
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[M2X]+) aufzunehmen. Die DFT Rechnungen der IR Absorptionsspektren offenbaren Metall 

und Oxidationszustand abhängige Hydrid und Deuterid Schwingungsmodenverschiebungen. 

Unglücklicherweise passen die experimentellen IR-MPD Spektren nicht mit den DFT 

Berechnungen überein und lassen somit keine eindeutige Zuordnung zu. Die IR-MPD Spektren 

von [M3X](•+) und [M3X(O2)](•+) zeigen deutlich mehr Banden mit weniger für die Dissoziation 

benötigte Energie in Gegensatz zu den [M3X]2+ Komplexen. Dies deutet auf eine stärke 

Bindungsenergie im Fall von [M3X]2+ als bei [M3X](•+) und [M3X(O2)](•+) hin. Im Falle der [M2H]+ 

Komplexe konnten die meisten M2-H Schwingungsmoden in den experimentellen IR-MPD 

Spektren mit Hilfe der DFT Rechnungen zugeordnet werden. Dies verdeutlicht, das die 

Verringerung der Komplexität weiterhelfen könnte, die Hydrid- und Deuteride 

Schwingungsmoden solcher Komplexe zu verstehen. 

Allgemein ist für zukünftige Untersuchungen an diesen Münzmetallkomplexen von Interesse, 

die Einflüsse anderer überbrückender Liganden wie dppm (bis(diphenylphosphino)methan) 

oder dmpm (bis(dimethylphosphino)methan) zu bestimmen. Diese Untersuchungen können 

durch andere Carboxylatanionen wie Acetat, Benzoat oder Nicotinat erweitert werden. Im Fall 

der Formiatkomplexe (Kapitel 3) können kryogen getaggte IR-PD Spektren und DFT 

Berechnungen der benötigenden Energie für die Fragmentierungswege mit anderen 

Theorielevels helfen, die unterschiedlichen Anteile der konkurrierenden 

Hauptfragmentierungswege Decarboxylierung und Verlust von Ameisensäure besser zu 

verstehen. Es können andere überbrückende Liganden wie dppm und dmpm verwendet 

werden, um deren Einfluss auf Eigenschaften der Komplexe zu untersuchen. Haben die 

alternativ eingesetzten überbrückenden Liganden weniger Atome als der Ligand dcpm, 

reduziert dies die benötigte Rechnerkapazitäten. Im Fall der Hydrogenoxalat-Komplexe 

(Kapitel 4) stehen die meisten Untersuchungen der Komplexe [CuAg]+, [CuAu]+ und [AgAu]+ 

noch aus. Besonders die DFT Berechnungen der HOx Bindungsmotive und die IR-MPD bzw. 

kryogen getaggten IR-PD Spektren sind von Interesse, um eine Vorhersage zu treffen, welche 

Isomere im Vergleich zu [CuCu]+ und [AgAg]+ bei den heterometallischen Komplexen 

beobachtet werden können. Im Fall der Hydrid- und Deuteridkomplexe (Kapitel 5) können die 

über den MS3 Schritt erzeugten Fragmentkomplexe [M2dcpm2H]+ untersucht werden. Dies 

würde die Komplexität der Komplexe im Vergleich zu den dreikernigen Komplexen verringern. 

Desweiterem können heterometallische Komplexe untersucht werden. Im Falle der 

dreikernigen Komplexe wären kleinere überbrückende Liganden wiederum von Vorteil, da 
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diese weniger C-H Deformationsbanden im Fingerprintbereich aufweisen und dies somit die 

Zuordnung der Hydrid- und Deuteridschwingungsmoden erleichtern würde. 
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8. Appendix: Python Script for DFT Calculation Data Analysis 

 

This chapter documented the Python scripts for the DFT calculations data analysis. I wrote and 

developed five Python scripts to analyses the following DFT calculation data:  

• Energies (two scripts): the first script write out from the log-file the calculated energy 

(E(functional), Sum of electronic and zero-point Energies E, Sum of electronic and 

thermal Energies U, Sum of electronic and thermal Enthalpies H, Sum of electronic and 

thermal Free Energies G), the entropy S and the first two frequency values, convert the 

energy value from Hartree to kJ/mol and lists them in the output file. A second script 

determine additional the relative energy differences (∆E, ∆U, ∆H and ∆G) if the 

investigated molecules are isomers. 

• IR spectrum: write out from the log-file the calculated frequencies and the IR 

intensities (line spectrum), calculate the broadening spectrum according to a 

Lorentzian (eq. 1) and Gaussian distribution (eq. 3), scales the frequencies in the 

fingerprint (< 2200 cm-1) and stretching range (> 2200 cm-1) and lists the resulting values 

in an output file. 

• Potential energy surface scan: write out from the log-file the calculated energy values 

(E(functional)) for every optimization and the energy values (E(functional)) for the 

chosen coordinate change (bond, angle or torsion) and determine the relative energy 

differences (∆E). 

• NPA and Mulliken charge: write out from the log-file the calculated NPA and Mulliken 

charges for chosen elements and lists them in the output file. 

Note: the developed Python scripts can analyze more than one log-file with one run with the 

help of an if-loop. The log-file must have the name “output”. The Python script must be 

executing in the folder with (all) the folder(s) which containing the output.log file. The name 

of this/these folder(s) must have four numbers, an underscore and the chosen name, for 

example: 8303_Ag2dcpm2_CHOO_M06_ECP28MDF_VTZ_geovib. The data type of the Python 

script output-file is in all cases a txt-file and can be insert to Microsoft Office Excel or Origin 

via drag and drop, ctrl A + ctrl C + ctrl V or the import assistant of Excel/Origin. The Python 
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version 3.7.2 was used. (Van Rossum, G., & Drake, F. L. (2009). Python 3 Reference Manual. 

Scotts Valley, CA: CreateSpace) 

Lorentzian distribution 

𝑦 = 𝑦0 + 2𝑤𝜋 𝑓𝑤ℎ𝑚4(𝑥 − 𝑥0)2 + 𝑓𝑤ℎ𝑚2 (1) 

𝑤 = 𝑓𝑤ℎ𝑚 𝜋 𝐴2  (2) 

with y: to be the determined IR intensity, y0: offset, A: DFT calculated IR intensity, x: chosen 

frequency value, x0: DFT calculated frequency and fwhm: Full Width at Half Maximum. 

 

Gaussian distribution 

𝑦 = 𝑦0 + 𝐴𝑒−(𝑥−𝑥0)2𝑤2  (3) 

𝑤 = 𝑓𝑤ℎ𝑚√ln (4) (4) 

with y: to be the determined IR intensity, y0: offset, A: DFT calculated IR intensity, x: chosen 

frequency value, x0: DFT calculated frequency and fwhm: Full Width at Half Maximum. 
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8.1. Energy 

 

 

Figure A 1: Python console for data analysis of DFT calculated energy value. 

Input 

 -number of log-files 

 -file name for results (output txt-file) 

 -folder name with log file 

Note: The red marked text is for the additional determination of the relative energy 

differences (e.g. ∆E) for isomers. 

 

print('Skript für DFT Energien und Umrechnung in kJ/mol sowie relativen Energiedifferenzen Isomere aus 

Gaussian-output.log-files') 

def f1(n): 

    y=x[n+52:n+64] 

    return y 

def f2(m): 

    yn=float(m) 

    return yn*2625.5 

def f3(nm): 

    ne1=x.find('=', nm) 

    ne2=x.find('A.U.', nm) 

    xy=x[ne1+2:ne2-5] 

    return xy 

def f4(mn): 

    yx=float(mn) 

    return yx*2625.5 

def f5(i): 
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    vib11=x[i+16:i+26] 

    vib1=vib11.strip() 

    return vib1 

def f6(j): 

    vib22=x[j+36:j+50] 

    vib2=vib22.strip() 

    return vib2 

def f7(e): 

    ent1=x[e+61:e+68] 

    ent=ent1.lstrip() 

    return ent 

z=float(input('How many output files?: ')) 

na2=input('File name for results: ') 

name3=na2+'.txt' 

print(name3) 

file2=open(name3,'w') 

listnr=[] 

listname2=[] 

listE_H=[] 

listE=[] 

listZPE_H=[] 

listZPE=[] 

listU_H=[] 

listU=[] 

listH_H=[] 

listH=[] 

listG_H=[] 

listG=[] 

listfreq1=[] 

listfreq2=[] 

listS=[] 

while z>0: 

    na=input('folder name with gaussian output file: ') 

    name='./{}/output.log'.format(na) 
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    print(name) 

    nr=na[0:4] 

    print(nr) 

    listnr.append(nr) 

    name2=na[5:] 

    print(name2) 

    listname2.append(name2) 

    file=open(name,'r') 

    x=file.read() 

    u1=x.rfind('SCF Done:') 

    #print(u1) 

    E_H1=f3(u1) 

    E_H=E_H1.strip() 

    #print(E_H) 

    listE_H.append(E_H) 

    E=f4(E_H) 

    listE.append(E) 

    #print(E) 

    a1=x.find('Sum of electronic and zero-point Energies=') 

    if a1==-1: 

        a1=0 

    #print(a1) 

    if a1!=0: 

        ZPE_H1=f1(a1) 

        ZPE_H=ZPE_H1.strip() 

        #print(ZPE_H) 

        listZPE_H.append(ZPE_H) 

        ZPE=f2(ZPE_H) 

        #print(ZPE) 

        listZPE.append(ZPE) 

    else: 

        ZPE_H=0 

        listZPE_H.append(ZPE_H) 

        ZPE=0 
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        listZPE.append(ZPE) 

    b1=x.find('Sum of electronic and thermal Energies=') 

    if b1==-1: 

        b1=0 

    #print(b1) 

    if b1!=0:     

        U_H1=f1(b1) 

        U_H=U_H1.lstrip() 

        #print(U_H) 

        listU_H.append(U_H) 

        U=f2(U_H) 

        #print(U) 

        listU.append(U) 

    else: 

        U_H=0 

        listU_H.append(U_H) 

        U=0 

        listU.append(U) 

    c1=x.find('Sum of electronic and thermal Enthalpies=') 

    if c1==-1: 

        c1=0 

    #print(c1) 

    if c1!=0: 

        H_H1=f1(c1) 

        H_H=H_H1.lstrip() 

        #print(H_H) 

        listH_H.append(H_H) 

        H=f2(H_H) 

        #print(H) 

        listH.append(H) 

    else: 

        H_H=0 

        listH_H.append(H_H) 

        H=0 
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        listH.append(H) 

    d1=x.find('Sum of electronic and thermal Free Energies=') 

    if d1==-1: 

        d1=0 

    #print(d1) 

    if d1!=0: 

        G_H1=f1(d1) 

        G_H=G_H1.lstrip() 

        #print(G_H) 

        listG_H.append(G_H) 

        G=f2(G_H) 

        #print(G) 

        listG.append(G) 

    else: 

        G_H=0 

        listG_H.append(G_H) 

        G=0 

        listG.append(G) 

    v1=x.find('Frequencies -- ') 

    if v1==-1: 

        v1=0 

    #print(v1) 

    if v1!=0: 

        freq1=f5(v1) 

        freq2=f6(v1) 

        #print(freq1) 

        listfreq1.append(freq1) 

        #print(freq2) 

        listfreq2.append(freq2) 

    else: 

        freq1=0 

        listfreq1.append(freq1) 

        freq2=0 

        listfreq2.append(freq2) 
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    s1=x.find('Total ') 

    if s1==-1: 

        s1=0 

    #print(s1) 

    if s1!=0: 

        S=f7(s1) 

        #print(S) 

        listS.append(S) 

    else: 

        S=0 

        listS.append(S) 

    file.close() 

    z-=1 

    print('Fertig') 

dEmin=min(listE) 

listdE=[ix - dEmin for ix in listE] 

dZPEmin=min(listZPE) 

listdZPE=[ix - dZPEmin for ix in listZPE] 

dUmin=min(listU) 

listdU=[ix - dUmin for ix in listU] 

dHmin=min(listH) 

listdH=[ix - dHmin for ix in listH] 

dGmin=min(listG) 

listdG=[ix - dGmin for ix in listG] 

listnr.insert(0, 'Jobnr') 

listname2.insert(0, 'Jobname') 

listE_H.insert(0, 'energy (hartree)') 

listE.insert(0, 'energy (kJ/mol)') 

listdE.insert(0, 'dE (kJ/mol)') 

listZPE_H.insert(0, 'energy ZPE (hartree)') 

listZPE.insert(0, 'energy ZPE (kJ/mol)') 

listdZPE.insert(0, 'dZPE (kJ/mol)') 

listU_H.insert(0, 'internal energy (hartree)') 

listU.insert(0, 'internal energy (kJ/mol)') 
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listdU.insert(0, 'dU (kJ/mol)') 

listH_H.insert(0, 'enthalpy (hartree)') 

listH.insert(0, 'enthalpy (kJ/mol)') 

listdH.insert(0, 'dH (kJ/mol)') 

listG_H.insert(0, 'free enthalpy (hartree)') 

listG.insert(0, 'free enthalpy (kJ/mol)') 

listdG.insert(0, 'dG (kJ/mol)') 

listfreq1.insert(0, 'first frequency (cm-1)') 

listfreq2.insert(0, 'second frequency (cm-1)') 

listS.insert(0, 'entropy (cal/mol-K)') 

for a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l, m, n, o, p, q, r, s, t in zip(listnr, listname2, listE_H, listE, listdE, listZPE_H, listZPE, 

listdZPE, listU_H, listU, listdU, listH_H, listH, listdH, listG_H, listG, listdG, listfreq1, listfreq2, listS): 

        

file2.write(str(a)+'\t'+str(b)+'\t'+str(c)+'\t'+str(d)+'\t'+str(e)+'\t'+str(f)+'\t'+str(g)+'\t'+str(h)+'\t'+str(i)+'\t'+str(j)

+'\t'+str(k)+'\t'+str(l)+'\t'+str(m)+'\t'+str(n)+'\t'+str(o)+'\t'+str(p)+'\t'+str(q)+'\t'+str(r)+'\t'+str(s)+'\t'+str(t)+'\n') 

        file2.write 

file2.close() 

input('Ende mit beliebiger Taste') 
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8.2. IR spectrum 

 

 

Figure A 2: Python console for data analysis of DFT calculated (IR) vibration 
spectrum. 

Input 

 -number of log-files 

 -FWHM 

 -lowest wavenumber 

 -highest wavenumber 

 -scaling factor for fingerprint range 

 -scaling factor for stretching range 

 -folder name with log file 

 

print('Skript zur Auswertung von Schwinungungsrechnungen') 

import math 

#gaussian 

def g1(xc,A): 

    return A*math.exp(-(((x_g-xc)**2)/(w2**2))) 

#lorentz 

def l1(xc,A): 

    return ((2*(((FWHM*math.pi*A)/2)))/(math.pi))*((FWHM/((4*((x_l-xc)**2))+(FWHM**2)))) 
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def s1(n): 

    return u[n+16:n+26] 

def s2(n): 

    return u[n+40:n+49] 

def s3(n): 

    return u[n+62:n+72] 

z=float(input('How many output files?: ')) 

FWHM=float(input('FWHM: ')) 

x42=float(input('lowest wavenumber: ')) 

x81=float(input('highest wavenumber: ')) 

x8=x81+1 

x8_g=x8 

x8_l=x8 

#print(x42) 

scale_CO=float(input('Scaling factor for fingerprint region:')) 

scale_CH=float(input('Scaling factor for CH/NH/OH region:')) 

while z>0: 

    na=input('folder neme with gaussian output file:') 

    name='./{}/output.log'.format(na) 

    file=open(name,'r') 

    u=file.read() 

    nr=na[0:4] 

    outfile='./'+na+'/output{}_frequencies.txt'.format(nr) 

    file2=open(outfile,'w') 

    y1='Frequencies' 

    y2='IR Intensity' 

    w2=FWHM/math.sqrt(math.log(4)) 

    x22=2 

    x23=2 

    x1=u.count('Frequencies -- ') 

    print('Number of Frequencies: ' + str(int(x1*3))) 

    list1=[] 

    list1_s=[y1, 'cm-1', 'scaling factor: '+ str(scale_CO) + ', ' + str(scale_CH)] 

    list2=[] 
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    list3=[y1, 'cm-1', 'gaussian convolution'] 

    list3_s=[] 

    list4=[y2,'km/mol', ' '] 

    list5=[y1,'cm-1', 'lorentz convolution'] 

    list5_s=[] 

    list6=[y2,'km/mol', ' '] 

    print('line spectrum') 

    while x1>0: 

        x2=u.find('Frequencies -- ', x22) 

        x3=u.find('IR Inten    -- ', x23) 

        x22=2 

        x23=2 

        #print(x2) 

        z11=s1(x2) 

        z1=z11.lstrip() 

        #print(z1) 

        list1.append(float(z1)) 

        z1s=float(z1) 

        if z1s<=2200: 

            z1_s=float(z1s)*scale_CO 

            list1_s.append(z1_s) 

        if z1s>=2200: 

            z1_s=float(z1s)*scale_CH 

            list1_s.append(z1_s) 

        z11_1=s1(x3) 

        z1_1=z11_1.strip() 

        #print(z1_1) 

        list2.append(float(z1_1)) 

        z21=s2(x2) 

        z2=z21.strip() 

        #print(z2) 

        list1.append(float(z2)) 

        z2s=float(z2) 

        if z2s<=2200: 
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            z2_s=z2s*scale_CO 

            list1_s.append(z2_s) 

        if z2s>=2200: 

            z2_s=z2s*scale_CH 

            list1_s.append(z2_s) 

        z21_1=s2(x3) 

        z2_1=z21_1.strip() 

        #print(z2_1) 

        list2.append(float(z2_1)) 

        z31=s3(x2) 

        z3=z31.strip() 

        #print(z3) 

        list1.append(float(z3)) 

        z3s=float(z3) 

        if z3s<=2200: 

            z3_s=float(z3s)*scale_CO 

            list1_s.append(z3_s) 

        if z3s>=2200: 

            z3_s=float(z3s)*scale_CH 

            list1_s.append(z3_s) 

        z31_1=s3(x3) 

        z3_1=z31_1.strip() 

        #print(z3_1) 

        list2.append(float(z3_1)) 

        x1-=1 

        #print(x1) 

        x22+=x2 

        x23+=x3 

        #print(x22) 

    x1=u.count('Frequencies -- ') 

    print('finish line spectrum') 

    print('gaussian convolution') 

    #print(list1) 

    #print(list2) 
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    x_g=x42 

    print(x_g) 

    print(x8_g) 

    while x8_g>0: 

        list_g=[0] 

        for a, b in zip(list1, list2): 

            y=g1(a,b) 

            #print(y) 

            list_g.append(y) 

        list3.append(x_g) 

        if x_g<=2200: 

            x_s=x_g*scale_CO 

            list3_s.append(x_s) 

        if x_g>=2200: 

            x_s=x_g*scale_CH 

            list3_s.append(x_s) 

        #print(list_g) 

        y_g=sum(list_g) 

        list4.append(y_g) 

        x_g+=1 

        x8_g-=1  

    print('finish gaussian convolution') 

    print('lorentz convolution') 

    y=0 

    x_l=x42 

    print(x_l) 

    print(x8_l) 

    while x8_l>0: 

        list_l=[0] 

        for a, b in zip(list1, list2): 

            y=l1(a,b) 

            list_l.append(y) 

        list5.append(x_l) 

        if x_l<=2200: 
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            x_s=x_l*scale_CO 

            list5_s.append(x_s) 

        if x_l>=2200: 

            x_s=x_l*scale_CH 

            list5_s.append(x_s) 

        #print(list_l) 

        y_l=sum(list_l) 

        list6.append(y_l) 

        x_l+=1 

        x8_l-=1  

    print('finish lorentz convolution') 

    list1.insert(0, y1) 

    list1.insert(1, 'cm-1') 

    list1.insert(2, 'line spectrum') 

    list2.insert(0, y2) 

    list2.insert(1, 'km/mol') 

    list2.insert(2, ' ') 

    list3_s.insert(0, y1) 

    list3_s.insert(1, 'cm-1') 

    list3_s.insert(2, 'scaling factor: '+ str(scale_CO) + ', ' + str(scale_CH)) 

    list5_s.insert(0, y1) 

    list5_s.insert(1, 'cm-1') 

    list5_s.insert(2, 'scaling factor: '+ str(scale_CO) + ', ' + str(scale_CH)) 

    minIR=len(list1) 

    maxIR=len(list4) 

    diffIR=maxIR-minIR 

    while diffIR>0: 

        list1.append(' ') 

        list1_s.append(' ') 

        list2.append(' ') 

        diffIR-=1 

    for a, b1, a_s, b2, c, d1, cs, d2, e, f1, es, f2 in zip(list1, list2, list1_s, list2, list3, list4, list3_s, list4, list5, list6, 

list5_s, list6): 
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file2.write(str(a)+'\t'+str(b1)+'\t'+str(a_s)+'\t'+str(b2)+'\t'+str(c)+'\t'+str(d1)+'\t'+str(cs)+'\t'+str(d2)+'\t'+str(e)+'

\t'+str(f1)+'\t'+str(es)+'\t'+str(f2)+'\n') 

        file2.write 

    file.close() 

    file2.close() 

    z-=1 

    print('Fertig') 

    x_g=x42 

    x8_g=x8 

    x8_l=x8 

input('Ende mit beliebiger Taste') 
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8.3. Potential energy surface scan 

 

 

Figure A 3: Python console for data analysis of DFT calculated energy value 
for potential energy surface scan. 

Input 

 -number of log-files 

 -folder name with log file 

 

print('Skript zur Auswertung von PES-Scan') 

def f1(mn): 

    yx=float(mn) 

    return yx*2625.5 

z=float(input('How many output files?: ')) 

while z>0: 

    na=input('folder name with gaussian output file:') 

    name='./{}/output.log'.format(na) 

    #na=input('name output file:') 

    #name=na + '.log' 

    print('Input: '+name) 

    file=open(name,'r') 

    a=file.read() 
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    a1=a.find(' Scan ') 

    #print(a1) 

    a2=a.rfind('!', 0, a1) 

    #print(a2) 

    a3=a[a2+1:a2+7] 

    a4=a3.strip() 

    #print(a4) 

    a5=a[a2+8:a2+26] 

    a6=a5.strip() 

    #print(a6) 

    a7=a[a2+29:a2+40] 

    a8=a7.strip() 

    #print(a8) 

    a9=a.count('Optimization completed') 

    #print(a9) 

    nr=na[0:4] 

    outfile='./'+na+'/output{}_PES_Scan.txt'.format(nr) 

    print('Output: '+outfile) 

    #outfile='./{}/output_PES_energies.txt'.format(na) 

    #print(outfile) 

    file2=open(outfile,'w') 

    #outfile2='./{}/output_PES_raw_energies.txt'.format(na) 

    #print(outfile) 

    #file3=open(outfile2,'w') 

    y1=['Coordinate'] 

    y2=['Energie (Hartree)'] 

    y3=['Energie (kJ/mol)'] 

    y4=[0] 

    y5_1=['Step'] 

    y6_1=['SCF-Energie (Hartree)'] 

    y7_1=['SCF-Energie (kJ/mol)'] 

    y8_1=[0] 

    x22=2 

    while a9>0: 
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        a10=a.find('Optimization completed', x22) 

        x22=2 

        #print(a10) 

        a11=a.find(a4, a10) 

        #print(a11) 

        a12=a[a11+27:a11+40] 

        a13=a12.strip() 

        #print(a13) 

        y1.append(a13) 

        a14_1=a.rfind('SCF Done', x22, a10) 

        a14=a.find(') =', a14_1) 

        #print(a14) 

        a15=a[a14+3:a14+22] 

        a16=a15.strip() 

        #print(a16) 

        y2.append(a16) 

        energie=f1(a16) 

        y3.append(energie) 

        y4.append(energie) 

        a9-=1 

        x22+=a11 

    x23=0 

    step=0 

    a9=a.count('SCF Done:') 

    while a9>0: 

        x2_1=a.find('SCF Done:', x23) 

        x2=a.find(') =', x2_1) 

        x23=2 

        #print(x2) 

        y5_1.append(step) 

        z11=a[x2+3:x2+22] 

        z1=z11.strip() 

        #print(z1) 

        y6_1.append(z1) 
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        energie=f1(z1) 

        y7_1.append(energie) 

        y8_1.append(energie) 

        a9-=1 

        step+=1 

        x23+=x2 

    file.close() 

    y4.remove(0) 

    y5=min(y4) 

    #print(y5) 

    y6=[i - y5 for i in y4] 

    y6.insert(0, 'dE (kJ/mol)') 

    y8_1.remove(0) 

    y8_2=min(y8_1) 

    #print(y8_2) 

    y8_3=[i - y8_2 for i in y8_1] 

    y8_3.insert(0, 'dSCF (kJ/mol)') 

    ly1=len(y1) 

    #print(y1) 

    #print(y2) 

    #print(y3) 

    #print(y6) 

    max1=len(y5_1) 

    #print(y5_1) 

    #print(y6_1) 

    #print(y7_1) 

    #print(y8_3) 

    diff=max1-ly1 

    while diff>0: 

        y1.append(' ') 

        y2.append(' ') 

        y3.append(' ') 

        y6.append(' ') 

        diff-=1 
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    for a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h in zip(y1, y2, y3, y6,y5_1, y6_1, y7_1, y8_3): 

        file2.write(str(a)+'\t'+str(b)+'\t'+str(c)+'\t'+str(d)+'\t'+str(e)+'\t'+str(f)+'\t'+str(g)+'\t'+str(h)+'\n') 

        file2.write 

        #print(r1_1) 

        #r1=','.join(r1_1) 

        #print(r1) 

        #file2.write(r1) 

    #for e, f, g, h in zip(y5_1, y6_1, y7_1, y8_3): 

        #print(e, f, g, h) 

        #print(r2_1) 

        #r2='.'.join(r2) 

        #print(r2) 

        #file3.write(r2) 

    file2.close() 

    #file3.close() 

    z-=1 

    print('Fertig') 

input('Ende mit beliebiger Taste') 
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8.4. NPA and Mulliken charge 

 

 

Figure A 4: Python console for data analysis of DFT calculated charge value. 

Input 

 -number of log-files 

 -folder name with log file 

 -number of elements 

 -name of element (symbol from periodic table) 

 

print('Skript für NPA und Mulliken Ladungen aus Gaussian-output.log-files') 

z=float(input('How many output files?: ')) 

while z>0: 

    list_atom=['Atom'] 

    list_atom_e1=[] 

    list_atom_e2=['Atom'] 

    list_atomnr=['Atomnr'] 

    list_chargenpa=['Charge npa'] 

    list_chargemulliken=['Charge mulliken'] 

    list_npa_e=[] 

    list_npa_sum=['Charge npa sum'] 

    list_mulliken_e=[] 

    list_mulliken_sum=['Charge mulliken sum'] 
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    na=input('folder name with gaussian output file: ') 

    name_in='./{}/output.log'.format(na) 

    file_in=open(name_in,'r') 

    x=file_in.read() 

    nr=na[0:4] 

    name_out='./'+na+'/npa_mulliken_charges_'+nr+'.txt' 

    print(name_out) 

    file_out=open(name_out,'w') 

    npa1=x.find(' Summary of Natural Population Analysis:   ') 

    npa_start=x.find('  Total', npa1) 

    npa_end=x.find(' * Total * ', npa1) 

    mulliken_start=x.find('   Condensed to atoms (all electrons):') 

    mulliken_ende=x.find(' Sum of Mulliken charges =') 

    npa_count=int(input('How many elements: ')) 

    for j in range(0,npa_count): 

        n_e=input('Elemnt: ') 

        i=1 

        while i>0: 

            i=1 

            npa2=x.find('  '+n_e+'  ', npa_start, npa_end) 

            mulliken2=x.find(' '+n_e+' ', mulliken_start, mulliken_ende) 

            if npa2!=-1: 

                list_atom.append(n_e) 

                list_atom_e1.append(n_e) 

                npa_out=x[npa2+11:npa2+22] 

                npa_out=npa_out.strip() 

                npa_atomnr=x[npa2+4:npa2+10] 

                npa_atomnr=npa_atomnr.strip() 

                list_atomnr.append(npa_atomnr) 

                list_chargenpa.append(npa_out) 

                list_npa_e.append(float(npa_out)) 

                npa_start=npa2+22 

                mulliken_out=x[mulliken2+3:mulliken2+14] 

                mulliken_out=mulliken_out.strip() 
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                list_chargemulliken.append(mulliken_out) 

                list_mulliken_e.append(float(mulliken_out)) 

                mulliken_start=mulliken2+22 

            else: 

                list_e=len(list_npa_e) 

                sum_npa=sum(list_npa_e) 

                avg_e_npa=sum_npa/list_e 

                sum_mulliken=sum(list_mulliken_e) 

                avg_e_mulliken=sum_mulliken/list_e 

                list_atom_e2.append(n_e) 

                list_npa_sum.append(avg_e_npa) 

                list_mulliken_sum.append(avg_e_mulliken) 

                list_npa_e=[] 

                list_mulliken_e=[] 

                list_atom_e1=[] 

                npa_start=x.find('  Total', npa1) 

                mulliken_start=x.find('   Condensed to atoms (all electrons):') 

                i=0 

    e1=len(list_atom_e2) 

    e2=len(list_atom) 

    e3=e2-e1 

    for e4 in range(0,e3): 

        list_atom_e2.append('\t') 

        list_npa_sum.append('\t') 

        list_mulliken_sum.append('\t') 

    for atom, atomnr, chargenpa, chargemulliken, atom_e, npa_sum, mulliken_sum in zip(list_atom, list_atomnr, 

list_chargenpa, list_chargemulliken, list_atom_e2, list_npa_sum, list_mulliken_sum): 

        

file_out.write(str(atom)+'\t'+str(atomnr)+'\t'+str(chargenpa)+'\t'+str(chargemulliken)+'\t'+str(atom_e)+'\t'+str(

npa_sum)+'\t'+str(mulliken_sum)+'\n') 

        file_out.write 

    file_out.close() 

    file_in.close() 

    z-=1 

input('Ende mit beliebiger Taste') 
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